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lity Traffic Box Score

Va riabfe Cloudiness,
Mild Temperatures

—To Date—
IMS
1962
Deaths .....
.5
1
Accidents ... 4OT
368
Injur ies
L20
87

Tonight, Wednesday

Damages .. $80,060 $87,850

SIXTEEN PAGES

House Accepts Foreign Aid Bill
Nation-Wide
Traffic Death
Count Starts

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The tradition of "Let's go
home for Christmas" drew millions of Americans to the
streets and highways today.
Many braved intense cold ,
poor visibility, early morning
and late afternoon darkness,
slick pavements and other driving hazards for gay reunions at
family hearths.
- Eleven traffic deaths were
reported in the first several
hours after trie count started at
12:01 a.m. (Winona Time). The
holiday death toll will be tabulated until midnight Wednesday.
The National Safety Council
figured that almost all the nation 's 79 million cars will be on
the streets or roads sometime
during the midweek holiday
¦
¦
¦:¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
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and will roll up a total of more
TRAFFIC SNARL ". . . . Winter misery
isolated for an 80 mile radius. Many motor- than 2 billion miles between 6
p.m. Tuesday and midnight
and 16-incbes of snow blanketed Memphis,
ists left their cars in the highway bringing
Wednesday.
Term., Monday. The mid-south area was
traffic to a virtual standstill. (AP Photofax)
During that period , the council estimates , between 200 and
250 persons might die in traffic
accidents. The council said
studies of past Christmas holidays show more than half the
drivers involved in fatal crashes had been drinking.
In 1957, the last time Chrismas fell on Wednesday, there
were 225 traffic deaths between
6 p.m. of Christmas Eve and
midnight of the following day .
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 8 inches in the New York met- across the snow-covered regions The Associated Press began
A fast-moving early winter ropolitan area. It hammered in Tennessee and Kentucky. counting the 1963 Christmas
storm that dumped .the heaviest most of the northern half of The mercury plunged to 12 below holiday deaths at midnight
snowfalls of the century in some the Atlantic coastal region and zero in Memphis , Tenn., a rec- Monday, 18 hours ahead of the
Southern states swept across other Eastern areas after sweep- ord low for the city, which is start of the holiday driving perbroad areas in the eastern sec- ing across Southern states .
covered by 15 inches of snow, iod as defined by the council.
tion of the nation today.
the heaviest amount of the cen- For purposes of comparison
The pre - Christmas storm , The sno-vt, followed by sleet tury.
The Associated Press surveyed
fanned by gusty winds, disrupt- and freezing rain in many East- Highway travel in the South a corresponding period two
ed air and highway travel, cre- ern areas, was blamed for at was extremely dangerous on weeks ago, from 12:01 a.m.
ated hazardous driving condi- least 15 de aths, mostly in traffic ice-covered highways. S t a t e Tuesday, Dec. 10, to 12:01 a.m.
tions and inconvenienced mil- accidents en icy and snow-cov- troopers allowed only vehicles Thursday, J>ec. 12. and counted
ered highways, exposure from with snow tires and chains to 170 deaths in traffic.
lions.
cold and heart attacks induced travel on highways between Al,
on
the
first
full
The storm
day of winter , left amounts up by over-ex ertion.
abama and Tennessee, north
Cold air dipped deep into Georgia and north Mississippi.
to 16 inches in western and
southwestern Virginia and up to parts of the Southland , notably
A white Christmas was assured for vast areas in the eastern two-thirds of the nation.
The snow, after whipping
across the Scuth and Mideast
sections Sunday, swept northward along the Atlantic Coast,
into New England and inward
.

.

16 Inches in Some Places

Pre-Christmas Storm Piles
Up New Drifts in South

Procession Set
For Bethlehem

BETHLEHEM (AP)-Crowded just as lt was the day Christ
was born, Bethlehem prepared
to celebrate Christmas with a
majestic procession to the oldest church in Christendom and a
modest ceremony beneath the
stars.
Thousands of pilgrims from
around the world flocked to the
Holy Land.
Two hundred Jordanian police
were assign ed to special duty
with army desert troops in Manger Square outside Bethlehem 's
Churc h of the Nativity. As many
as 10, 000 worshipers were expected to gather there for

GOODFELLOWS
$475(5.78
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Drier , Kim and
20.
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Kay T
Northwestern Bell
Telephone Co,,
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Coffee Fund
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Loudspeakers Monday night
wafted carol music across the
stone-pave<i square lit by garish
neon lights , an electric sign
reading '"Welcome to Bethlehem " and the bright bulbs of
the municipal Christmas tree, a
misshapen umbrella pine festooned with Japanese lanterns ,
balls of ti nfoil and a dazzling
green and red star.
Souvenir sellers besieged each
pilgrim with offers of postcards ,
rosaries or Crusader crosses.
Ceremonies in the square
promised to be a preview for
the visit of Pope Paul VI to
Bethlehem on the day of Epiphany, Jan. 6.
The town 's mayor, Elias
Banded said he expected 30,000
Christians to jam Bethlehem
for the Pope's arrival.
The road from Jerusalem
winds 1.1 miles through silvery
groves of olive trees , terraced
fields and barren brown hills .
About 6 ,000 tourists are crowded into Jerusalem 's hotels , monasteries and private homes. Another n ,0t>l were to swell the
crowd today when Christian
Arabs from Israel cross the
barbed wire front iers of the armistice lir»e that splits the Holy
Land between Jordan and Israel.
The border opens only onre a
year for Israel' s Christians , who
are given 48 hours each Christmas lo visit relatives and worship.

Memphis Coldest
Spot in Nation
MEMPHIS , Tenn. un —
Memphis, which has had a
total of only 9 below zero
readings this century, was
the coldest spot in the nation today excluding Alaskan areas, the U.S. Weather Bureau reported.
The -13 reading at 3:26
a.m. smashed the city 's alltime low of —11 set Feb. 2,
19&1.
The 14-inch snowfall that
fell Sunday was a record
for this century.
to the eastern Great Lakes region .
The six-inch snowfall at the
National Airport in Washington
was the heaviest since Feb. 8,
1961. Government workers were
dismissed two hours early because of the storm. In many
other cities workers in government offices and business firms
also were allowed to go home
early.
Generall y clear weather was
reported from the Mississi ppi
River to the Pacific Coast. Temperatures general ly moderated
to seasonal levels in most of the
area .

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Thousands of pilgrims flocked
to the grotto of Christ's birth in
Bethlehem today as Christians
prepared to celebrate the birth
of the Prince of Peace.
Christians will observe the
Nativity with midnight religious
services, family reunion s and
feastings. Pope Paul VI in his
first Christmas message pleaded for peace and unity on earth.
But scattered around the
world were stark reminders of
the differences that divide mankind—war in South Viet Nam ,
communal shooting in Cyprus ,
U.S. troops on patrol on the

BEST CHRISTMAS

bleak , freezing hills dividing) down an East Berliner trying to
North and South Korea, the Com- flee to the West Monday.
munist wall through Berlin.
| In Nicosia , capital of Cyprus,
In Berlin , Communists were ' gun battles continued for the
allowing West Berliners to cross ! fourth straight day between
into East Berlin for Christmas- Greek and Turkish Cypriots
time family reunions for the whose recurrent enmity was
first time since they built their I sparked by a dispute over coni stitutional amendments. Offihated wall in August 1961.
Thousands, clutching gaily- ; cials said eight persons had
wrapped gifts, hav e crossed ! been killed up to Monday night,
over for tearful one-day reunions but unofficial sources counted at
since last Friday. The agree- least twice as many dead.
A white Christmas was in
ment ends Jan. 5.
store for large sections of the
Even as families, gathered United States. A storm dumped
happily together again , East the heaviest snowfalls of the
German border guards shot century on some Southern
states , then swept across broad
areas of the East. The storm
PRESENT
disrupted air and highway travel and inconvenienced millions .

Free After 64
Years in Prison

(Editor 's Note: Richard Honeck' s Christmas present has
to be the best anyone is getting this year. It' s his freedom.
In 1899, at the age of 20 , he . went to prison in Illinois for
murder. Al $4 , after . 64 years in prison , he was paroled six
days before Christmas to a California niece he had never
rriet until recently. Mrs . Clara Orth read an Associated Press
story on "The Forgotten Prisoner ," realized he was the uncle
she had been told about in childhood. She had believed him
dead. She opened her heart and trailer home to him .
Sitting on o covch of that home in San Leandro , Calij.,
Honeck talked in a soft , cairn voice. This is what he said.)
By RICHARD HONECK
as told to Harold V. Streeter
SAN LEANDRO, Calif, i* — This is hard to believe.
Just a few weeks ago, I didn 't think I had a friend outside,
not to mention a relative, as I sliced bread in the bakery at Menard State Penitentiary, Chester, 111.
Now just look around this trailer. Cards and letters from
everywhere. More than 3,000 already. Some from 11 foreign countries, l m sun getting 15 or
more every day.
Honeck flew to San Francisco and freedom by jet plane last
Friday. He went to prison four
years before the Wright brothers made the fi rst flight at Kitty Hawk , N. C.
How do I feel about what my
niece has done for me? Here's
a letter which says it better than
I can. It's from the Daughters
of Mary and Joseph, a Catholic
order in San Francisco , and was
sent to Clara. See the way it
ends , like this:
"You are privileged indeed to
understand and practice the
words of St. John , 'Little children , love one another. ' To love
is to purposefull y live. "
All this I didn't know back
when I got a life sentence. 1
had to teach it to myself in
prison.
( When Honeck entered Joliet ,
111. , Penitentiary, William McKinley was President of the
United States.)

By HAROLD K, MILKS
LISBON, Portugal (AP)—The
British aircraft carrier Centaur
and her planes searched today
for 135 persons missing from
the cruise slip Lakonia as rescue vessels raced to port with
a reported 877 survivors of the
burned-out Greek lin a r .
About 500 survivors were expected this morning at Funchal ,
on Madeira Island , aboard the
Argentine freighter Salta.
Other ships were taking resIn 1R97. I had taken a train to
cued passengers and crew memCalifornia—it
was a long ride,
bers to Casablanca and the CaWz days or more—and got a job
nary Islands.
as railroad telegrapher at AnaThere was no word on the heim. I worked myself up to ascause of the fire lhat broke out sistant station agent in a year.
aboard the 20,314-ton Lakonia Then one day a tall young man
just before midnight Sunday. walked in , said , "Get out or I'll
She was 180 miles north of Ma- throw you out. " And my job
deira on a balmy Christmas hol- ended there. Why 1 don't know.
iday cruise , carrying 651 pas- Then it h appened .
( That' s all Honeck will ever
sengers—most of them British
or Irish—and a Greek and Ger- say about the murder of a former school teacher , a young
man crew of 3B5.
The fire raced through the man named Walter Koellcr ,
608-foot vessel , forcing passen- with whom he had quarreled.)
I was in complete disgrace. I
gers and crew into the inky Atsaw no way out. My young life
lantic within an hour.
and future were gone.
The abandoned Lakonia was
I was in a very unhappy
still afloat , a ghost ship. Exp lo- frame of mind until around
sions had blown the steel plates 1013.
from one thi rd the length of her
( That .slinl of Honeck 's prison
hull. She listed heavily to star- (Continued on I'age 14. Col. 5)
board and sent up smoke visible
FREEDOM
for miles.
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A Friend-- several cartons
of sweat shirts.
Bailey & Bailey—N ew inn
chiunll.se,
Friend *—Cl olhlng.

No Paper
Wednesday
In order that Winona
Daily N ews employes
mny observe th e Christmus Day holiday this
newspaper will not publish a paper on Wednesday.
We ask all of our
friends to observe the
day sa fely and urge you
to look for Ihe Dail y
News 3s usual Thursday.

WleAMj.
Qf iAUkimciL

In W a s h i n g t o n . President Johnson prepared to fly to
Texas to spend the Christmas
holiday with his family at his
ranch.
Mrs. John F. Kennedy is observing Christmas with her late
husband's f a m i l y in Palm
Beach,. Fla. Late Monday, she
took her two children—Caroline,
6 and John Jr., 3—Christmas
shopping. But they had to cut
short their outing because of the
crowd that formed after they
were recognized.
Pope Paul invited members
of the Roman Catholic Sacred
College of Cardinals to a traditional papal audience today to
receive his Christmas greetings.
The Pope, in his first Christmas message Monday, called
on world leaders to negotiate
for peace free of arms races
and propaganda and a peace
with confidence in the United
Nations.
In Cuba, Christmas is being
celebrated with a conspicuous
lack of religious theme. In Havana, a huge sign proclaims :
"Joy, gaiety and warmth in our
Cuban and Socialist Christmas."
The government of Fidel Castro decreed an additional quota
of food would be distributed—
one pound of pork and two
ounces of tomatoes per person
—plus one chicken for every
two persons.

W EATHER

Richard Honeck
'Th.is Is Great.
I ' m Free at Last. "

FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Variable cloudiness through
Wednesday- Continued mild tonight and Wednesd ay. Low tonight 18-28, high Wednesday 3845. A little cooler Thursday but
temperatures still above normal.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. tol day:
Maximum , 35; minimum, -1;
noon , 35; precipitation , none.

Girl Hurt at Ice
Show Fights Back

By STEVE VAN CLEVE
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Barbara Staten is a pigtailcd orphan who paid with pain for her
Christmas present—life itself.
The 9-year-old child clung to
life for 47 days while battling
burns suffered in the Halloween
explosion at the Indiana State
Fairgrounds Coliseum.
Added to the physical drain of
third-degree hums over ,15 per
cent of her body was a stunning
emotional shock. The explosion
toll of 7,1! dead in cluded , her
mother , father , grandmother
nnd brol her. All that remains of
the family is Barb ara and her
15-year-old brothe r , John.

when she goes home from the
hospital.
Mrs. Dorothy Oliger , a private nurse , said the little girl
cried for about an hour after
she was told her parents were
dead "but now she's accepted
it. "

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House finally handed foreignaid victory to President Johnson today with passage, in an
unprecedented early day-beforeChristmas session , of a bill with
the feature on which he staked
White House prestige.
The vote of 189 to 158 was a
galling defeat for Republicans
who had once beaten back the
section g i v i n g the President
power to guarantee credit for
private wheat sales to Russia.
The measure 's compromise
$3-billion allotment of money
for the aid program was not a
major issue, thou gh it was less
than the amount Johnson had
said would be the safe minimum .
It now goes to the Senate
where p a s s a g e is taken for
granted , probably Monday but
possibly Friday.
Johnson , who had postponed
his Christmas trip to his Texas
home to await the outcome,

AFTER THE BATTLE . ..
Rep. Charles Halleck, left,
of Indiana, House Republican leader, and Rep. Carl
Albert of Oklahoma, the
Democratic leader, shake
hands upon leaving t h e
House floor today after
House passage of a compromise $3 billion foreign
aid appropriation bill. (AP
Photofax)
commended the House for what
he called constructive action.
"Men and women of good will
put their country first—some at
great sacrifice—to see that the
national interest was served,"
the President said in a statement released only minutes
after the vote.
"I am gratefu l to them and
I am sure the nation is grateful to them. "
The vote lined up 187 Democrats and 2 Republicans for the
grant of presidential authority.
Opposed were 25 Democrat s and
133 Republicans.
Soon after the Mole , and without discussion , the House adopted resolutions for adjourning
the present session Monday and
beginning the second session
Jan. 7. These now go to the
Senate.
A few minutes earlier , House
and Senate representatives went
through the formality of notifying Johnson that Congress was
preparing to adjourn unless he
(Continued on Page 14. Col. 5)
HOUSE

One of John 's Inst pre-Ohristmas visits lo Barbara ' s hospital
room was to watch a television
performance of Holiday on Ice
—the same show which played
nl the Coliseum Oct . :il.
The Stnlen family was sitting
in box seat Section 111, which
was hurled into the air hy the
explosion in a concession room
under the concrete arena.
Killed outright were Dr . Jesse
C. Staten , 5(1, Barbara 's father
nnd a General Motors Corp.
plant physic -inn here ; his wife ,
Mary, 4(1, and his mother , Mrs.
Lena SUiten , 70, Greencastlc.
Marti a n) , John nm\ David
Staten , 14, were injured — nnd
David died 24 houi\s later.
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50.

2.
"The Twins "
Stealer 's Swiss
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Chalet Museum ..
"In Memory of
I.
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Foundation of
M0,
Winona
Karen. Ilollin. Bruce ,
Brian. Darrel.
fi.
Louis
2.r>.
Winona Hotel s , Inc.
Frocdtcrt Mn lt
Corp., employes . - -Ifi.
Total to date

Christmas Eve rites.

135 Missing,
877 Rescued
From Lakonia

Christians World
Over Honor Christ

Senate Votes
Friday- Session
Ends Monday
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A SHIP 1)1 KS AT SKA . . . Smoke billows from Ihe doomed cruise line r Lakon ia
in the Atlantic 500 miles west of the. Strait
of Gihrnller. Shi ps nnd planes today were

searching for persons reported missing in the
disaster. There nre a reported 1177 survivors.
\A V Photofax via cable from London)

Lust Tncsdny Barlinni was
taken off the critical list nt St.
Vincent ' s Hosp ital.
Barbara was told Dec. 9 thj it
hor parents won 't be waiting

Ilarbara Staten and Doll
Bndly Burned Girl Watches Ice Shout

DEAR ABBY

She 'll Regret
This Later

LEWISTON , Minn. - Air
Force Academy Cadet Roger
Prigge of Xewiston will show
slides of the Academy and desscribe cadet life at a meeting
of Winona County 4-H Club junior and adult leaders and the
Young Adult Citizens Club at the
village hall here Friday at 8:15
p.m.
The meeting has been arranged by County Agent Oliver

By ABIGAIL VAN BITIEV
DEAR ABBY: My best friend and I work together. There
was a good-looking policeman who used to talk to us on
our break , and my girl friend fell in love with this man. He
is married and has several children. He and his family are
moving out of the city, and now my girl friend is planning
to quit her job and try to find one where he is going. She
says she realizes that he is not free to marry her , but she
can 't live without being near him. I am trying to talk her
out of it but am not having very much luck. I hate to see
her hurt. If I send you her address, will you write to her
"
and tell her she is heading for trouble?
A FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND : If she won ' t listen
to you , she won ' t listen to me. Some
people have to learn (he hard way. And
the tragedy of this kind of learning is
that so many innocent people must pay
the tuition.
•^
j f

Abby

Strand.
Members of the Lewiston
Business Men 's Association also
have been invited to attend.
Prigge, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gerhardt C. Prigge , is a second year classman at the Academy to which he was appointed
by Rep. Al Quie of the First
District.
¦
BREAKING OVT
SANTA CRUZ , Calif. (AP) Police said a broken garage
door was an inside job. Someone, perhaps a prowler, got
locked inside the garage and
had to pry the door open to escape.

Air Force Cadet
To Speak to Farm
Group at Lewiston

Badger Bounty
Bill Is Vetoed

"Since 1945, the number of certainly the annual take should
foxes bountied annually has decline over the years rather
varied between 22,000 and 57,000 than increase. "
with the highest take within the
past two years. If the bounty
system were effective in controlling the predator population,

without the bounty system."
"An examination of the records tends to bear out the idea
that we are actually increasing
the predator population under
the bounty system ," Reynolds
said.

MADISON, Wis. Iff) , — 'A. bill
that would have appropriated
$360,000 in the biennium for the
payment of bounties on certain
wild animals was vetoed by
Gov. John W. Reynolds Monday.
The governor said that after
reviewing the arguments of both
sides, he was "convinced that
Wisconsin would be better off
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DEAR .ABBY: I married a man who had
a 14-ycar-old-daughter. (Kis wife died two
years before. ) We 've been married a year
and this girl addresses me as "my STEPmother , " with the most emphatic and insulting accent on the "step " that you could
ever imagine. When she speaks of me to
nf hprc

chfl t-pfprc tn mp

falhAr 'c

" mv

QG

wife ." Please tell me how 1 am supposed to feel . I have
bent over backwards trying to be a good mother.
HURT

j *w%w *_0LW

DEAR HURT: Small wonder you are "hurt. " The
girl' s hostilities are running out of her mouth. She probably would resent any woman who married her father ,
so don 't take it personally. Continue to be the best mother
possible, and ask your husband ' s advice on this thorny
problem.
DEAR .ABBY: I am sitling home again tonight while my
husband is at. his garage , five miles away, overhauling his
hot rod . He -works every night until two and three in the
morning. He won 't let rne go to the garage with him because
he says "the boys " come over and he doesn ' t want me there.
I work downtown six days a week. Most of the time he doesn 't
come home for dinner and I nev er get to see him. We get
alon g fine when we're together and we love each other very
much. He would just rather work oh his hot rod than be with
me. He 's not a teen-ager. He is 26 and I am 23. What should
I do '.'
LONESOME.
DEAR LONESOME : You had better start overhauling your marriage before it conks out. Tell "Hot Rod 26"
that unless he bud gets his attention better between you
and his other love, it' s the checkered flag for your marriage-go-round.
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What' s on your mind? For a personal reply, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Abbv , Box 3365, Beverlv
Hills , Calif.

Indian Funds
Drive Clarified

ST. PAUL (AP) - Any future
fund drives of the Indian Trades
Council will be supervised by
his office , says Atty . Gen. Walter Mondale.
His order came late Mondayafter the council had severed relations with a professional fund
raising outfit and also registered
itself with the secretary of
state as a chari ty group, as required by law.
Mondale called the conference
with council officials , the fund
raiser and two aides from his
office after hearing that a telephone fund campaign had been
misusing radio stations in efi
forts to get contributions-

lties.

"A rough accounting submitted to us a£ the conference "
Mondale said , "shows that of
each dollar contributed to this
campaign , not more than 20
cents was likely to be spent on
Indian charities.
"Even if the campaign had
been allowed to continue, its
likely costs would have amounted to 70 or 75 cents out of each
dollar contributed. "
Mondale said the solicitation
was "an example of a charity
which might have started out
with the best of intentions, but
which simply spent too much
money on fees for the professional fund raiser."
Mondale said the fund-raiser
got 50 per cent of all moneys
collected. This was exclusive of
other expenses for l ight, rent ,
heat and stat ionery.

United States farmers spend
$15 billion annually for food ,
clothing, drugs , furniture , appliances , services and other such
Coincident -with the parley, i household necessities.
Roger J o u r d a n , Bemidji. <
¦
chairman of the Red Lake
Band
*
of Chippewas and a member of
the Minnesota Indian Affairs ,
Commission , sent a telegram to
Mondale thanki ng hirn for alertness in haltin g the fund driv e
and declaring that the state ' s
Chiuuewus do not endorse th e
council ' s activ ities.
The telegram , signed also bv
Royce Grams, tribal secretary ,
and treasurer Dan Needh am Sr .
called upon th e attorney general to c ontinu e the probe of con
trinutions obt ained bv the coun-
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Mnndalr said fnvrstig alors already bad learned lhat gifts had
ranged from .SI to $50 with the
a verage about S5. He said the
aim in Ihe fu ture would be to
assure the monies co llect ed actually are spent on Indian char- !
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MARY'S KNIT NOOK
"Your Knitting Dealers "
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HORSNVAN DOLLS!

*

"TAMMY" DOLL CLOTHES

*

IONKA CARSI
HU8LEY SCALE MODELS! '

*

"KEN" DOLL CLOTHES!

*
CHI LD GUIDANCE

TOYS!

*

IDEAL SCALE MODELSl
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Engineer s
Study of

Night Light

Lake Asked

Probable

Engineering problems involved in a limited reclamation
of the south shore of Lake Winona were discussed at a meeting of the Park - . Recreation
Board Monday at City Hall.
City Engineer James Baird
showed commissioners a map
of the shoreline between Huff
Street and the east end of the
lake. Bringing the treacherously
boggy shore area up to usable
condition is possible, although
probably not economically feasible, Baird said. If the project
were adopted , it should be done
a little at a time , he advised.

Fire Cause

COMMISSIONERS
asked
Baird to prepare a study for
consideration by May 1, so that
a program , if undertaken , could
be put into the budget for . the
following.year. The board's objective is to firm up the area
enough to permit minimum
maintenance. At present the
area is mostly weed-grown because it is inaccessible in summer. This has been a longtime
irritant to commissioners, who
consider the overgrown area an
eyesore which mars an otherwise attractive view of the city.
A comparatively minor part
of the shore area, extending
700 feet east from the Huff
Street dike, is maintained. The
balance of the area is riddled
with springs and periodically inundated by drainage from Highway . 61. This excess moisture
has made the area a dangerous
quagmire, unsafe even to persons on foot. Baird said 14
highway
culverts discharge
water onto the shoreline.
Cost estimates are difficult to
figure, Baird said , but a highly
tentative total would be in the
area of $100,000. Some state
highway roadside development
funds may be available to help
defray costs, the engineer said.
COMMISSIONER L a m bert
Kowalewski said part of the
area should be preserved in its
natural state but developed into
a fish rearing pond site.
LITTLE encouragement was
given by commissioners to a
suggestion that a sport car gymkhana be held on Lake Winon a
in connection with the Winter
Carnival next month . Although
the idea had been publicized, no
one appeared-at the meeting to
make a formal request. Commissioners said they would have
refused to grant permission anyway. .
COMMISSIONER Kowalewski,
absent from the past two meetings, said he was opposed to
sale of lakeshore acreage west
of Huff Street for a Holiday
Inn motel. The precedent could
lead to loss of control over lake
usage by the city, he said.

Grocer Working
Late Discovers
Smoldering Fire

BLAIR , Wis. (Special)—Sometimes a matter of 20-25 minutes
sooner or later doesn 't make
a great deal of difference , but
in this case it did.
Saturday night when Ray
Bluske , operator of Bluske ' s
Market , was checking out after an unusually busy day, he
thoug ht he smelled something
peculiar.
GOING TO the rear of tlie
store , he saw swirls of smoke
against the lights. Upon further
investigation , lie found smoke
emerging from the c e i l i n g
around the hangers holding the
ceiling furnace ,
He called the fire department ,
which arrived from the short
distance away in minutes.
Firemen ripped out a port ion
of the ceiling and found that
fire was smoldering between
the insulation and ceiling, apparently caused by faulty wiring.
Luckily there was no blaze.
Merchandise remained on the
shelves,
Sunday a carpenter and an
electrician were busy repairin g
the damage , in readine ss for
the store 's opening on Monday
morning.
"If I had checked out 20 or
25 minutes earlier , I am sur e,
there would have been a roaring fire , possibly one out of control ," Bluske said.
THK STORK re cently was remode led.
Bluske didn 't reach home until 1 a.m. Aft er that the night
watchman checked frequently.
He recalled his last fire scare.
That was 15 years ago Christmas Day, when flames destroyed the interior of Ihe adjacent
building , then Benrud' s Har dware. It was purc hased t he
past year bv Hluske.

Millville Postmaster

MILLVILLi :, Minn. - The U.
S, Senate has approved Ihe appoint ment of Kdwa id W Appcl
«s postmaster of Millvil le. He
has been act ing |>oslmn ster
since Ihe retirement of Thomas
MeCown last summer- .

The f i r e which destroyed
Reinarts Art Glass Studios early
Monday morning probably was
caused by a light left burning in
the upstairs bathroom during
the night.
Fire Chief John Steadman
said that he. State Fire Marshal
Gunner Thaung, Rochester , and
City Electrician George Jessen
feel that the light was the cause
of the fire.

SALVATION ARMY KEADIKS GIFTS .; .
Baskets of food and toys are assembled at Salvation Army headquarters by Brigadier and
Mrs . George Williams. The Army has disHOLIDAY OUTFITTERS . . . Mrs. L. K.
Harris , a volunteer Goodfellows worker, distributes clothing to youngsters applying at
the downtown office in the J. C. Penney build-

tributed more than 80 baskets , to needy families in '.he city and environs. A collection of
$L207 in downtown kettles helped finance the
gift , project , i Dail y News photo )

ing. The Goodfellows campaign will help
provide warm clothing for 400 youngsters,
from pre-school age through high school.
(Daily News photo )

Its Annual Outpouring

By FRANK UttLIG
j said clothing donations this
Daily News Staff Writer
\ year had been light , amounting
The season" of Christmas shar- \ to about a dozen boxes of usable
ing reached its annual height i items. Personnel were grateful ,
today as individuals and chari- i she said, that used clothing retable groups worked feverishly ; ceived at the office was all
to complete deliveries of gifts clean and in good condition.
to the less fortunate.
\ The Goodfellows office will be
Mrs. Katherine Lambert , di- ; open after Christmas to help
rector of the Christmas Bureau 1 outfit some pre-school youngfor the Winona Council of Soc- 1 sters and to reach some chilial Agencies, said the response dren who were missed before
to gift appeals has been un- ; the holiday. The office opened
expectedly heavy. The bureau 1 Dec. 3 for its seasonal opera
operates each year at the City ' tions.
Hall welfare office as a clear- 1 Prepared for distribution this
ing house for gift distribution by ', year by the WINONA COUNCIL
volunteer groups and social ! OF CATHOLIC WOMEN were
! more than 50 baskets of food agencies.
by the stuffs. Cash donations by church
Cash collections
GOODFELLOWS fund are near- ! members finance purchases of
ly $600 higher this year than j part of the food. Heavy donafor 1962. Contributions added up tions of food , toys and clothing
today to $5,248.78. Last year , ' by Cotter High School students
1 complete the list. Divided
the fund received $4,684.71.
Over 400 children , from kin- 1 among the gift packages by
dergarten through high school j volunteer packers were over
ages , were presented with cloth" ! 700 pounds of pot atoes and 25
ing gifts by the Goodfellows off- • bushels of apples, as well as
ice, administered by Mrs. hams and miscellaneous fruits
Thomas Lightfoot and Mrs. L. i and vegetables.
Supervising the action is the
R. Harris in the J. C. Penney
store building: Mrs . Lightfoot council' s Christmas Committee,

St. Paul Traveler
Hits Snake Creek
Bridge Nea r Kellogg
WABASHA , Minn. (Special)A St. Paul man traveling south
on Highway €1 at 12:.10 a.m. today was not injured when he
hit the Snake Creek bridge four
miles south of Kellogg.
G. D. Nicholas , 32, told Sheriff Ed Lager that a truck he
[was meeting: was over the center line and crowded him. Damage to his car was estimated at
$100. No charges were filed.

2 Fined at Wabasha
For Lake City I ncident
WABASHA , Minn. (Special)Two men arrested at a Lake
City bar Saturday night were
arraigned b efore John Lamb ,
Lake City munici pal judge , Monday afternoon.
Richard Miller , 21 , Wabasha ,
paid a $100 fine on a charge of
simple assault .
Lcroy Rick , 25, Kellogg, was
sentenced lo a $50 fine or 30
days in jail on disorderly conduct
and
simp le
assault
charges. Not having paid the

Some Salvage
May Be Possible

Some produ ction materials
are being salvaged today from
the wreckage of the Reinarts
Art Glass Studios. 150-152 High
Forest St., but owner William
H. Reinarts wasn 't sure how
much would, be useful .
Patterns , which may all have
been lost , represent about 15
years of work.
A limited operation will be
set up soon in Ihe small utility
building east of the destroyed
main building.
Reinarts plans to rebuild in
the spring, but he isn ' t certain
about the location.
Insurance investigators were
at work today, lleinart.s said
that the loss will be in excess of
$50 , 000 for sure .
The studios employ 11 persons! and has a backlog of orders amounting to between $50 , 000 and SlOO.WlO .
fine , he 's in the Wabasha
County jail here. John Dahlstro m , Lake City, signed the
assault charge.

headed by Mrs. Charles Kubicek Jr. Project Happ iness , as
it is called , also is assisted by
Brothers of the Christian Brothers Scholasticate , St. Mary 's
College, who help in packing
and distribution. Needy families of the five city Catholic parishes are recipients of the gifts.
Approximately 600 individual
men , women and children have
received gifts from the 108 baskets delivered throughout the
city , Mrs. Lambert said.
In addition to those given by
the Catholic Women 's Council ,
more than 50 have been delivered by the SALVATION
ARMY , a half dozen by CENTRAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
and at least one by a single individual.
Participation in the gift outpouring by students has been[
especially strong, Mrs. Lambertt
said. The FUTURE TEACHERS;
OF AMERICA , Winon a Senior
High School , asked for a listt
of names , then purchased and
wrapped toys and gifts for 11
families with 26 children . An
additional 15 gifts were given
by the FTA , all of which were
delivered with the hel p of students from the College of Saint
Teresa , Mrs. Lambert said.
A benefit dance bv the YT KENS at the Winona YWCA
last week brought 35 gifts to
the bureau office.
Administering funds contributed by the 40 & 8 Society, the
AMERICAN LEG ION AUXILIARY has provided gifts for 10
families with 41 children. An
average of $5 per child was
spent for clothing.
Gifts for older persons living
alone were furnished bv members of the WINO.VA BUSINESS
A N D PROFESSIONAL \V OMEV'S CLl'B. Mrs. Lambert
said 57 such clonal ions were received.
A campaign to secure gifts for
patients in STATE MENTAL
HOSPITALS has been very successful , Mrs . Lambert said.
Among groups dedicating gifts
to the Rochester state hospital
was the Stockton Methodist
Church WSCS. Many gifts of
material and cash are received
from individuals. A. truckload of
discontinued and returned items
of merchandise was furnished
for mental hospital patients by
Wntkins Products Inc. , Mrs .
Lambert .s aid. Mending Ihe- collect ion campaign was Mrs ,
Philip Hicks , I I!) W. King St.

PRO JECT HAPPINESS . . . Packing
some 700 pounds of potatoes and 25 nushels
of apples for needy children in Catholic parishes here are : Left to right. Rev. George
Moudry , Minnesot a City, Brothers Francis ,

1 25% Dividend
In Stock Due
Warm, Dry and Happy
At Merchants

A pleasant Christmas , weatherwise, is predicted for Winona
and vicinity.
And the highway departments
of Minnesota and Wisconsin had
good news for holiday drivers.
With few exception s roads in
both states were in good winter
driving condition , Traf fic officials urged drivers to start their
tri ps early enough to allow
enough time to complete them
at a safe driv in g speed.
Some icy stretches may be
encountered , they said , on entry ways to main highways and
on some curves on main roads.
Most dangerous spots had been
sanded and scraped in prepara tion for the holiday traffic , they
reported .
VARIABLE cloudiness tlii oiitfli
Wednesday is the prediction for
Winona and vicinity . Continued
mild weather is forecast for tonight wit h a Winona low of 182H . Christmas Day will be mild
wit h a high of :ui-tt .
The out ook for Thursda y is

for a little cooler weather but
temperatures still above normal
for this time of the year.
The temperature here rose to
a mild 23 Monday afternoon ,
dropped to only 18 above during
the night and was 35 at noon
today , above freezing for the
first ti me since Dec. 9.
It was much colder a year
ago today when the high was
!) and the low -5. Four inches
of snow lay on the ground in
contrast with this year 's five
inches. All-time high for Doc.
24 was 61 in T8«0 and the low
-37 in 1872. Mean for the past
24 hours was 20. Normal for
this day is 111.

Rochester had a high of 14
and La Crosse 15. Mild weather
festooned with tinsel and holly
moved into WISCONSIN on the
eve of Christmas.
Relief from brutal subzero
temperatures of the past two
weeks was a welcome holiday
gift to Wisconsin res idents . For
the first time since Dec. 11 the
state recorded no overnight
readings of zero or below at official reporting stations .
Lowest temperature reported
in the state during the night
was 1 above in the Beloit-Rockford area and the highest Monday was 20 at Racine.
How will it be tonight for
Santa 's visit '! Continued mild.
A TOTAL ec lipse of the moon And on Christmas day the state
is scheduled for Monday and could have a bit of snow in the
will be visible in Winona and afternoon or evening.
vicinity, unless hea vy cloud
KXTHKMKS in the nation
cover interfere s, from 4:28 a.m.
were 13 below zeai at Memp his ,
to 5:47 a .m.
Mild temperatures were re- Tenn., and 80 degrees Monday
ported across the Northwest at Kev West , Fla.
with the thermometer rising to
57 at Calgary , Canada , 42 al
Minot , N.D ., M at Int ernational
Falls. .'!.! at B-cmidji and 1!) nt
Duluth

OKOIMIU MC COHMICK

IF VOL UK Mrs. Lilllo
Moore Burleson , > on don ' t
think of all tha t you 've
lost ; you think inst ead of
what von hav e lefl.
"I guess it ' s better to
lose everythin g tha n to lose
your life , " she said Monday from her hospital bed,
Mrs. Burleson was injured early Monthly when
a fire destroyed t lie Heinarts Ail (Jlnss Studios , 150152 High Forest St. She,

her 13-year-old twin boys ,
Johnny and Tommy, and
2' 2-year-old Tim my Morris ,
who was staying with tho
family, were asleep in their
s e c o n d floor apartment
when the fire broke out.
Johnny
discovered tho
fiie and awakened the rest ,
He and his brother fled J ho
building, t a k i n g
Timiny
with tliern . Mrs. Burleson
si ayed behind to |4>y to
fi^ht the blir/.e.
She was unsuccessful ,
nnd finally left the building h e r s e l f . Blinded by
smoke , she fell down the
st airs leading from her
apartment. She was unhurt , however.
But she. went back. Mrs.
Burleson didn 't see little
Timiny, so she went back
into ihe burning building
lo find bin) . That ' s when
she was burned , mostly on
her left arm nnd the left
side of her face , but also

-- to a lesser ext ent — on
her right arm and her legs,
"That 's Ihe kind of person she is -- always thinking of someone else ," said
Timothy Morris , :«!() Peber
St., fathe r of the boy slio
was try ing to tmve.

MRS. BlIRLFSON hasn 't
had an easy life , her daughter , Mrs Robert (iavin , 72(1
K. :ir<l SI., said . She was
married to Ray Moore in
Virginia around .'to ye ;ii\s
ago . The couple had eight
children , all grown now.
Moore was killed in a <¦<> ««!
mine explosion in MM ).
After five years of widowhood , she ni a r r i e d
again. This marriage , however , ended in d i v o r c e
shortly after Ihe birlh of
the twins.
She raised the boys herself , Mrs. Covin , their haltsister, -sit idj Mrs . Burleson
is unable lo work now , M rs.
(Savin continued , anil her

Income Is "a\ little hel p
from the count y " and some
social .security benefits.
Morri s start ed a drive
Monday to collect clothing
and furniture for the family. W i n o n a n s and merchants in the city have responded generously, Morris
said.
But it 's only x start .
MBS. Jtl Itl.lv SON is Mil)
in the hosp ital, and , according lo her dau ghter ,
Mrs . Gavin , it' s uncertain
when she will he released.
Her burns are not loo serious , but they ' re comp licated by the 511-ycar-old woman ' s diabetes. Now . her
physician has discov ered
that her feet were frost bitten when she fled the burning building i iilo freezing
tempei' Jiluro , M o n d a y
mornin g, her daughter said.
The twins lire staying
with M is. ( iavin until their
mother is released from the

Fire Damages
Madison Silo

A fire in one of the main
bui ldings at Madison Silo Co.,
Prairie Island Road , this morning caused damage estimated
at $500,
The damage estimate was
1
made
hy Hugh Sluw , company
'
hospital . But then what
fieldman , who said that an inThe family still is homespection of the fire damage
less
still in need of clothhas not been com pleted .
ing , furniture , cook ware ,
lie said damage was not too
food , and everythin g else
ser ious and repairs probably
lhat it takes lo live. Kven
its Christmas presents weru ' wil l consist of replacement of
soni c wiring and ;i small seclost in the fire.
tion of roof.
In short . Mrs. Hurloson
needs money .
The fire occurred around a
coal
stove in the press room
AM ) WIN O .VVNS -- comof the building just north of
they
fort aide and secure as
Wi-stficld ( iolf Course It is the
celeb rale Christ inns mus t
building
where metal sheets are
think of one who is not a.s
fabricated
lor silos
fortunate as they . ContriFireman were called to Ihe
butions are being accepted
fire al ll a.m. and arrived nt
(it Westgate stores and by
, ILO'.t. They used two 2' 3-inch
Radio Stat ion KWNO
lines to extin guis h (he blaze
"Tliis person is deservand relumed lo the fire staing of everyt hing Winoiui
does for her , " Morris as- ; lion al !):<>f>
The fire was considered to be
serted.
Mrs.
Burleson
herself
a chimney fire , Firemen found
said Monday, "I guess 1
a crack in tho chimney and
lost everythi ng
and just
said it appealed that sparks
alter 1 really started to gel
went through the enick and ingoing again. "
to the attic section
Help her get going yet I Damage from smoke and waagain,
l ler was not too .serious.

Christmas Without Anything

Daily News Staff Writer
What do you do when
you lose your home and
all your possessions two
days before Christmas?
What do you think about
when you face a prospect
of spending Ihe holiday
away from your family, lying in a hospital bed , where
you 're being healed for
first ant) second degree
burns '.'

FIRE SPREAD throughout the
building, but the worst damage was confined to the front
or west section. This morning
a section of the front wall; the
wall on the south side and the
east wall remain intact.
The north wall , the one which
faces East 3rd Street , now is
gone except for a 10-foot section
to the east. The front wall also
is gone.
Firemen remained at the
scene throughout Monday and
into this morning. The fire was
thought to be out , but kept blazing up and firemen remained
until 7 a.m. today.

CHRISTMAS FORECAST

EXCEP T LIFE , FAMILY

\\y

Andrew , Stephen Walter and Nicholas, and
Mrs. Charles Kubicek. The Brothers are of
the Christian Brothers Scholasticate on the
campus of St. Mary ' s College. (Daily News
photo ")

STEAmiAN exp lained that
they found a joi st badly burned
above the ceiling section where
the light was loc ated . It was a
fluorescen t light in the center
of the bathroom ceiling.
The fire chief said that it was
possibly a short in the wiring
of the light that caused the fire.
There is no way to . tell if it
was a short , he added , but this
is probable.
Mrs. Lillie Moore Burleson ,
occupant of the second floor
apartment . has said that the
bathroom light was left on during the night. She suffered burns
from the fire and is a patient at
Community Memorial Hospital.
The fire , which first was noticed about . 3 a.m.. seemed to
be centered in the bathroom in
the beginning. Firemen extinguished the upstairs fire, but
fire broke out again on the main
floor and above the ceilings
Firemen arrived at the fire
about eight minutes late because)
an incorrect address was given
for the fire.
The entire fire department
fought the blaze in force about
four hours. They were working
in temperatures of about -12
degrees.

Stockholders of the Merchants
National Bank will be asked at
their annual meeting Jan. 14
fo vote on issuance of a stock
dividend of 25 percent , or $150,000.
G. M. Grabow, Merchants
Bank president , said this dividend , issued to shareholders of
record , will increase the bank' s
capital to $750, 000. Together
with its surplus, this will bring
the bank 's total capitalization
to $1 ,500,000. Grabow said.
The issue is made possible by
the conversion of undivi ded profits into new shares of stock.
"This will be the largest capitalization , to my knowledge , of
any independent bank in the
state outside of the Twin Cities
or Duluth areas. Directors approved the stock issue at their
Dec. 5 meeting and it a lso has
been approved by the chief national bank examiner for this
district. If endorsed by stockholders , the dividen d also is
subject to approval of the
Comptroll er of the Currency in
Washington , but this will bo
largely routine , we feci.
"Ei ghty-five percent of our
stock is locally owned , " he said,
Grabow made the announce ment to bank personnel at I ho
annual Christ mas party Saturday night at Hotel Winona . Tho
event honored retired officers
and featured an appearance hy
.lack Frost XIV , special musi cal selections , carol singing unci
dancing.
Bank employes received bonuses equal to a month' s salary,
total dollar volume of which
was $17,03:1.17. Nor were shareholders forgotten. Voted at lh<i
December directors meeting,
and announced nl the party,
was n per-share dividend of $3.
This brings the total dividends
per share for lflfi:i to $<i , Grabow said , or $72 , 000 altogether ,

NOTICE
RESIDENTS
OF GOODVIEW
Regular Wedru-sdfly garbage
collection will bo made Thursday for the r»«xt two week*
only.

They 'll Do It Every Time

By Jimmy Hatlo

Qf Happ &iwL JUOAL TUqhL

Science Writer
Learns to Pray
By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — The day before Christmas seems an appropriate time to tell this story.
Paul de Kruif, the veteran science writer, long an agnostic,
discloses in a new book about personal religious philosophies
that he has become a believer in prayer — that he labored at
his desk for four years just starting to compose a prayer that
has brought him comfort.
"The word God is one that for 50 years I had used only in
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Skirmish Over
Ruby Bond Put
Off to Jan. 10

DALLAS, Tex. (AP)—A tense
legal skirmish over Jack Ruby's
right to freedom on bdndl will resume Jan. 10 in a small courtroom a stone's throw from
where President Kennedy was
assassinated.
Attorney Melvin Belli — who
charged his client cannot get a
fair trial in Dallas—said he will
seek a change in venue when
the legal proceedings resume.
The bond hearing tor the strip
club operator, who shot accused
presidential assassin Lee Harvey Oswald in view of nationwide television audience Nov.
24, was recessed Monday after
3Vt hours.
One of Ruby 's strippers
touched off an additional bit of
excitement when she showed up
at the hearing with a pistol buried ii her purse.
A bailiff found a .25 caliber
automatic wrapped in a scarf in
the purse of dancer Karen Lynn
Bennett, 19.
Defense investigator R. B.
Denson told newsmen the firing
pin had been removed from the
gun. He said it had been in her
purse so long she had forgotten
about it.
She was the final witness to
testify in the hearing. She said
she worked at Ruby 's Carousel
Club and that on Nov. 24 she received a $25 money order from
Ruby to pay her room rent.
Ruby emerged from the hearing no better off than before.
Judge Joe Brown said he must
remain in jail without bond until Jan. TO ,
His trial is set for Feb. 3,

Check for
Widow and
14 Children

Badger Auditor. >
Hits Expenditures
For Yu/e . Parties

OSHKOSH, Wis. UFi - The
widow and 14 children of Howard Abhold , who was killed 10
days ago in an auto crash, were
presented with $2,469 Monday
by two representatives of the
Winnebago County Sheriff's Department.
The money was contributed
by county businessmen, church
groups, service organizations
and individuals. Others contributed food and clothing , and another $600 was received by Abhold's employer. The money will
be sent to the widow and children.
Abhoid was enroute from
work to his Fremont home when
bis car hit a utility pole.

MADISON I* - State "Auditor J. J. Keliher said Monday
that while a Christmas party
"may be an enjoy able, convivial affair , it isn't a necessary
expenditure of state funds."
The warning against statef i n a n c e d Christmas parties
showed lip in the 1962 audit of
the University of Wisconsin Memorial Union. The audit report
said:
"The Memorial Union provides an annual Christmas party for its employes. While the
expenditures t h e r e f o r e are
small and employe morale may
be improved , state regulations
do not authorize giving parties
for employes."

thor of "Microbe Hunters," and out his own weaknesses and
other books, and former roving : how to ask to overcome them ,
editor for The Readers' Digest. He admitted he had vanity . . .
j
But some conversations he |hypocrisy . . . he was a buck
had with an unidentified friend i passer . . , he was supposed to
who was a member of Alcohol- I be big-hearted but he knew the
ics Anonymous — "a postgrad- ! generosity was often for his own
uate from the gutter"—started advantage .. , he was not an alhim to praying although "for my coholic , but his conscience
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The Little Children

WASHINGTON CALLING

Know . . .

Praise Vigor
Of Johnson

By THE REV. GALE D. WEBBE
Rector of tha Church of tha Incarnation,
Highlands, N. C.
FROM THE creation stories in the
Book of Genesis we gain the impression
lhat our earth is vastly important in itself
and , beyond that, is the center of the universe. It would be strange if we didn 't
glean this from between the lines , for so
the writers believed .
Of course , we know better now. Nowadays only little children cling to the ancient delusion about the significance of
earth. All others realize that our planet is
a mere fragment of the universe , and very
far from central even to its galaxy.
The little children may have something,
all the same. Perhaps at Christmas it is
not only possible — all things are possible at Christmas — but actuall y wise to
question this universal modern j u d g m e n t .
To lay aside our telescopes for a day and
to look at things through the eyes of value.
Viewed this way. the mystical truth of
those Old Testament stories reasserts itself. For there is on this admittedly insignificant planet a tiny town called Bethlehem , not far from a country village named Nazareth , and the earth which holds
these places may well be the envy of t h e
universe.
For this we know: That God came to
this earth. We know that here He set His
foot , and we do not know that He did so
anywhere else.
Until more evidence is in , it might be
well to hold the children 's thought that
this is the greatest planet of them all.
C E R T A I N L Y IT is t erribly important
to remember , from time to time, that God
loves this battered world even as it is.
Doing so helps us answer the scornful
question , "If God is all that is claimed for
Him, why is all the propaganda about Him
necessary?"
The answer is, of course , "Simply because everything human hinges on it. " So,
if Christmas be propaganda , long live
Christmas.
In a way, the. only thing that
needs telling is that God did corne
earth , because only that fact gives
life any point. Onl y that fact gives
history any purpose or value.

really
to this
h u m an
h u m an

Human history is either a heartwarming, or a pathetic, tale. This is no judg ment on the story of kings and battles, the
rise and /all of civilizations, t h e posturings and p latitudes of men who thought
themselves important. These items do not
m a t t e r too much , if they matter at all.
Interesting and significant h u m a n history is found in the record of man 's hopes
and dreams , his aspirations and yearnin?? , his ideals and desires, his desperate
wishes/
It is disclosed in the noble thoughts he
hopes are true: in the gasping desires that
the word "true '' should itself mean something, ' . t h a t righteousness should be indeed
a fact and not a fancy, t h a t beauty be a
real thing, and enduring.
This truly h u m a n , t r u l y poignant , elem e n t in history is found in the songs we
sing , t h e poerns we write, the tales we tell ,
the pictures we pa int , the temples we build
to express the stirrings of our hearts.
K is found in t h e insp ired creations of
all those gifted souls -who , articulate f o r
the rest of us , voice our latent wonder as
to what the whole creation is about. W i t h
u n a n i m i t y , without hesitancy or prejudice ,
we call these peop le "great , " no m a t t e r
w h a t age or creed or n a t i o n they n o m i n a l ly represent.
Th oy are t h e heroes of h u m a n i t y , whose
f a i t h believed against a lot of evidence
t h a t goodness u n d e r l i e s t h e universe , th a t
t h e h u m a n scene has v a l u e and meaning,
t h a t n u b i l i t y is a word w h i c h makes sense.
They dared to t h i n k for all of us t hat m e n
;irc free to choose nnd s t r i v e and w i n . Th ey
dared to hope for all of us t h a t t r u t h , beauty and goodness are the real t h i n g s .

•

•

•

T H E Y A R E our k i n s m e n and our benef a c t o r s , for because of them we too sense
lhat
freedom , gentleness, love , mercy,
j u st i c e arc t h e i m p o r t a n t q u a l i t i e s . Because of I h e m we will indeed, in our bett e r m o m e n t s , fight t o the d e a t h In preserve
t hese elements. We know i n our bones t h a t
w h e n e v e r t h e y are taken away, life is not
w o r t h living. They are t h e thing s we l ive
for , a n d on occasion live by.
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IN YEARS GON E BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1953

Mrs; W. L. Baldwin has retuned home from
a five-week holiday at Gig Harbor. Wash.
Miss Elizabeth Wainwright, drama student
at Jackson College, Medford, Mass.. has arrived
in Winona to spend the holidays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. VV. G. Wainwright.

Twenty-Five Yea r Ago . .. .. .. 1938

Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Lorenz were surprised
at their home in celebration of their 25th wedding anniversary.
John Ott , Chicago, spent the weekend with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ott.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1913

The city of Whitehall , "Wis., across the river
from here, is considering an important improvement in the paving of its main business
street for a distance of half a mile.
Miss Grace Allen , who is teaching school
at Chisholm. is home for Christmas with her
mother , Mrs. W. A. Allen.

Seventy-Five Yea rs A go . . . 1888

A patent on a harvesting machine device
has been granted to C. F. Search of Winona.
The directors of the Winona Milling Co. may
close their plant down during the first two
weeks in January. Nothing definite was decided upon and the mill will continue turning
out 500 or 600 barrels per day for the present,

One Hundred Year s Ago . . .1863
The city of ha - Crosse has purchased a lot
at a cost of $2,425 for the purpose of erecting
a public market house and city hall. People
are talking of a hall that shall scat 1,000 persons and newspapers even go so far as to propose that it shall contain an organ and an orchestra! The expenditures of that city for the
current year are estimated at $ 10,4B6—requiring a tax of ten mills or the dollar to carry
on the city government alone.
t r e a s u r e , s p r e a d s b e y o n d ' its n a t i v e bound a r i e s to bless t h e essential q u a l i t y of all
t h i n g s really h u m a n . .At Ihe first Christinas God pu | H i s pcac< ' and joy and love
on this eart h , i n Mire a m i c e r t a i n knowledge thai e a r t h was t h e k i n d ol ' place
w h e r e these t h i n g s would be e n o u g h at
h o m e to t a k e root n n d grow.

•

•

*

HE WAS so rig ht. On all Christ mases
t h e r e is. oner ;rj ,;tin . t a n g i b l e proof all
a r o u n d us lhat Ihe t h i n g s we l ike lo v a l u e
a r e e n t i r e l y possible , absolutely real , and
indeed q u i t e close at h a n d .

Of course t h e r e are those who reproach
C h i i s t for not having t a u gh t a new moral i1v . f u r not having disclosed a new sort of
Cod and a t o t a l l y new h u m a n w a y , t r u t h
;u\d l i f e .

The jiisl shall live l>\ faith , ( li il n timi s r t:l l .
¦

possibly

be
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Hie angels shouted t h e i r Christmas jo\
precisely because at Bethlehem the w h o l e
s t r u c t u r e of h u m a n desire , insight and
y e a r n i n g was at last b r o u g h t dow n lo ea r t h
and eternally established on a solid cor
ner.stone .
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man,

Christmas, Christianit y 's

IKI JKT

I '. n'r. Di trchir
a m i I .' i l l i n y

"GLORY TO GOD in the highest , and
on e a r t h peace lo men of good will. '"
To every such

K VYlUTK

Publisher

W h a t C h r i s t m a s does is gu a r a n t e e t h a t
t h e a n c i e n t hopes are act ually valid, t h a t
the historic d r e a m s are l i t e r a l l y t r u e .
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By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — Much talk is being heard today and
serious consideration is being given here to what may soon
become a major issue throughout the country . For the nation
has suddenly come to realize that it has no vice president.
It's true there is a line of succession to the presidency,
but both the speaker of the House and the president pro
tem of the Senate have their own duties to perform and
cannot: give ineir ume now
to all the tasks performed
by a vice president. In
short , nobody today is in
training to take over the
presidency in an emergency.
Sen. Jacob Javits of New
Exchange Student
York , Republican, has come
Misses Winona Christmas
forth with a proposal that a
To the Editor :
constitutional amendment be
adopted authorizing a joint
It seems like yesterday
session of the two houses of
when I had the Christmas of
Congress to elect a vice
1962 in your city. I quite
president the momen t a varemember how much you
cancy in that office occurs.
do for this occasion. All
But the defect in his prothe Christmas trees , the
posal is that it would perwonderfully d e c o r a t e d
mit either a member of
downtown, and the adverCongress or a cabinet offitisements in the paper—
cer to be chosen. No cabinet
"that buy this for a Christmember , however, is placed
mas gift , and so forth. " I
in office by the vote of the
remember my family drivpeople.
ing me around to see the
The reason why so many
Christmas trees at night.
persons have brushed aside
Oh , what wonderful decotheir worries over the rerations
I saw!' , .I am now
cent change in the presidenmissing them this year.
cy is that Lyndon Johnson
This city is about 50,000
became vice president aftpeople and 85 percent are
er he had served the preChristians but there is nothceding eight years as maing done as regards decojority leader of the Senate.
rations for Christmas. I
Confidence in him arises
look around every day but
today out of the fact that
I only see one bakery that
he has demonstrated in a
position of leadership in
has St. Claus in the winCongress skill in handling
dow . He does not move
national and international
around and talk to the kids.
problems, But would the
I think he is too rigid to
people have the same conmove and immortal too.
fidence today if three weeks
I wish you all a very, very
ago the successor to Preshappy Christmas and BONident Kennedy had been a
NE ANNEE. Maybe some
cabinet officer, with little
day I will have another
knowledge of the problems
Christmas in Winona.
of the executive branch exThat beautiful weather of
cept ,. the operations of his
snow, I miss it. Well, 1
own department and with
guess you are also missing
no over-all familiarity with
the sun-turn. It is here
legislative questions?
throughout the year. Those
of you that love it , you are
THE FACT is that the
welcome at any time.
present law of succession
Yours sincerely ,
is inadequate and perhaps
even dangerous. It proAhmed Muhindo , Abdallah
vides no method of select(1962-1963 AFSer at
ing a vice president. The
Winon a Senior High
existing law merely desigSchool)
nates the speaker of the
University du Congo
House and the presiding ofB.P. 237, Stanleyville,
ficer of the Senate to be
Republique du Congo.
next in line when a vacan-

Letters to The
Editor

*if nnH*»r<:rrir-

The l i t t l e ch ildren Know il all the t i m e .
They k n o w t h.it on t i n s day all I h e prop hec ies, all I h e hones , all t h e d a r i n g dreams ,
are bountifully
fulfilled.

not

Vice President?

ing what he is saying he pounds
the desk and , leaning forward,
he grips the arm of his listener to accentuate the gravity of
his words.
The drive, the pace, as the
last few critical and demanding days have shown , is unflagging. "Yet , when this is said,
the fact remains that in the
cliche so oSen used one heart
beat separates the Presidency
Child.
todav from House Soeaker John
McCormack. McCormack . who does not appear
to be in the most robust health , will be 72
years old next month.
The fact, too , is that in July, 1955, Mr. Johnson suffered a severe heart attack. It was announced that he would be unable to resume
his duties as majority leader during the current session of Congress. The acting leadership
role was taken over by Sen. Earle C. Clements
of Kentucky. Two months after the attack
Johnson was discharged from Bethesda Naval
Hospital after a report of "steady improvem ent."
WHEN: HE HAD been In office only two
months upon inheriting the Presidency on the
death of Franklin Roosevelt in April , 1945,
Harry S. Truman sent a special message to
Congress on the Presidential succession . The
succession act , which had not been amended
since 1886. provided that following the Vice
President the office should pass to the president pro tempore of the Senate and then to
the Speaker of the House. Third in line would
be the Secretary of State , with the other Cabinet officers following in the order of their
rank.

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

What About

By MARQUIS CHILDS
WASHINGTON—No one who has spent even
a brief time with President Lyndon B. Johnson
can doubt his remarkable vigor.
Even for the auditor a conversation with tha
man who was Senate majority leader and then
Vice President is a physical exercise. While
the visitor sits beside his desk he takes not
one but two telephone calls simultaneously,
speaking first on one extension and then another.
He bounces up and prowls the room with
restless energy. His points are made with sharp
emphasis as he speaks with machine-gun in-

A n d t h a t is w h e r e C h r i s t i n a s conies in ,
as t hose- l i t t l e c h i l d r e n k n e w all the time.
it conies -- He comes - - to set the u l t i m a t e seal on all our hopes .

They could
'
nlield.

WHAT'S THIS, ONE MORE CARD?

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Bobby Baker Filed
Modest Tax Return

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - Bobby
Baker 's i n c o m e tax ret urns, w h i c h President
Johnson has now . made
available to Senate investigators, show none of the
fabulous profits he is supposed to have made on his
backdoor business deals.
Copies of his returns were
shown to Jack Anderson by
Baker himself more than a
year ago when this column
first began to check on Bobby's financial operations.
He filed joint returns,
listing the Senate salaries
of
himself
and his wife
as t h e i r
p r i ncipal
income.
She
has
been working for the
Senate
Internal
Security Subcommittee.
A modest
Pearson
income was reported from
his law-partnershi p, never
more than §3,200 in a single year . There were also
modest recei pts from property holdings, hut nothing
spectacular or suspicious.
Baker 's t962 return , not
yet filed when this column examined his returns ,
may reflect more of the
dealings which have made
headlines lately. But it ' s
also possible that he hadn 't
cashed in on his deals ,
therefore did not have to
report any profits.
If you check on those
John Birch members who
took the full-page ads in
the New York Times and
the Washington Post regarding the plot to assassinate President Kennedy,
you will find some interesting background . The ad
placers sound like a roll
call of disgruntled tycoons
and out-of-step NAM execuI i ves.
When Kennedy was alive ,
they accused him of consorting with communism.
After he died , they claimed in the ad t hat he was
a martyr to communism.
Actually they used his death
as a gimmick tn recruit
new John Birch members.

1IKKK IS (he roll c u l l of
the ad placers :
Fred C. Koch , Wichita .
Kans. — President , Hock Island Oil Company, who has
built 15 refineries in Russia. This would appear to
put him more in favor of
coexistence than the late
.JFK . Koch is author «f a
booklet , "A Husinessinan
OPINION-WISE

Looks at Communism , in
which he attacks the Supreme Court , labor unions ,
the United Nations , and the
ministers of the Protestant
churches. The insinuation
is that they are pro-Communist.
Clarence E. M a n i o n Eased out of the Eisenhower administration for his
extreme right - wing views.
After Kennedy ' s death he
attacked the news media
which
criticized extremism.
Manion
insinuated
these news commentators
spoke "at the Kremlin 's request. "
William J. Grede, Milwaukee — President , National Association of Manufacturers in 1952 ; got out
of the presidency of the
J. I. Case Farm Machinery
Company just as that company f a c e d diminishing
markets and increased financial problems; believes
the income tax is "the
foundation of all socialistic
programs, the most socializing agency of the country ." Karl Marx , according
to Grede , could not have
devised a more "monstrous
tax plan. "
A. G. Heinsohn Jr. —
President , Cherokee Mills ,
Sevierville, T e n n . ,
and
Spindale M i 11 s, Spindale ,
N . C; claims foreign ajd
is unconstitutional and aids
the Communists; charter
s u b s c r i b e r to h u m a n
events.

ROBERT Stoddard , Worcester , Mass. — President ,
Wyman - Gordon Company ,
cx-vice president of the
NAM; ex-president of Associated Industries of Massachusetts,
executive
of
"comm itte against summit
entanglements"; on the inner council of the John
Birch Society.
These are the men who
are using Kennedy 's death
to campaign for new members to the John Birch Society.
Speaker J o h n McCormack got a surprise telephone call Irom Gov. Pat
Browr. of California the
other day thanking him for
defeating the so - called
"Nixon amendment" to the
foreign aid bill which would
have killed the job of Earl
Warren Jr., in California.
Speaker McCormack paid
tribute to freshman Cong.
Ron Cameron of the Cos
Angeles s u b u r b s as the
man who did the most to
spike
Nixon
reve n gc
against the family of the
chief justice . . . "He ' s «
fine young congressman , "
the speaker told the governor
of California . . .

John F. Kennedy, who loved the theater , would have
taken in the opening of Carol Channing's new smash
hit , "Hello, Dolly," had he
been alive . . . Attorney
General Bob Kennedy was
one cabinet member who
failed to submit his resignation to Presiden t Johnson. Others went through
the routine of sending in a
letter of resignation , even
though Johnson had urged
them to stay on . . . Ambassador H e n r y
Cabot
Lodge is putting diplomatic duty ahead of personal
ambition. He has told political boosters that he can 't
possibly walk out oi his
tough job in South Viet
Nam to campaign for president. It will take at least
six months to wind up his
diplomatic job , and by that
time it would be too late
to corral the delegates . • .
This sounds a bit like the
trouble Lodge , then a senator from Massachusetts,
had with Gen. Eisenhower
when Ike wouldn 't come
back from SHAPE to campaign for president. As a
result, the late Sen . Bob
Taft corralled most of the
delegates , but Eisenhower
got the nomination just the
same. History could repeat.
PRESIDENT J o h n s o n
was born a Southern Baptist but joined the Christian
C h u r c h e s (Disci p les of
Christ ) as a young man.
When in Texas he still attends
the
Christian
Churches; but in Washington he goes along with Mrs.
Johnson , an Ep iscopalian ,
to the St. John 's Episcopal
Church . . . Mrs. Johnson
has been in touch frequently by telephone with Jackie
Kennedy. It' s like a new
tenant who moves into a
furnished house and has to
find out where certain pots
and pans are . . . She has
a housekeepe r to te ll her
about
these
details , of
course, but she has consulted Jackie about a lot of
other things , including the
redecoration of Blair House
across the street , and the
White House.
SHOW WILL GO ON
NEW YORK (fl - The
National Repertory Theater
Company is making sure it
will have transportation to
get to the next city on its
cross-country tour this winter.
The group, headed by Eva
I.e Gallienne , will use buses ,
trains , airplanes , helicopters , horse-drawn carriages
( as part of a local pageant) ,
and hor.se-dr.awn sleds in
ease of heavy snow.

cy occurs in the presidency, to be followed by members of the cabinet in a
specified order. No reference is made to a vacancy in the vice presidency.
It has been suggested that
a return to the law prior
to 1947 — which put cabinet members m direct line
ahead of anyone in Congress — would be desirable , but this is opposed in
both the Senate and the
House, where the feeling is
that
the selection
itself
should be made by the people's elected representatives in Congress.
To choose, as is proposed
by some, an acting president and wait an interval of
even a few months for a
general election would produce deep uncertainty in
public policy and might
even cause some foreign
adversary to precipitate a
crisis , if not a war , which
might be difficult for the
temporary official at the
head
of the
executive
branch of the government
to handle.

WHAT IS needed, of
course, is a new vice presi d e n . . immediately that
there is a vacancy in that
office. He should be selected by Congress from its
own membership, and prob ably would always be a
leader of his party. He
would then go in training
for the presidency in his
capacity as vice president .
He would , as in the past ,
succeed at once to the presidency in an emergency,
liul he would presumably
be a man trained in leadership by his experience in
the post lo which he had
previ ousl y been elected by
the members of his own
party in either house. Under such a plan , the selection could be made from
cither tho House or the
S e n a t e , and the choice
would be by majority vote
of the members of both
bouses , who
themselves
have been elected hy the
people.
A constitutional amendment is also needed lo cover all phases of the problem that arises during any
By Sakrer.

period of disabili ty which
a president might experience due to illness or accident. The current system
has long been discussed but
no action has been taken
by Congress, though several proposed amendments
have been introduced and
considered by congressional committees.
UNFORTUNATELY. Article II of the constitution
is not clear . It says that
"The Congress may oy law
provide for the case of removal , death , resignation
or inability, both of the
president and vice president , and such officer shall
act accordingly , until thvi
disability be removed , or a
president shall be elected. "
But the big question is what
is meant by the phrase "act
as president." Would he
possess full auth ority, and
could a president , upon recovery from a "disability, "
vitiate what had been done
by an "acting president "?
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ROBERT C. RUARK

Time to Look
At Foreign Aid
NEW YORK — Come the new year, and perhaps a fresh
appraisal of aid to people We don't really need, and can 't trust
anyhow, should be even more clearly scrutinized
We had a piece a bit back about the faster-than-sound jet
and the long-distance projectile making expensive and useless
occupation of far-off hog wallows impractical as well as costly.
So frequently the money settles in the numbered Swiss bank

nrommfs (\f a (oar frie»n>4c nt fi-io

family, the equipment rusts,
and the poor people go right on
starving.
The point was amply illustrated in this past month by
two stories. One was that of
Prince Norodom Sihanouk of
Cambodia , who was pouting
over his squash game or was
irritable because of a crash
diet or something. He said he
would throw us out, bag and
baggage, aid and army, if we
didn 't so something to suppress
an uuuei giuuuu
radio
beamed
at his¦ do-1 e s s
n e '£ ' g hbors,
S o u t h Viet
Nam and Thailand. So out we

g°- .

While saying
ta - ta to the
Americans and
the F r e n c h
n »
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A
C
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Ruark
that ever - loving aid , about $260 million since
1954, he didn 't say anything
about giving up the Russian
nozzle or the Red Chinese dependency. We get maybe 60
troopers in Cambodia. I reckon
we can afford to leave and cut
our losses. The French , also
handed the hard adieu , have
been training whatever passes
for an army in thos e parts.
Now the other one that slides
me up the wall is Somalia , a
piece of goat-and-mesquite re«2i
estate that I have footed , jeeped and flown over to the poiri '
of weeping despair, and which
is so barren of anything worth
argument that eight-tenths rif
its population lives in Kenya.
Ethiopia, Aden , and French
Somaliland . About two million
souls exist in Somalia proper .
The rest are a bunch of sleepout Louies.
A DR, AHIMED Mohammed
Darman , counselor of the Somali mission to the United Nations, justifi es the country's
fligh t to the Russian embrace
as being solely the fault of the
United States' refusal for
heavy . military aid. The Somals
want a 2O,0O0-man army for internal security, and there isn 't
anything to protect internally
but camels.
This idea annoys Ethiopia , because there is a dispute about
the Ethiopian Ogaden area,
which is heavily Spmalified, as
is the Northern Frontier of Kenya. This war has been brewing in the mouth since f last
drove from Mairobi to Mogadishu .
Haile Selassie wen t to the
Russians for the same purpose,
and on the same excuse, which
was that the United States
wouldn 't give him enough dougn
to buy sufficient toy pistols to
protect Ethiopia from the nasty, wicked Somals. N"ow A ldis
Ababa has more Russi ans , more
Czechs, more everybody, than
they have rases.
A RAS Is a kind of count,
and every third Ethiopian is a
ras. Haile Selassie -was only
Ras Tafari until he married
money . He became King Emperor , Lion of .ludah , by the
wedding-ring route . The old Empress died quite a l ong time
ago. The new one owned all
the real estate in town until
she passed on recently.
I digress. My point for 1964
is lhat as we couldn 't protect
close-by Cuba from the Russians , I see no point wasting a
lot of time , trouble and money
on the likes of Cambodia, Somalia , and Et hiopia , -when any
or all will run pleading to anybody for doiiRh to build private
armies so they can make nasty
on each other . St rategically —
and don 't give me a lot of guff
about "The Horn " that sticks
off Ethiopia and Somalia —
they ain 't worth a camel bel l
or n goatherd' s wages. Econom ically they got sand, thornhush .
negligible oil , wild coffee , some
oranges, and a whole lot of
walkabout peop le looking (or
enough water to keep the camels ambulant.
CAM II01)1A

IS just

—

sians, and the other spread runs
to Russians because we won't
give 'em enough money to fight
their neighbors, who have already run to the Russians, in
the name of reason , what business is ,the United States in
these days?
¦

Boy, 12, Killed in
Fall at Sioux Falls
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (AP) Francis Zimmer , 12, Sioux
Falls, was killed late Monday
as he and several other boys
were hunting pigeons atop local
grain bins.
Authorities s a i d Francis
slipped from a ladder of a
Super-Sweet Co, bin and fell to
his death.
He was the son of Mr. and
Mrs . Francis Zimmer.
The earth's atmosphere serves
as a shield against dangerous
radiation , including far-ultraviolet and cosmic rays from
space.

Kennedy Will Man Tries to
Break Into
Names Wife Wausa
u Jail
And Children

WAUSAU, Wis. * - Wallace
Drake, 35, of Mosinee. who
walked away from the Marathon County Jail three days earlier , tried to break back in Monday .
Sheriff Louis VGianoli ' said
. Drake, who was serving a sixmonth term , left the jail Saturday and hitchhiked to the Mosinee home oi his divorced wife
j and four children to be sure
! they weren't forgotten by Santa

Appeal Filed
!
By Thompson

!

ST. PAUL (AP> — An appeal
from his Hennepin County District Court conviction on a first
degree murder charge was filed
with the Minnesota Supreme
Court Monday in behalf of T.
Eugene Thompson, St. Paul at, tomey .
Thompson is serving a life
term for the March 6 slaying of
his wife .

BOSTON (AP) - The will of
assassinated President John F.
Kennedy names his widow, Jacqueline, and their children as
primary beneficiaries.
Tlie will, on file today in Suffolk County Probate Court , grave
no estimate of the size of the
estate.
The document was sigrned
:- . Documents in the appeal were
June 18, 1954, before the birth
| fifed by Thompson 's lawyers.
of either Caroline, 6. or John ' Clans.
Jr., 3.
Drake returned to Wavisau i Hyam Segell and "William FalAtty. Gen. Robert F. Kenne- and tried to get back into jail |Ion. They also submitted a petidy, Sen. Edward rVf. Kennedy, by climbing onto the roof and tion asking the Supreme Court
D-Mass., the late President's dropping into a courtyard . Offi- to f ree Thompson on bond until
brothers, and his -widow were J. cers were waiting when he I his appeal can be heard.
Formal notice of the appeal
named executors and trustees. . landed.
was filed last Friday with Judge
Mrs. Kennedy is given an Ini- GLanoli said he'd make sure Rolf Fosseen who presided at
tial bequest of $25,000 and the ( Santa didn't forget Drake's Thompson's trial . After a jury
will directs that after that be- j children.
cdn-victed Thompson , Fosseen
quest is made, the estate be disentenced him to life imprisvided into two equal shares.
for three weeks , when a hear- onment and later denied defense
One trust fund is to be set up ing will be held in Probate | a motion for a new trial and refor Mrs. Kennedy , another for Court. It was placed on file Mon- je cted claims of jury irregularithe children .
day, the day after the close of ties .
Portions of the principal may the national mourning period
I CONVINCING FIGURES
be paid to the three primary for the late President.
I
beneficiaries. An amount not to After the three-week waiting
YELLOWSTONE NATIO NAL
exceed 10 per cent of the value period and if there is no ob je c- PARK , Wyo. (AP) - JVeed
at the start of any calendar tion at the hearing, the l7-p age proof that the cost of living is
year may be paid to Mrs. Ken- will will be allowed into the Suf- going up?
nedy. Up to 20 per cent of the folk County Probate Court.
The National Park Service
value of their portion may be There it will be stored along- ,' spent $30,000 this fall to tear
paid to he children .
side those of other historic per- down an old reinforced concrete
The trust for the Kennedy sons such as John Winthrop, |bridge across the Yellowstone
children provides for them to as- third governor of Massachusetts j National Park .
It had cost only $21,000 to
Bay Colony , Ethan Allen and
sume control at the age of 21.
build Ihe bridge in 1903.
The will must be advertised Paul Revere.

All I am trying to say Is ir
one outfit throws our money in
our face and runs to the Rus-
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CHRISTMAS WRAP...

another

piece of real estate between
two ot her p ieces of real estate
on which we 've spent a pile of
money , some lives , and a lot
of time , and have achieved
nothing, so far as the record
runs. Rxcept , perhaps , Madame
Nhu , am] a lot of stiff hotel
bills

j.
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LIMITED QUANTITIES!
HURRY FOR THESE SENSATIONAL SHOE BARGAINS
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TREE LIGHTS
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J. Peter Boy sen J1550 Children Alma Pythian
Weds M''ss Mart 'n
Sisters Have
^
Attend
Party
At Minnesota City ,
Yule Party
•

MRS. ROBERT PUFF , 161 Carimona St.. announces the engagement of her daughter. Miss Sandra Duff , to Lawrence Arko , Gilbert , Minn., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Arko. The wedding will be
June . 20 at St, Stanislaus Catholic Church . Both
young persons are graduates of Winona State College and both are teaching in Jefferson County.
Colo. Miss Duff is a graduate of Cotter High School
and her fiance is a graduate of Gilbert High School.

Home Ec Classes
Give Yule Tea

Many Partici pate ,
Attend Lake City
School Concert

ARCADIA, Wis. ( Special) — ,
Students and faculty members ! . LAKE CITY , Mian. (Special)
of the Arcadia High School were ; -^More than 200 students partiguests at a Christmas tea serv- ' cipated in the Christmas concert
ed Thursday in the home econ- at Lincoln Auditorium at Lake
omics room of the high school.
City High School on Thursday
Each class acted as host dur- evening. The concert was again
ing its respective home econom- • presented Friday afternoon for
ics class period. Home enonom- ' the student body and despite the
Ics students prepared Christ- extreme cold weather , a large
mas breads and cookies , and de- j audience was there to listen.
corated the room for the holi- 1 The varied program consisted
' ,"
'"
days.
< of band , vocal and mixed chorStudents and faculty members j us selections with accompanireceived personal invitations to] ments ' by selected symphonic
attend the tea sometime during band , piano and organ.
the day. They were greeted at I Lymon C. Bringgold was narthe door with Christmas music rator , Jeanette Tosten directed
and a welcome from the stu- : the chorus , and Walter Gludt
dents , Misses Sandra Rusch and directed the band. AccompaMarie Manke , and Mrs. Merle j nists were Nancy Carlson, Bruce
Twesme, home economics in- j Garbisch , Katherine Pickett ,
structor at the high school.
Mary Hosking and Carol RoberMiss Rusch and Miss Manke son.
have completed six weeks of > Larry Adams , David Courtier
practice teaching in Arcadia. i Charles Harlan , David Meyers
Linda Sprenger and Gloria Woh
lers were soloists.

60 Attend Famil y
Yule Reunion

Plainview School
Presents Program

LAKE CITY , Minn . ( Special )
— Some €0 people , children of
Henry Siewert and the late Mrs.
PLAINVIEW . Minn. (Special)
Siewert , rural Lake City, and — The Plainview Elementary
their children and their families School presented its annual
gathered at the Harold Schu- Christmas program Friday, unmacher home for their annual der the direction of Miss Radina
Christmas party on Friday ev- , Jensen, elementary music teachening.
' ¦ er , and David Kallmen , band
Despite the very cold weath- instructor.
er, only three families were
Following the program a porabsent. Those present -came tion of the Christmas Concert
from Rochester , Zumbro Falls , ( which was given Sunday by the
Lake City, Frontenac, Mazeppa , high school students was preChatfield
and
Minneapolis , | sented , giving those an opporMinn. Gifts were exchanged , tunity to hear it who could not
among the children, and a pot- i come before.
luck lunch was served
The program was the begin¦
ning of school vacation. School
WHITEHALL AUXILIARY
will resume Jan. 6 at the usual
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special) time.
— The Mmes. Ferdinand Estenson and Ella Iverson will be BOSTON' VISITOR
hostesses at the meeting of
Dr. Mary A. Gunn , profesUnit 191, American Legion
sor
of English at Boston UniAuxiliary at 8 p.m, Jan. fi.
versity, is the holiday houseSISTERS ARRIV E
i guest of her brother-in-law and
The Misses Harriet and Eileen sister , Mr. and Mrs. George
Smocke arrived by jet plane Kelley, 412 Collegeview St. Dr.
Saturday from Scottsdale , Ariz. Gunn arrived Saturday and will
They will visit their parents stay until the day after ChristMr. and Mrs. Harry N, Smocke , mas. Several social functions
*
216 High Forest St., for twc 1 are being given in her honor
weeks
this week ,

IT STARTS THURSDAY
At 9 A.M.I

Our Annual Pre-lnventory

CLEARANCE
• Living Room Sets © Bedroom Sets
• Dining Room Sets • Dinette Sets
• Lamps • Tables ? Chairs
• Hide-away Beds • Sectionals
• Famous Brand Carpeting

ALL GREATLY REDUCED!
Shop Early for Best Selection

Winona Furniture Co.
166 Main Street

Phono 3145

i

Miss Barbara A. Martin , 209 Winona Athletic Club's annual
E. Broadway, daughter of Mrs. Ij children 's Christmas party was
Mildred M. Martin , Minnesota held on Sunday in the club ballCity, became the bride of J. room.
Santa Claus distributed packPeter Boysen . program director
of KAGE Radio Station , Winona , ages to 550 children of club
in a candlelight ceremony, Dec. members. President Harry
! Czarnowski with the club offi14 at First Evangelical Luther- ! cers and directors
were in
an Church, Minnesota City . The charge of the program.
Rev. David M. Ponath officiated . Musical numbers by Miss
The groom is the son of Mr. Carolyn Grindland on the acand Mrs. Sam S. Boysen , Ra- cordion were accompanied by
cine, Wis.
Mr. and Mrs . William GrindFor her holiday wedding, the . land Sr. William Grindland Jr.
bride chose a red suit with ;I gave a Christmas reading.
black accessories and carried
a bouquet of one white mum , I
white daisies, and sprigs of hoi- j\ GAR Circle Meets
ly banded together with red ! For Election
of
velvet ribbon.
[
Mrs: Jack Whitten , Winona. New 7964 Offi cers
who was matron of honor , wore ij
a light beige knit dress with j| KELLOGG , Minn, (SpeciaDmatching accessories and car- jj Kellogg Grand Army of the ReCircle 57 (GAR) met re;
ried "a bouquet of yellow daisies. public
Sandy Smith , Galesville, Wis.. jI cently at the home of Mrs. Braywas- best man.
j ton Collier, for the annual meetImmediately • following the ing, and election of officers.
wedding, Mr. and Mrs. James j! Elected were; Mrs. Brayton
B. Goetz were hosts at a recep- ! Collier , president; Mrs. Edward
tion for the wedding party at Huth , senior vice president;
Mrs. Earl Timmsen, j unior vice
the Oaks.
The br id al pair left for a president ; Mrs. Paul Schouwedding trip to Wisconsin. They weiler , secretary; Mrs. Gilare how at home at '209 E. f more Olson , treasurer; Mrs.
Broadway.
j Lester Graner , chaplain; Mrs.
The bride is a 1961 graduate off I Henry Kirch, patriotic; Mrs.
Winona Senior High School and r Raymond Slawson , registrar;
is employed by the National Mrs. Charles Wehrenberg, conAssociation of Direct Selling ductor; Mrs. Cecil Weir , asCompanies , Winona. Her hus- sistan conductor; Mrs. Lucille
band is a graduate of Chetek j Maahs. guard ; Mrs. Caleb Ten(Wis.) High School and of Texas tis , assistant guard; Mrs. ClemA. and M. College and did post- en Heins. musician.
gradu ate work at the Univer- Christmas gifts were wrapped
for patients at Buena Vista
sity of Minnesota.
[ Nursing home. Mrs, Collier and
Mrs. Lottie Wehrenberg, GAR
' members , delivered the gifts
j Members voted to deliver a
gift to Linda Stewart who is
j hospitalized at St. Elizabeth's
LAKE CITY , Minn. (Special) j Hospital , Wabasha , Minn , with
— Lake City Women 's Club held '! severe burns over her body.
its meeting and Christmas party
Mrs. Lucy Schurhammer was
recently at the home of Mrs. j; chosen delegate to the state
E. A. Halleen. Mrs. John Mur- !j convention in June. Mrs. Paul
dock was in charge of the pro- I,: Schouweiler was named altergram , "The Miracle of 32nd nate delegate .
Street".
!i The Collier home as well as
Parts of the play were read j the serving table was attractiveby Mmes. W. H. Pletsch , F. O. ly decorated for Christmas with
Johnson , A. J. Ward , E. C. Bay- j miniature Christmas trees, candley, E. A. Halleen , and W. J les , favors and wreaths.
" ; Prizes were awarded to Mmes.
Kemp.
Refreshments were served ;A. A. Murphy, George Hoffman ,
from a decorated Christmas |j Cecil Weir , Lester Graner and
table. The offering at the silver i; Lottie Wehrenberg.
tea was for the Pepin View \ Lunch was served by. the comRest Home, (instead of exchang- jimittee. Mmes Collier , Charles
ing gifts among the members). Wehrenberg, Clara Schouweiler ,
Co-hostesses were : Mmes. F. Edward Huth and Henry Kirch.
Peterson , W. C. Cheney, and N
E. Schwartz.

Women 's Club
Has Yule Event

Miss Hallingstad
Suggested for Post
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—Miss ¦Mayme Hallingstad ,
Whitehall , was recommended
for deputy of District 7A at the
last meeting of the Coral Rebekah Lodge 150. The final appointment will be made by the
assembly president at the assembly sessions during June
This district comprises the lodges of Neillsville. Alma Center ,
Humbird and Whitehall.
Coral Rebakah officers will
be installed in a joint installation at the IOOF kali , Jan . 14,
along with the officers of Trempealeau Valley Lodge 249 , IOOF.
Rebekoh members are asked to
assemble at the hall at 7 p.m.
in order to complete annual reports be fore the installati on.

j
!

A lbert Kriesels
Fl y to Germany

| ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) —
I Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kriesel,
Galesville , Wis., left Dec. 21,
for a two-week stay with their
son-in-law and daughter , Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Von Haden , in
Germany. The Kriesels flew by
i Lufthansa Air Lines from Milwaukee and Chicago to Frankfurt in Germany. From Frankfurt they travel to Stuttgart and
to Ileilbronn where the Von
Hadens are located. They have
relatives in both East and West
Berlin, and hope to visit both
sections.
Mr. Kriesel visited in Germany last March and Mrs. Kriesel was there later. She is a
teacher in the Gale-Ettrick Elementary Schools.
PASTOR'S OPEN HOl'SK
BLAIR , Wis. ( Special) - The
Rev. and Mrs . L. H. Jacobson
will hold open house at Zion
Lutheran parsonage Jan. 3
from 2 to 4 p.m , and from 6
to il p.m. for Zion Lutheran
Church women 's circles.

CHESTER VISITING CLUB
LAKE CITY , Minn. (Special)
—Mrs. Gerald Freiheit was the
hostess to the Chester Visiting
Club at a Christmas party at
her home in rural Goodhue recently. Gifts were exchanged
with secret pals. Mrs , Damon CADETTK PARTY
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special ) —
Freiheit won a prize.
Caddie Girl Scouts held a
Christin as .supper and roller
I1AITY HOME.M .AKKHS
skatin g party, with exchange of
(
LAKE CITY , Minn. Special)
gifts in La Crosse Wednesday.
— Mrs. Lawrence Schumann was They were accompanied by
the hostess to 'members of the their leaders , Mmes . Ben ErickHappy Homemakers at n Christ- son and Edward Forseth.
mas party at her home in rural
Lake City recently. Gifts were IIKHOI.DS ANNIVERSARY
FOUNTAIN CITY , Wis . ( Speexchanged with secret pal.s and
cial
) - - The grandchildren of
names drawn for new pals in
1964.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Herold , Waumandce , Wis., are planning an
CI lit 1ST MAS PARTY
open house celebration for
LAKE CITY , Minn. ( Special) friends nnd rel ntives to he held
—A Christinas party for mem- in Ihe city auditorium here
bers of the West Albany St . Pat- from 2 to 5 p.m. Sunday. The
rick' s parish was held recently. occasion is the llerokls ' 50th
Monetary gifts were sent to the wedding anniversary. No formal
Indian children in South Dakota invitations nre being issued .
and to the State Hos pital in CUUIS TMAS I>ANCE
Rochester. Films were shown
LAKE CITY . Minn. (S pecial )
and children received gifts.
—A Christmas dance sponsored
by the junior class of Lincoln
FRATERNITY OFFICERS
HI R II , Lake City, was held Sat(
WHIT EHALL , Wis. Special) urday
evening.
The (heme ,
—Offic e is elected at the recent '•Swirling
," was carried
Snows
meeting of the Scandinavian
American Fraternity will be out in colors of green and silinstalled at Ihe home of Miss ver . The dance was attended
Mayme HallingsUd , Whitehall , by students from grades it to
Friday nt fl p.m. Potlurk will 12 with dancing beginning al II
bo served by I lie members and p.m.
2f> cent gifts will lie exchanged , KILL ( .UT BOXES
' LAKE CITY . Minn (S pecial )
- Members of SI , John ' s LuthAfter Chri»hnas
\
eran Ladies Aid , Lake City,
gath ered al the church basement on Sunday afternoon lo
pack boxes for Ihe shut-ins in
the coiiMi'cgalion and for member pa lienls at the hospital and
>
on all purchases of
>
$2 or more,
real home. Forty-five boxes
I Now you can buy th ai i?ift ; were filled and delivered that
!
you always wanted!
< afternoon , ami boxes of fruits
delivered tit Die irat home ( heSARA'S
sides (hi? extra boxes for members). Other ladies of the conGift Shoppe
gre
gation joi ned the aid mem103 E . Third
bers in donating for tho boxes ,

SALE

I 25% °"

Hates and Jealousies
Wil l Greet Pope Paul

ALMA , Wis . (Special) - The
annual party of the Alma Pythian Sisters Tuesday night was
preceded by a holiday supper.
After the meeting gifts were
By WILLIAM L. RYAN
sanity toward man have swept
exchanged. Mrs. George Evans
AP Special Correspondent
the area since World War II.
was in charge of decorations.
A messenger of peace jourThe Pope is held in honor by
It was announced that offi- jys next week to a land which
both
Jew and Moslem, on either
cers probably, will be installed lows little peace, a land which
Jan. 7, depending on the weath- ill may be a primary source side of the storied Jordan River .
His pilgrimage is made against
er.
anxiety for a war-weary a background of a Vatican move
Officers who have been elect- orld.
to absolve Jews of sole blame
ed are Mrs. Evans, most excel- Pope Paul VI makes his pil- for the crucifixion of Jesus
lent chief; Mrs. Anna Duerkop , •image to the Holy Lard—sa- Christ.
past chief; Iv^iss Darleen Hopf , •ed to Christians, Moslems and
But many a Moslem Arab ,
manager ; Miss Gladys Stohr , JWS —at a time when religious harboring smoldering hatred for
excellent junior; Mrs. Wald- aders around the world are Israel , will be prey to suspicion
mar Gross, excellent senior ; "eoccupied with thoughts of that the Israelis may benefit
Mrs . Orval Jost, secretary ; ;conciliation .
politically from the Pope's visit.
Mrs. Alden Wiberg, treasurer ; But among people in the Holy
For a few days, Hie enmity
Mrs. Wilma Wenger, guard ; and there is no such spirit, ¦which scourges the land of the
Mrs. Theodore Buehler , pro- ides of hate, the backwash of Bible, the Koran and the Torah
tector;. Miss Gloria Miller , pianwill be cheered sufficiently to
ist. Auditing committee includes ars, jealousies and man 's in- permit barriers at the borders
Miss Stohr, Mimes. Duerkop and
to be lifted by both sides for the
Buehler,
M iss Kaye Parker
purposes of the visit.
The officers presented Mrs.
Nevertheless , all who are conBecomes Bride
Evans with a gift .
nected with the pilgrimage-rWill
It was announced that the us- 0/ 1
be keenly aware that it ventures
. -C , Willis
ual number of Christmas basinto a sea of bitterness. Jordan ,
kets were again distributed to
ELGIN , Minn. (Special) - occupying part of what was Palthe Senior Citizens and shut-ins. Miss Kaye F. Parker , Roches- estine 16 years ago, is home tor
ter , daughter of Mr. and Mrs. resentful Arab enemies of world
Richard Parker , Elgin , and Zionism, the movement which
Order of Eastern
Larry C. Willis , Rochester , son brought Israel into being in May
of Mrs. Clyde Willis , Des 1948.
Si$r Has Christmas
Moines, Iowa , and Clyde Wil- The Holy Land's modern sicklis, St. Louis, Mo., were unit- ness is . in part , an aftermath
Meeting at Temp le
ed in marriage in Trinity Lu- of two world wars. During
Christmas carols were sung theran Church. Elgin , Satur- World War I, when the Gerat the meeting of Winona Chap- day, with the Rev. O. H. Dorn m ans' Turkish allies still ruled
the Arab East , England turned
ter 141, Order of the Eastern officiating!
Star, Monday evening at the Mrs. O.H. Dorn was organ- to influential figures of world
Masonic Temple. Mrs. Willard ist and Harold Solmonson , Ro- Jewry for help.
In return , Britain promised in
L. Hillyer was the organist.
chester , was soloist,
Balfour Declaration to help
the
An addendum "What Christ- THE BRIDE was given In
pave the way for realization of
mas Means To Me " was presented by Mmes. Edwin Greet- marriage by her father; She the dream of a Jewish national
hurst. Maurice Godsey, L. H. wore a floor-length gown of home.
Stevens, Harris Carlson , Roger white de-lustered satin with
After the Central Powers * deBusdicker , E. S. Moe, H. A. chapel train , deep scoop neck- feat , Britain
received the
line,
three
quarter
length
Stow and Arthur Jackman and
League of Nations mandate over
and
figure
molding
sleeves,
Miss Anna Frank.
Palestine . On the east side of
The worthy matron, Mrs. Ar- bodice. The bouffant skirt was the Jord an River , the British
pailettes
and
retrimmed
with
thur J a c k m a n , reported on
; carved out an unlikely little desChristmas calls she and th° embroidercd lace appliques j ert kingdom and made the Emir
worthy patron , H. L. MeMillen , which trimmed the midriff and |Abdullah , a descendant of the
train. Her veil of silk illusion
made on shut-ins.
its king.
was attached to a crown of seed I Prophet Mohammed ,
An invitation was read by pearls. She carried a bouquet ; It was called Trans-Jordan.
Mrs. C. A, Hedlund , from Ruth of white chrysanthemums and j Jews began a slow process of
Chapter 23, La Crosse, to at- white roses.
I immigration into Palestine became Hitler
tend their installation of offiMiss Donna Myran , Wanam- tween wars. Then
in Germany , the defeat of the
cers on Jan. 7. ¦' .
j
ingo, Minn., was maid of honMembers of the refreshment or. Her gown was midnight I Mazis in World War II and a
committee were Mrs. Stanley blue silk velvet in a ballerina |wave of sympathy for Jewish
Hammer , chairman , assisted length. Her headpiece was a !' suffering at Hitler's hands. Jewby MCmes. Ray Beck, Herbert midnight blue velvet rose with : ish immigration into Palestine
Benz and P. E. Bray, Mr. and matching veil. She carried a rose sharply.
Mrs. Milton Smith and Phillip colonial bouquet of white pomAs the time for surrender of
Hicks. Mrs. Harvey Hogan and pons.
the mandate neared , underMrs. Carlson presided at; the Miss" Carolyn Eilola , Vir- 1 ground Jewish organizations
tea table. Christmas table decMinn., was bridesmaid , Uike Haganah , Irgun Zval Leuorations were by Mrs. Hogan. ginia ,
Miss Ruth Jurries, Northfield , I mi and the Stern gang instituted
¦
Minn , , was personal attendant , i a campaign of terror/ Arabs left
they wore gowns identical to their villages hy tens of thouAlma Stars Have
that of the maid of honor and sands.
Tension was at white heat by
carried cascade bouquets of
Christmas Party
November
1947, when the Unit'
N
ancy
white pompons. Miss
ALMA, Wis. (Special) - The Hoenk , Elgin , was flower girl . ed Nations voted a resolution—
annual Christmas party of Al- Her gown was the same as with strong U.S. backing — to
ma Order of Eastern Star was the bridesmaids ' and she car- partition Palestine. Two states ,
held ,Friday night. Mrs. Robert ried a miniature colonial bou- Arab and Jewish , were to be
linked in economic union. The
Fetting was chairman. Gifts quet of white pompons.
j
were exchanged and Christmas Tom Hall . Plainview , was Jews would get 56 per cent of
carols were sung, after which the best man , Vince Hanson , Palestine, the Arabs 44 per cent
lunch was served at decorated Clarian, Iowa , was grooms- less a Jerusalem area which
tables . Mrs. Walter Dierauer ' man. Donald Parker . Elgin , was to be internationalized undecorated the large Christmas brother of the bride, and Lynn der U.N. administration.
tree.
The Arabs resisted partition ,
Abbott , Cl arian , were ushers.
Mrs . Oscar Stirn , newly elect- The reception was held in and when the mandate ran out
ed worthy matron , announced the chur ch parlors for 150 in May 1946 , Arab armies enthat open installation will be guests with members of the tered Palestine. On May 15, the
held on Jan. 3. Inspection and Priscilla G uild catering.
state of Israel was proclaimed
school of instruction will be The couple left on a honey- with David Ben-Gurion as head
Feb. 27.
moon trip to the Southern of the provisional government.
Mrs . Arvin Thompson , wor- States. They will be at home The war that followed humiliatthy matron , presented each of j in Rochester at-1207-Sth Ave. S. ed the Arabs. The Israelis
wound up by the time of the
her officers with a gift , and E. after Jan. 1.
they presented her with a gift . The bride is a graduate of 1949 armistice with much more
Elg in High School and Winona than they would have had by
State College and teaches phys- partition. Jerusalem became a
Fountain City Masons ical cducaf ion at Central Junior divided city.
King Abdullah , whose Trans, Rochester. The groom is
Install New Officers High
Jordan
Arab Legion , Britisha graduat e of Clarian High
trained and officered , was the
,
and
Winona
State
ColSchool
FOUNTAIN CITY , Wis. (Spemost effective Arab lighting
cial) — Fountain City Masonic lege and is an elementary tea- force , moved his troops into that
,
cher
at
Bamber
Valley
School
Lodge 283, F & AM installed
part of Palestine not effectively
(he following officers Wedncs- ! Rochester.
occupied by the Jews.
day evening: William Krause , ' IIESSLKRS' OPEN HOUSE
Abdullah was assassinated In
worshipful
mast er;
Wallace
)
llaeus.singer, senior warden : S. i BLAIR , Wis. (Special — Mr . 1951. His son and successor ,
C. Richtman , junior warden ; ( nnd Mrs . Fred Hessler will be Talal , was packed away to a
Lloyd Bond, treasurer ; M. C. j honored by their children at an mental institution and in 1U,">2
Malles, secretary ; Allen Ficd- I open house in celebration of Abdullah' s grandson , Britishler , senior deacon; E. .1. Stec- j their 50th wedding anniversary educated Hussein , at 17 mountkel , juni or denenn: Charles .Ian . 5 at Zion Lutheran Church. ed the uneasy throne. Husscn
Prussing and Andrew Civersen , Hours are from 2 to 5 p.m. rode out many violent troubles.
No invitations are being issued . 1 le fell heir , loo, to a refugee
stewards , ami Allen Schaffner , '
tiler.

Dresbach Service
DAKOTA , Minn. ( Special) The Christmas candleli ght Communion service for the Dresbach , Dakota nnd La Crescent
Methodist churches will he at
9:30 tonight at Di esbach church
rather than trio Dakota church
as previously announced.
¦
ARROW ORDER BANULLT
ROCHESTER, Minn . -• Blue
Ox Lodge , Order of the Arrow ,
(Jamehaven Council , wil l hold
its annual father and son banquet Monday at «•.:«» p.m. at the
First Method ist Church here
Rochester Mayor Alex P, Smekla will discuss his recent trip
lo 1'olimd and other places be
hind the Iron Curtain.
CAHO LUNG PARTY

LAKE CITY , Minn. ( Special)
Walther Le ague members of
St. Pet er 's Lutheran Church ,
Belvidere , and tho Girls ' Sextette from St. Peter 's Lutheran
School , spent the early evening
hours Thursday enrolling for
.sever;* 1 of the members of the
congregation at (heir homes.
Carollin g was followed by their
annual Christinas party held at
tho pu rsoiuige,

Inn ®mt

AFTER CHRISTMAS

S AL E

TERRIFIC SAVINGS!
DRASTIC REDUCTIONS!
TREMENDOUS SELECTION!
OUTSTANDING VALUES!
ON

COATS
DRESSES

SUITS
SKIRTS

SALE STARTS THURSDAY 9 A.M.

population growing at the rate
of 25,000 a year. By current estimate there are 850,000 refugees in Jordan.
Embittered , the refugees became easy prey for nationalist
followers of Egypt's Gamal Abdel -Nasser, who aimed to topple
Hussein and called for his assassination as an imperialist
tool.
There has been little r elief
from tension. Periodically it has
flared into situations critical for
the whole sensitive , oil-rich Middle East.
The crises were deep and dangerous—Suez in 1956 and the series of Arab explosions in 1958
which led to a landing of U.S.
troops in Lebanon. In Iraq, revolutionists slaughtered young
King Feisal , Hussein 's cousin.
The world trembled on tlie
brink of a new war .
If the crisis atmosphere has
eased somewhat since 1959, this
was not because of any less enmity of the Arabs for Israel or
any lessening of Arab conflicts
with Arabs. Dreaming of unity,
the Arabs seem united only in
their hatred of Israel.
The Arab East being what it
is, a small spark could set the
Holy Land afire at any moment.
wvww wirvv www vr^ww w ww «

i Togs 'n Toys
CLEARANCE

j

SALE
of

WINTER
j APPAREL
Starts
THURSD AY,
December 26

I Huge
gs
Savin
I
on

I

Girls' Coats
Coat Sets
>

j Car Coats
|

BOYS' and GIRLS'

Snow Suits
-

>

j Boys ' Parkas
»

BOYS' WOOL

Car Coats
J

I
i
I

j

All Sizes

SPECIAL FOR

; Pre-Teens
k

j Wool Coats
j Car Coats
j 25% OFF
[
»

Sizes 8 to 14
—

.

| Togs 'n Toys
| lor Girls and Boys
;

FOURTH and MAIN

Eau GaMe Youth WORLD TODAY
Yule Gift: A New School Nominated for Painting Recalls
Naval Academy Washington Fight

AT ARKANSAW

ARKANSAW , Wis. — Citizens
of Arkansaw Joint School District No. 1, Waterville, Frankfort and Waubeek , have presented their school children with
a Christmas present that will
be useful for many years to
come.
More than 220 elementary students and their teachers participated in operation "Big Switch"
Friday, when they moved their
books and supplies from quarters in the high school building
and four rural schools to the
new elementary building constructed in the village.

WHEN CLASSES resume Jan.
6, all students will report here.
Superintendent Melvin Donner
and Fred Caturia , elementary
principal , are supervising the
change.
"Much educational progress
has been achieved by the people
of this district in a year's time ,"
said Donner. "The area supported 10 rural schools and a
union free high school until action in 1962 created a consolidated district providing education from kindergarten through
grade 12.
"School board members who
have worked with voters of this
new district to achieve this significant change are Paul Barber , Arthur Drier , Warren Patnode, LeRoy Kralewski and Ernest Erickson , representing all
areas that were brought together for the total educational
program.
An efficient transportation
system and adequate housing
have made it possible to provide
better educati on at a lower cost
to taxpayers , Donner said.
"THE MIDYEAR report on
transportation just filed with the
state Department of Public Instruction shows the per pupil
cost was $52.42 , when state averages are considerably hi gher ,"
the superintendent said . "This
low cost is accomplished even
while bus routes are set up so
time spent on a bus during the
morning and afternoon trips
average 46 minutes—23 minutes
morning and afternoon , or the
equivalent. "
The new building, the superintendent said , "is a model of
efficient and practical construction.
A large kindergarten
room , eight classrooms, modern
kitchen , dining area and gymnasium , with shower rooms and
separate toilet facilities fro m
kindergarten to fourth grade
and fifth to eighth , are princi-

pal features of the $176,200 ' Elementary pupils will have
building.
the same classmates and teach'The finest terrazzo floors are er d uring the remainder ot the
in all corridors, shower rooms year as they had during the
and toilets. There are built-in first four months in widely sepcabinets, 1 i b r a r y shelving, arated buildings.
sinks and drinking fountains in Other advantages in the new
each classroom .
building will be a physical edu'The entire building has up- . cation period each day for all
to-date steam heat with auto- ' grades, in charge of a physical
matic controls."
education major who also will
devote time to high school physAN EAU CLAIRE architec- ical education.
tural firm planned the construction on a 12-acre site a block A COMPLETE Type A noon
from the present high school. lunch will be available from the
The state Department of Public ! fully equipped kitchen adjacent
Instruction assisted in building ! to the dining room. Vocal and
design.
instrumental music will be
Moving pupils to the new available to all grade children.
building for classes Jan. 6 will The large modern kindergarten
be accomplished without much room with separate toilet facilidifficulty , Donner said , beca use ties will en able the district to
of the arrangement of classes improve its total program by
during the September-Dffcember the addition of kindergarten
period. Students have been di- classes, Donner pointed out.
vided in grades , with a teach- The building will be open to
er for each, contrary to the old the public at a dedication promethod of one teacher in a rural gram scheduled in the early
school handling all classes.
mon ths of 1954.

BUSINESS MIRROR

Interest Rate
Jugglin g Noted
By SAM DAWSON
AP Business News Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) - Interest
rate juggling between sections
of the nation and between competing savings institutions is
bolstering the belief of those
who look for general firming of
interest after the traditional
January lull.
Yields on savings are being
raised now to 4.25 per cent or
higher by some New York savings banks and some savings
and loan associations in Florida. But in California , where
the rates are still highest, some
savings and loan groups say
they 'll cut back Jan. 1 from 5
per cent to 4.85 per cent. Most
commercial banks are held by
federal regulations to 4 per
cent.
In New York much of the
competition for savings is between different types of institutions. In Florida , and to some
extent in New York , the competition is with California where
the higher yields have been attracting funds from across the
nation — funds which Florida

STARTING THURSDAY AT 9 A. M.

would like to use in its own
building program.
Predictions of generally rising
interest rates j when the new
year is well under way are coming from at least two sources.
Chairman 'William McChesney
Martin -of the Federal Reserve
Board has told Congress that if
the federal tax cut is passed
and stimulates the economy as
hoped for , increased business
borrowing will push interest
rates up.

loans are normally repaid. The
return flow of money into the
market makes credit easier and
reduces pressure on interest
rates.
But if business activity, and
construction demand , continues
high in coming months, the demand for more funds could
The U. S. Savings & Loan tighten the market.
League sees a tightening next
By the same token . If the
year in the supply of funds available for mortgage loans. Since economy turns down unexpectit alsoa predicts continued de- edly, the Federal Reserve's job
mand for mortgage money, the would be' to ease credit as a posleague looks for the trend to- sible stimulant , rather than to
ward higher mortgage rates in keep it moderately tight to fend
some parts of the nation , which off a run away boom.
started late this year , to con- The board is also interested
tinue for several more months. in keeping short-term rates fairJanuary could see a lull in ly high to discour age an outany movement toward tighter flow to foreign money markets
money and higher costs. Busi- that would increase any threat
ness borrows in November and to U, S. gold reserves.
December to finance increased
Region against region , instiproduction and to carry larger tution against institution — it
inventories. In January these could be an interesting year.
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Bank at Durand
Names Director

bers involved , the fight was
hardly more than a skirmish.
Washington 's little force captured about 950 prisoners. The
Hessian dead were estimated at
between 20 and 3C. American
casualties were four wounded.
DURAND, Wis.
But the results were magnifi- National Bank here —hasSecurity
a new
cent , out of all proportion to director.
size. A bright hope and a new
He is Gilbert F. (Sam) Bauer ,
By J. W. DAVIS
j that "I fear the game is nearly determination for independence
who fills the vacancy caused by
up.
"
Many
of
his
men
had
gone
|
were
born
in
that
Christmas
WASHINGTON (AP)-One of
the death of Harry J. Engelthe finest Christmas presents ! home discouraged . Those who victory.
dinger , who had been vice presremained
,
about
2,500
,
were
America ever received was the ;
The Hessiani probably didn 't ident and chairman of th«
gift of a ragged and cold little ! poorly clothed. Some had no have their heart in the battle. board.
shoes.
band of fighting men.
They were only payroll soldiers ,
Bauer is president of Bauer
The gift is immortalized in a , The passage of the river was , hired by the English king , not Built , Inc., largest employing
famous painting in the Capitol. : a bitter , tough job through float- ! free men fighting for a cause. industrial firm in Durand on a
It was George Washington 's ing ice, on ore barges and small
year-around basis.
crossing of the Delaware River boats. Ashore , the Americans And here ' s a footnote to hisThe new bank director came
on Christmas night of 1776. The j had to march through snow and tory —
to Durand some 15 years ago
surprise maneuver , winning sleet but all that , Washington
to operate a servic% station with
over frightful handicaps , led to wrote later , "did not in the least When the Hessians came to his brother , Ray W Bauer.
.
America
,
these
custom-loving
the rout of Hessian troops at the abate their ardor. "
They began retreading tires
Battle of Trenton and was a "When they came to the Rhinelanders brought more than about 10 years ago and have
major turning point in the War charge each seemed to vie with i guns.
been expanding since.
for Independence.
the other in pressing forward. " j They brought us the Christ- | Last spring Gilbert Bauer ac'
tmas
tree.
So It might be appropriate The charg e was along two
j quired his brother ' s share of the
roads. It scattered Hessian outnow, as the . nation peacefully posts
[ business. Since then Bauer Built
ST.
ALOYSIUS
SCHOOL
and burst upon the main
celebrates another Christmas ,
i has acquired a retail store in
body before it could 'form
ARCADIA , Wis. (S pecial) - Eau Claire. .
to recall once again how those enemy
effectively.
Other officers of the bank are:
Pawl McN aughton
early patriots fought to secure The Hessian general was mor- St. Aloysius Catholic School of
Our Lady of Perpetual Hel p G. C. Schiefelbein , president;
for all Americans the right to tally wounded
, his men had no Catholic Church will resume R . J. Forster , cashier , and
EAU GALLE , Wis.-An Eau life , liberty and the pursuit of
way open to retreat and they classes foll owing
Galle youth has been nomin- happiness.
the holiday Mamre AVard , Joseph H, Johnquickly surrendered.
ated for the Naval Academy b y
vacation Monday, Jan. 6. not son , Forster , Lucille Brunner
A few days before the crossCong. Lester Johnson.
From the standpoint of num- Jan. 2 as previously announced. and Galen Radle , directors.
ing, Washington had written
Paul McNaughton ,-18, son of
Mr; and Mrs. Raymond McNaughton , now a freshman at
River FaLIs State College, graduated from Durand High School
in 1963. He was president of the
National Honor Society at the
high school and was a member
of football , track , basketball and
debate teams and the athletic
club.
He is studying mathematics
at River Falls. McNaughton will
begin his career at the academy
in June.
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USE OUR EASY PAYMENT PLANS
. lay by . regular charge . extended p lan [take up to 10 months to pay)
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OPEN UNTIL 5 P.M.
CHRISTMAS EVE

1
|

OPEN 9 A.M. TO 12 NOON
CHRISTMAS DAY

1 j
1

• Egg Nog Ice Cream
• Holiday Fruit & Net
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Leonard J. Tschumper
Open Fri. to 9 P.M. Sat. to 10 P.M.
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THE HOME of the

J. R. Watkins Company '
I — 1891. This building
stood where the presI
ent 10-story building of
AVatkins Products , Inc.,
|
il now stands. J. R. Watf1 kins , third from right ,
the sole proprietor and
_
manufacturer of Dr.
Ward's Remedies, assembled 35 of the 80
[, ( agents and employes
| ' at the company 's annual convention. Mrs.
Grace W. King, secretary of Watkins Products, Inc., and daughter of J R. Watkins , is
shown in the- -window of
the building. On the
porch , to the left of the
center post is George
Smith . Watkin s first
employe , and superintendent of the Packing
and Shipping Departmerit at that time. W.
T. Rawleigh, who lat er
formed his own direct
selling company , is
seated in the front
row, second from right.
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This Winona Industry in 1 891?
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LIQUOR STORE
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MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THIS AREA !
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Stir Up Comp liments
With Our Fine

Section of
Your
Favorite

•

• Cr«nb~erry Sh«rbet
• Tree Center Brick

• Tree Center Brick
• Ice Cream Pies
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In the Beverage
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\

Try Any of These McVey 's Specials:

|

I

Re.Cola

Get Delicious McVey 's Holiday Ice Creams
At These Convenient Christmas Hours!
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Only
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Modern Beauty Shoppe
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Phone 6960
47* East Broadway
Open Monday and Thursday Evenings
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Plainview , Minnesota Parade in 1899?
RADEMACHER'S
59 West Second Street

i Hu. CL0SED
;^^iy

for

0PEN AGAIN

L o
l^

J

!

remodeling

';¦?/ NEW YEA R'S EVE

at 9 p.m.
rry
V >
^.o , '~* ^
Join LIS Now Ypor 's Eve at (ho be/iufiful now
Country Kitchen . . . wo 'll be serving that "one
for the r oad" FREE COFFEE A LL MIGHTI

3f a- f o u n J&bduitL
ts
Highway

61 and Orrin Street

J. R. WATKINS MEDICAL COMPANY personnel
w h o gathered at Ihi.s lflfW fourth of July parade in
Plainview , Minn., included company founder , J. It. Wat kins .scaled al left in far right buggy, and Hiarles Vonablcs , in light suit in the next bu^gy. X' enables . whoso

sou Paul owns Ihe Wi nona automobile firm, was Wallcins ' f' lis l zone d isl ribulor (he had as many as II dealers serving his locality I. He established Ihe pract ice of
recruiting as a result of his associat ion with ,1. R. Wat kins in Plainview , before the hitler moved tbe company

to Winona in lRBf) . A name appearing in Hie li.sl uf
dealers at lhat time included \V. T. Ruwleigh , who later
started his own direct selling firm of the same name .
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We 'll Finance It
For You!
•

Fidelity Savings & Loan
Association

101 Exchange* Bldg.
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charlrciis e

'
rvni or borrow a projector every time you liave u yen

"f f»'ks vvill

movie projector that threads itself automatically and

llu,ir ,ra vs on < '»iri.s lnias morning. Others ' fare the happy task of deciding how lo spend cash they may have
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospita l
Visiting hours: Medical and surgical
patients: 2 to 4 and 7 to 8:30 p.m. (No
children under 12.)
Maternity patients: I to 3:30 and 7 to
J:30 p.m: (Adults only.)

MONDAY

Admissions
Jeffery H. Lueck , 366 Kansas St.
Alvin J. Decker, 255 E. Mark
St.
Ross A. Pronschinske, Arcadia , Wis.
Mrs. Clara Veraguth , 910 W.
5th St.
Joan H. Tropple , 174 E. Howard St.
Mrs Andrew Stettler, Fountain City, Wis.
David A. Rupprech t , Winona
Rt. 1.
Donald L. Brown, 1628 W. 5th
St.
Adolph Hilgert ,. 626 Wilson St.
Herman E. Prigge, 565 W. 4th
St. . . Arthur Olson , Winona Rt. 2.
Mrs. "Eillie M. Burleson, 150 te
High Forest St.
Mrs. Elizabeth Kane , 123 E.
Sanborn St.
Discharges
Mrs. Emma Lettner , Fountain City, Wis.
Allan Forhan Jr., 7 Fairfax
St
Mrs. Edward Serva and baby,
450% E. Wabasha St.
William H. Haack , 357 Dacota
St.
Mrs. David Holy and baby,
Rushford , Minn.
Mrs. James E, Paszkiewicz ,
272 Adams St.
Wayne L. Albrecht , 950 44th
Ave., Goodview.
Mrs, James D. Mathews and
baby, 151% E. Sanborn St.
Mrs. Donald C. De Marce ,
Alma , Wis.
Mrs. Joseph Plinski , 425 63rd
Ave., Goodview.
Mrs, Merjildo Chavez , 3935
4th St., Goodview.
Fred G. Schilling, 1326 W.
Broadway.
James P. Danielson , Fountain
City, Wis.
Kimberly J. Boynton , Lewiston , Minn.
Mrs. H. R. Hurd, 475 Main St
Mrs , Ida Helgemoe , 404 Mankato Ave.
Births
Mr. and Mrs: Gerald D.
Goede, 562 E. Wabasha St., a
Bon.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Pozanc ,
Rollingstone , Minn., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Drazkowski, Minnesota City, a
daughter.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
Minn
—
MINNEAPOLIS,
Mr. ahd Mrs. Robert Hoeppner ,
Minneapolis, a son Monday .
Mr. Hoeppner is the son of
Mrs. George Hoeppner Sr.,
S70 E, Wabasha St., Winona.
ARCADIA , AVis. (Special) —
Mr. and Mrs . J ack Mettlach ,
Wisconsin Rap ids, Wis., twin
sons Dec. 18. Mettlach is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Mettlach , Arcadia.
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) —
Mr and Mrs. Alvin Thompson ,
a son Thursday at St. Ann 's
Hospital , La Crosse.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Tranberg a son Saturday at TriC o u n t y Memorial Hospital ,
Whitehall.

TUESDAY

Winona Dea th s

Two- State Deaths

Mr*. Blanch* Martin
Mrs. Blanche Martin , 64, 103
Chatfield St., died- Monday at
4:45 p.m. at Community Memorial Hospital after an illness
of several months.
The former Blanche Kulas ,
she was bom here Oct. 1, 1899,
to Mr. and Mrs. Anton Kulas and
was a lifelong resident. She was
married to Ben Martin who died
March 21, 3955.
Mrs. Martin was a member of
St. Stanislaus Church.
Survivors are: Her mother ,
Mrs. Mary Kulas , Winona; a
son, Raymond, Winona ; two
grandchildren ; a brother, Anthony Kulas, Winona, and two
sisters, Mrs. Henry ( Verna )
Olson, Winona, and Mrs. Walter
(Rose ) Loechler , Wabasha.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at 8:30 a.m. at Borzyskowski Mortuary and at 9 at
St. Stanislaus , the Rt. Rev.
Msgr. N. F. Grulkowski officiating. Burial will be in St.
Mary 's Cemetery. Friends may
call at the funeral home Wednesday after 2 p.m. The Rosary
will be said at 7:3C.

For*st W. Dushek
ELGIN , Minn .—Forest William Dush«k, 80, Santa Barbara ,
Calif., a former Elgin businessman, died Wednesday at a Santa Barbara hospital.
¦
Born May 10, 3883, at' Dover ,
he owned and operated a hardware store here 35 years, retiring in 1945. He moved to Santa Barbara in 1953.
He married Clara Lamprecht
Feb. 22, 1S06, at Plainview. She
survives. Also surviving are : A
daughter, * Mrs. Fred (Willa)
Walters, Santa Barbara; a
brother , Harry, Staples; four
grandchildren and nine greatgrandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Monday in California.

Mrj. Mary L. Lauer

Mrs. Mary Louise (Mae)
Lauer, 74, Tampa , Fla., died
at 5:10 a.m. today at Community Memorial Hospital after a
short illness.
The former Mary Louise Ehrenreich, she was born Nov.
28, 1889, at Minneapolis to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Ehrenreich , She
was married to Wilfred H. Lauer Sr. June 14, mi , at Minneapolis. He died Nov. 24 at Tampa. A member of the, Christian
Science Church, she lived in
Minneapolis 68 years and the
last . six years in Tampa.
Survivors are: One son, Wilfred H. Lauer Jr. Winona , and
four grandchildren.
Christian Science services will
be at 1 p.m Thursday at Davies
Mortuary/ ^Minneapolis. Burial
will be in Tampa.
Arr angements here were handled by Fawcett Funeral Home.

Winona Funerals
Miss Augusta Oirtler

Funeral services for Miss
Augusta Girtler , 506 E. Wabasha St., were held this afternoon at Fawcett Funeral Home,
the Rev. Armin U. Deye , St.
Martin's Lutheran Church officiating. Burial was in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Pallbearers were: Dennis,
James, Call, Albert and Norman Girtler and James Pries.

Munici pal Court

MondoviYouth
Center Burns

DECEMBER 24, 1963

Mrs. Ross Leslie

HOUSTON , Minn . (Specialj Mrs. Ross Leslie , 89, died Monday at Ri^er Falls, Wis., at the
home of a daughter , following a
long illness.
The former Evelyn Morrison ,
she was born July 10, 1874, to
Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Morrison ,
Wiscoy Township, Winona County. She was married to Ross
Leslie Sept; 26, 1892. After their
marriage the couple lived at
Money Creek , then moved to
Wiscoy Townshi p Where they
farmed for 38 years. After retirement from farming, they
operated a store in Money Creek
until about 16 years ago.
Survivors are: Five daughters, Mrs. Clarence (Martha)
Ford and Mrs. Imogene Hardy,
Winona; Mrs. Neal (Kiza) Taylor/ River Falls ; Mrs. Earl
(Nellie) Wood , Buffalo City ,
Wis., and Mrs. Stanley. (Vina)
Hall, Vinton , La., three sons,
Otis, Winona Rt. 3; Simeon ,
Houston , and Everett, San Jose,
Calif. ; 20 grandchildren and a
number o>f great-grandchildren.
Her husband , two brothers and
ons sister have died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at Hill
Funeral Home, Houston , the
Rev. Roger Lynn, Money Creek
Methodist Church , officiating.
Burial will be in Money Creek
Cemetery .
Friends may call Wednesday
from 7 to 9 p.m.

Miss Louise Clevan

HOUSTON , Minn . (Special)—
Miss Louise Clevan , 72, died
Monday afternoon at a Spring
Grove rest home. She had been
ill several years.
She was born here May 23,
1891, to Mr. and Mrs. John
Clevan. She had lived here all
her life and was graduated
from Houston schools. She was
a member of Bethany Evangelical Free Church.
Survivors are : Two sisters,
Mrs. S. J. ( Anna) Erickson,
Kenyon , and Mrs. H. S. ( Emma) Johnson , Lansing, Mich.,
and one cousin , Mrs. E. H.
Wilcox , Houston , with whom,
she lived. Her parents and one
brother have died.
FuneraL services will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Bethany Evangelical Free Church , the Rev.
Herbert Cotrell officiating. Burial will "be in Looney Valley
Cemetery .
Friends may call at Hill Funeral Home Thursday from 7
to 9 p.m. and Friday at the
church after 1 p.m.

WINONA
Forfeits :
Donald A. Malotke , 21, Fountain City, Wis., $10 on a charge
of driving with an expired driver 's license - He was arrested by
police at West Howard and
Harriet streets at 1:41 p.m.
Sunday.
Michael J. Haeuser, 20, Fountain City , Wis., $10 on a charge
of failure to stop for a traffic signal. He was arrested by
police at 4th and Main streets
at 1:40 a.m. today.
Edward C. Hottendorf , Ettrick , Wis., $10 on a charge of
failure to stop for a traffic signal. He was arrested by police
at 4th and Main streets at 1
' a.m. today.
CHRISTMAS DAY BIRTHDAY S Samuel F. Stelzig, 23, St.
Theo dore Halverso n
, $10 on a charge of failure
ELEVA , Wis. (Special) —
Michael Dean Sholes , Winona Paul
to stop for a stop sign. He was Theodore Halverson , 85, Eleva
Rl. 3. 3.
arrested by police at West 4th Rt. 2, died Monday morning at
and Johnson streets at 12:45 Buffalo
Memorial
Hospital ,
a.m . Monday.
Weather
Mondovi. He had been ill two
PXAINVIEW
weeks.
OTHER TEMPERA TURES
PLAINVIEW , Minn. (Special)
He was born -July 1, 1878, in
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS —Before Justice Leo W. EllringHigh Low Pr . er here last week Jerome Tim- the Town of Albion , Trempea. 17 15 .28 othy Daley. Plainview , was leau County, to Mr . and Mrs.
Albany, cloudy
his
sentenced to a $75 fine plus Jens Hal verson. He spent was
Albuquerque , clear . 4(i 24
lifetime
in
this
area.
He
Atlanta , cloudy . . . . .15 24 .. $4 costs on a charge of failure a retired farmer , never marBismarck , clear . . . . -43 25 .. to yield right of way.
ried , and was a member of
32 14
Boise , clear
His driver 's license was sus- Norden
Lutheran Church.
.02
26
22
Boston , snow
pended for 90 days , on recomSurvivors
are: Two brothers ,
Chicago, cloudy . . . . 25 6 .02 mendation of the justice. He
, Eleva Rt. 2.
John
and
Martin
SI
31
Denver , clear
was involved in n collision
causing personal injury to the and two sisters , Miss Anna and
Des Moines, clear .. '21 15
30 20 .01 other driver. Daley was arrest- Miss Johanna , Eleva Rt . 2.
Detroit , cloudy
Fairbanks , clear ... 3 -12
ed Dec. 12 by Edwin Nielson ,
The funeral service will be
Fort Worth , clear .. 33 22
Plainview policeman.
Friday at 2 p.m. at Norden
42 16
Raymond I. Santincane , Chip- Lutheran Church , the Rev. Paul
Helen a , cloudy
7!) 64
Honolulu , clea r
pewa Falls, Wis., paid a $10 Monson officiating. Burial will
27 It .04 fine and $4 costs Cor driving 40 be in the church cemetery.
Indianapolis , clear
Jacksonville , cloudy (17 Sit .:iu m.p.h. in a 30-rnile zone on
Friends may call at Kjentvet
Highway 42 Dec. 4.
Kansas City, clear . 25 21
k Son Funeral Home here
Philli p Heney Gentling, Ro- I Thursday afternoon and evening
Los Angeles , clear . 73 52
Louisville , clear . . . . '28 21 . 01 chester , paid a $15 fine and and until 11 a.m. Friday, then
Miami , cloudy . .. ' . . 7<> 57 .<>2 $4 costs for driving 75 rn.p.h. [ at the ch urch.
Milwaukee , cloudy . 16 6 . in a 60-mile zone on Highway
M pls. -St. P., clear . , ' 26 16 • ¦ ; 42 Dec. 1.
Leon E. Selke , Plainview ,
New Orleans , elenr , .30 24
New York , cloudy .. 32 25 .39 paid a $10 fine <ind $4 costs
26 21
for failing to stop at a stop
Omaha , cloudy
Philadelp hia , clear . SI 25 .31 sign on Highway 42 Dec. 12,
<>(> 36
Alice Marguerite Ituehrnann,
Phoenix , clear
Ptlnd . Ore., clear .. 44 33 .. Rochester , paid a $10 fine and
?St. Louis , clear . ... 15 !» .- $4 costs for driving GO m.p.n.
DintANT D , Wis, - New offiin a 50-mile zone Dec. 14.
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 32 6
Alvin Benjamin Ilottke , Plain- cers of the Durand Masonic
San Diego, clear . . . 72 44
lodge will he installed Friday
view , paid a $10 fine and S4
San Fran., clear ... <><> 4ll
M 311 .01 | co.st.s for running through a stop night.
Seattle , clear
New e lected officers arc:
<>- 47 .Ii5 sign on Highway -12 Dec. 14.
Tamp a, cloudy
Washington , cloudy . :)3 21 .5« Harold Peter Fort , St . Char- Leslie Thomas , worshipful masWinnipeg, cloudy , .. :w 32 ,. les , paid a $15 fine and $4 cost s ter; Levi S.inkoy, senior wardfor driving 65 m.ii.h. in a 50- en; Eugene Brack , junior
mile zone en Highway 42 Dec. warden ; Jtus.seU Walter , secrePla invie w Community 15.
tary , and Everett Vradenburg,
Ja mes Schleok , Zunv treasurer.
Banquet Set Jan. 15 hroJerry
Falls , paid a $^!> fine and
Appointed officers are : Kencosts
for careless driving neth Rinholen , senior deacon;
$4
Miss
PLAINVIEW ' , Minn .
Dunne Jo hnson , junior deacon;
Minnesota and George Hrooks of Dec. 15 ,
the Itcd Wing radio station will| Arrests wore by Ihe Highway Jake Bautir .Jr. , senior steward;
Howard Stafford , junior stewbe on the program of the an- Patrol ,
ard ; Edmund Cirippen , chapnual community banque t .Ian.
lain ; Robert Ilertdrickscn , tyler ,
1") nt <i:. ')() p.m. at the Plainview
F IRK IU INS
and Howa rd Stafford, trustee.
School.
Monday
All the officers are from DuCommunity awards will lie
11 :57 p.m. -- Rubbish burn- rand except Urn ok and Rinholpresented at this combined event
/sponsored hy Phiinview busi- ing near Sbive ltoj id , booster en , Hock Falls, nnd Stafford ,
Arkansaw farmer.
nessmen and the local Jaycess. line used.

VVE.Vl'HER FORECAST . . . A cold, clear
Christmas E"ve is the weather forecast for
virtually all the nation. There will be a few
snow flurries in the Lakes area and in the

Nonprofit Group
To Run Krohn
Hospital at BRF

BECA USE WE WERE

BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
( Special ) — Physicians of the
Krohn Clinic will establish a
Community Hospital Jan , 1 with
the gift of their properties to
the Black River Community
Hospital Corporation .
The new organization will be
nonprofit , eligible to accept
gifts and grants such as HillBurton funds , surplus properties, full Blue Cross membership, and others available to
such institutions.
THE BOARD of directors will
be Dr. Robert Krohn , Edger
Olson , Dr. John Noble, Dr. Roland Thurow , Miss Mary Ann
McDonald, Dr. John Krohn , Dr.
Richard Holder, Dr. Eugene
Krohn and Louis Drecktrah.
The board pointed out that It
has 50 beds in the present Krohn
Clinic and Hospital as a starter, which , with hospital building today costing an estimated
$25,000 to $30,(XK) per bed , would
bring the value of the present
hospital to in excess of $250,000,
On the day of transfer the
hospital will have a complete
staff , inventor ies and patients
The institution here is one of
the last general hospitals privately owned in the state.
Krohn Hospital was organized in 1932 by the late Eugene
Krohn and his two sons, Dr.
Irwin and Dr. Robert Krohn.
The eight-bed hospital operated
in conjunction with the new
Krohn Clinic organized the same
year , successor to the practice
started in 1892 by Dr. Eugene
Krohn .
The clinic now has six-fulltime physicians who in 1957
formed the present Krohn Clinic partnership. The hospital has
grown since then to its present
capacity. Employes have increased from the original five
to the present 125.
The Krohn Clinic will continue in its present location but
will operate separately from the
hospital.

Police Checking
Hit-Run Crash
Police reported a minor hitand-run accident that apparently occurred early Monday afternoon.
George J. Jumbeck , 1050 E.
Sanborn St., reported the damage to his car at 1:48 p.m.
The car was parked on West
5th Street , about 180 feet west
of Olmstead Street.
Police found Jumbeck' s car
was parked facing west on 5th
Street. Damage estimated at
$35 was done to the left rear
fender.
The police report said there
is a possibility that the accident occurred elsewhere.

J OM

northern Rockies while showers *ire anticipated on the Pacific coast from central California northward. (AP Photofax Map)

Yule Mail Rush
Came on Late

Total volume of mail handled by the Winona post office
during its official Christmas
rush period is up 42,400 pieces
from the total for the comparable period last year.
The increase in mail volume
was especially heavy during
the second half of the period ,
Postmaster John W. Dugan reported . The incoming total for
1963 was 225,600 pieces higher
than the 1962 total.
THE BIG JUMP , Dugan noted, occurred in incoming mail.
In fact , because of a slow
start in mailing this year, the
total for outgoing mail is down
from last year 's figure.
During the rush period of
1962, which last from Dec. 8
through 24, 1,378,300 pieces oi
mail were sent out from the
post office here, During the
1963 season thus far — Dec. 7
through 23 — only 1,256,900
pieces of mail went out. This is
a decline of 121,400 pieces.
The pace picked up considerably in the second half. From
Dec. 15 through 24 last year, a
total of 853.900 pieces of mail
were sent from Winona , while
from Dec. 16 through 23 of this
year , 873,400 pieces went out.
This total is up 19,500 from
that for 1962' s comparable period.
WHAT PUSHED up the overall figures for the period this
year was the increase in incoming mail , Dugan pointed
out. During the 1962 rush , 1,312,900 pieces of mail came into the post office here. The total for 1963 was 1,476,700 — an
increase of 163,800.
In the second half of the rush

Idlewil d Airport
Kenned y Now

NEW YORK (AP)-IdlewiJd
Airport became the John. F.
Kennedy International Airport
in a simple ceremony today.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., a brother of the assassinated President, joined other
officials in unveiling at the airport of three three-foot letters
-"JFK ."
S. Sloan Colt , chairman of the
Port of New York Auth ority ,
which operates the city-owned
field , said the letters w ould
form part of a 242-foot -long sign
to be erected at the airport
Sen. Kennedy said the renaming of the airport for his brother was "a dedication of which I
know he would have lieen
proud. "
The senator appeared in place
of U.S. Atty. Gen . Robert F.
Kennedy, another brother , who
originally had been expected at
the ceremonv.
Mrs. Stephen Smith , a s ister
of the Kennedy brothers , was
among those attending.

period , the increase in incoming mail was 98,600 pieces —
from 893,400 in 1962 to 990,500
this year.
Dugan emphasized that while
today remains of the .. 1963 rush
period , flow of mail would be
light and would not affect totals to any great extent .
He said that anything mailed here about 7:45 a.m. today
would go out and. if destined
for a Winona address , Would
even be delivered today.
A detailed report of mailing
volume here follows:
OUTGOING

MAIL
1»«

Entire rush period— .
Machine cancellations 675,000
Meier cancellations .. 564,700

Parcels

31,300

1»«J
467 ,100
-483,300

30,700

•Overall
. . . . . . . . . 1,378,300 1,256,900
Second haltMachine cancellations -453,400
500,800
Meter cancellations .. 323,200
304,600

Parcels
•Overall

INCOMING

Entire rush periodLetters
Parcels
^Overall
Second half—
Letters

Parcels

•Overall
TOTAL

MAIL

17,300
853,900
MAIL

19, 100
873,400

1,110,300 1.230,400
26,800
29,700
1,312.900 .1.476,700
777,700

17,200

953,000

20,200

, 893,400
990,500
HANDLED

Entire rush period
. 2,691 ,200 2.733,600
Secon d half
. 1,747,300 1.972,900
•Includes all forms of mall—magazlnei
and bulk mall in addition to Hie categories listed above.

MONDOVI , Wis. (Special ) —
Fire virtually destroyed the locally and federally supported
Mondovi Youth Center that was
organized in 1962 as a pilot program under the Pu"blic Welfare
Department.
The two-story buLld ing, about
60 by 30 feet , was insured by
the city at $5,000 and is beyond
repair. The fire , mainly confined
to the upper floor , destroyed a
"juke " box , TV set , snack bar
and other furnishings. Dances
were held here.

some time before noticed. When
firemen arrived the roof was in
flames . They concentrated on
nearby houses as -well as the
building itself.
Flames shot 20 feet into tha
air , and smoke could be seen
for miles around.

THIS WAS THE old Lincoln
school, acquired by the city from
the school board in 1956 in a
trade for land near the fair
ground where the recent addition to Mondovi High School wa»
erected . The city retained ownership when the youth club occupied it, did some repair work ,
tennis
THE POOL and table
and furnished ligh t and hea t for
tables on the first floor game the club.
room may be saved , said the
Rev. Roger Brooks of the Con- R o b e r t Kuechmann , La
gregational Church who was in- Crosse, community service construmental in getting, the Mon- sultant with the division of childovi Youth Club started in 1961. dren and youth , state DepartThe furnished , mostly donated , ment of Public Welfare , was instrumental in securing from
weren "t insured.
Flames were noticed first by welfare funds a $3,000 grant for
Melvin Hagness, custodian at the youth center , two-thirds of
Buffalo Memorial Rest Home, which was to pay a director 's
which is in the same block-. i salary and the remaining to be
About 6:45 a.m. Monday he saw . used for equipment. Public Wela reflection on the wall. Going , fare officials had visited the cendown the corridor to look out a j ter and thought highly of it. Part
window, he saw flames through I of the grant for a director still
a window in the northeast cor- ; exists. •
ner of the second floor of the ' THE CENTER also was supcenter .
ported partl y by $1 a year dues
He alerted the fire depart- , by the membershi
p.
ment , which fought the blaze in
Rev.
Brooks
said
this morning
14 below weather . Piremen had
the flames under control by 8 he hopes another building can
a.m., according to Fire Chief be found in Mondovi so the
youth center may continue.
Harold Zittel.
The blaze took the roof of the
building and the second floor
and weakened the old structure
so that rebuilding is considered
impossible. It was one of Mondovi's first school buildings; it
was erected in 190ft.
CAUSE OF THE fi re hasn 't
been determined definitely but it
may have come fr om wiring in
the "juke " box or in the upper
north wall. The "juke" box was
plugged in. There -was a Christmas tree, but lights had been
unplugged.
The fire didn 't start in the furnace because the oil tank was
empty. The city had converted
from coal last summer.
Dale Kent , director , and
friends had been in the building
briefly Sunday night , and everything was all right when they
left. However, the lire appeared
to have been in progress for

Trains Crash
In Hungary

BUDAPEST , Hungary . (AP)
— Two t r a i n s collided in a
dense fog in central Hungary
today and the Hungarian news
agency MTI said 22 Hungarians
were killed. It repo??ed 36 persons injured.
A crowded passenger train
from Budapest smashed into a
stationary freight near the town
of Szolnok.
First reports said the passenger train engineer apparently
did not see the fog-shrouded signal lights closing the track
where the freight train was
standing.
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Maso ns at Durand
To Install Friday
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National Bank
of Winona
S

Member Federa l Deposit
Insurance Coi poration
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Kill (ml this coupon and mail with $2 to:
THE TORCH IS PASSED
POST OFFICE BOX 350
POUGHKEEPSIE , NEW YORK

.liu -l fill out this coupon and semi

•

Send mt;

it t<)(. '.<'!her wilh $2 for e:\cli copy

j

of book desired lo Tills TOUCH
IS I'ASSKI ) , P.O, Box 350,
POlK I IIKKKI ' SUs', N. Y. Make
checks payable lo Ihe ASSOC IATKD I'HKSS. Now in prodnclion , hooks will be mailed in
January ,
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copies «f "The Torch Is Passed"
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t-lello, Santa? Could You Ple a^Mim^JsM

, Hell«i , Santa? . « . ¦• '-'

A. RECENT CONVERSATION with that roly-poly redsuited gentleman who hails from the North Pole revealed
that Santa , no matter how large the order , always attempts
to fill the requests
~
^w~-^--.
J
of his many admir- ^
)
m-im.
r^
!
ers.
>) U / 0. ^*"^ .n
U p o n hearing
(
*>' ^
*tr*M £ m*
W P
that, -we immediate- )
Jj A M m tX
/
j
x^
"
Iy thought of several )
/ '^
mm^ j mM ^ m W*}m- \
people who might )*« tt 6a»u( 5toii.4 \Of iI# T\
.-, . ^. .- ,- kJ W VlV I w
benefit f r o m St.
(
Nick's statement
1
J ^-^~S~--.
L^^~^~ *_
A later call to
the Xorth Pole toy shop brought a promise from Santa to work
on the followin g surprises So let's see what that jolly old elf
has up his sleeve for some of the Winona and area people:
Tie Rev. Robert Stamschror: A successful Cotter High
Invitational Holiday Tournament.
Marge Poblocki and Betty Biltgen: Brand spanking new
300 Club patches .
Pat Brang: A new liniment designed to cure bowling tournament writer 's cramp
Carol Fenske: A rubber stamp with her name correctly
spelled to be used exclusively when she rolls a top score.
Joan McCormick: A featherweight bowling ball that floats
when dropped toward a person 's foot .
D«an Uhls: Christmas came early at Holmen when sevenfoot tuition student , Eino Hendrickson . was made eligible at a

school board confab.
Tom Muelemans: A swami who will pick Harmony to lose.
The Carroll Ibergs: A set of two cheerleadixig uniforms for
the new iwins,
Tom May. A "bit of a fastball to ke«p opposing indoor softball hitters off stride.
Vic Gislason and A. L. Nelsom: Speedy reliei to the football
vacancy .
Gene fcardini: 45 cartons of bomb shelter provisions to be
used as a diet by his overweight wrestlers.
John Kenney. A small order — District Three , Region One
Mid state tournament championships.
Jim Elliott: The enjoyable experience of being able to
watch a football game with his wife and family.
Lloyd Luke (this also could apply to Kenney): A proven
cure for infectious mononucleosis.
Ed Spencer: Such a pleasing baseball season that his
ulcers won't have a chance to rebel.
Al Hazel ton : Just one varsity wrestling match.
Ken 'Wiltgen: Basketball games that last for just one half.
Max Molock: A pair of dancing pumps to be used only on
Saturday night trips to The Oaks.
Louis Schuth : A pair of gold handled drumsticks.
Dick I'apenfuss : One gross of 15-Lnch basket rims to be
delivered to Houston High School.
Keith Hanzel: A municipal auditorium equipped to host
hockey games.

Loyola Keeps
No. 1 Ranking

Gordy Aldington: ¦¦"A , car Mi chauffeur for use dui'ing foot;
ball , basketball and baseball seasons ^
Dr. Bob Campbell: More million dollar bills , fewer crumpled dollar bills.
,
; ,' '
V: The Swami: A: new crystal ball equipped with upset" indtr
'. '.
¦•'.' •/ ". :- . : v- 'Vv
¦'¦' '¦•'¦' • - .j; - : '¦cator.
u '- i
Bob Gunner: A handy-dandy interior decorator's guiaebooK.
Emil Nascak: The right to be able to ence wear a suit he
¦ ¦• ¦
' •' .''.;'¦' ¦¦ '. ¦" / ' "¦ " ' "^¦¦' . .-' -'•
orders . • :;.] . y '
. -,..":': '; "•
¦
'
. " ,. ""¦} /
,; John '. Neti£ Wins , Wins/ .Wins, ' .' •;
repair kit
hoihte
Madeo < Moon) Molinaii: A do-it-yourself
earlier).
(this should have come
[¦ : Dr. L. A,rMcCowii : Polka-dot curtains: for his garage—like
to buy.
¦
,-_
the^heslheJ!sJ)een threatening
^—^ -.'. Shirley Dietrich: Another bowling: night like that faraous
¦
'
:: , ' : ¦
:> - .' 'y - - ^ -f . '. ¦¦
¦ '¦ ' ¦¦'
P'ct r l7. : : - -;- . • ; ;
-they
've
way
,
the
; v Winona bowlers In general: Actually, Santa
' -' -\v;:
been scoring^ .they-should be satisfied. , \
Duane Bueher: Six cases of uhpopped popcorn .
Jira Latigowski ', Indoor softball championship Pfo. 6.
. -.'. ; • 'W ell;;Santa , I suppose you're thinking that we've bent
your ear loiiig enough., Actruany, we could go ion for quite a
while, hilt we know jrou are busy ;
And so Santa ,',- please 'make:' .-certain- that; everyone .everywhere has the ^merriest Christmas . ever and also . the happiest
' ' ¦: :.:
New /Year , - .-'.:•
•' .- :' ¦'-.' • ¦•Thanks- , again, Santa. :-Yx - .

.,
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Honest ! Tittle Unt
As Old as Santa Glaus

By THE .ASSOCIATED. PRESS
¦
. Bah, humbug on . Cincinnati.
' With the exception of the fifthranked :Bearcats , every Top Ten
team in The Associated Press
poll is entered in one. of the over
10O holiday- . tournaments dotting
the basketbaj l map for the next
week;v, : Top-ranked Loyola of . Chicago
will be in . Philadelphia for the
Quaker City tpurinament starting Friday, meeting Georgetown in a f irstrround game. Second-ranked Kentucky, winner of
its; own Kentucky Invitational
last -week. , will : wait until next
Monday before: starting play
against Loyola of . New Orleans
in the Sugar. Bowl .tournament.

CHICAGO f AP) - '.'Daddy , is
Tittle is old as Santa ClaUs?" ,
. ¦'Ha, ha, You ask the dafnrJest
questionsVJunior:'' ' " -/ ¦:
"But, daddy, I heard you say
at our Christmas party that old
man Tittle, could beat the Chi-

cago., Bears Sunday. If he is as
old as Santa Claus, how can he
do something like -that?"
"1 didn 't mean Tittle—we all
call , him - Yat-^can do it alone;
Junior. I was trying to show
that he is- Santa Claus of the
^yy ^: / ^ ;^-^:--, ^:'^:}

SKORICH LIKES; GIANTS

W&MM Game
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Trull Signs Cannon-Sized Houston Pact

Boxing Promoters D if fer

HOME F **m;
OWNER S ¦: »j*2|

New York: Giants :¦ . . ;
,yHe hasn 't got whiskcrs, Junior; In fact he' is bald. ~ And ha
hasn 't a round little belly that
shakes. like a bowl full of jelly.
But sometimes he comes down
the chimney .with a sack full of . '.
touchdowns.'!
''Daddj, ¦ I don 't k n o w
what-;'v" ;' .¦;"' '•'
v 'Get iip here on my: knee Junior , and let me explain. Now ,'. ¦
we: know that Santa Claus has
quite an arm. He can crack that
whip and send Bonder , Dasher ,- '
Dancer, and Blitzen running. :
"Tittle also has an arm like
that. We fellows who know foot-. ..'
hall like to say he has . a . hot
hand—just like that fasUdrawcowboy you watch on TV.
¦
.- . "Well;: he; throws .- the '..-', ball .¦¦¦':'
Thirty-six -times that . he has
thrown it . this season,'it has. gone . ¦
for a touchdown . And nine times :::
a lanky guy called Del Shofner ,
who has the build of those gunslingers you watch , has caught
the ball and scored a touchdown. .
"pel is sort of like Santa 's
Rudolph , the red-hosed reindeer
who guides his sleigh , ; And he
is good at catching what we call
" for ' touch- :¦,.
bombs—long¦ passes
¦
: "..] :. ¦•¦¦, ;. V'
down's;"-' ¦ - . ¦ ' . ".
' ¦But, - daddy, can 't anybody
stop Santa
¦ ¦ ¦¦Tittle from: doing ail
that?" . ' -. ¦
"Well , : Junior; that' s . the big
question the Bears ' must face.
Now , the Bears can piit a big
rush on tlie old man—yoii know ,
charge .at him -when he is. try- -:. '¦
ing to throw like a stampede.
We: . call it red-dog, like ¦the
' .' .' " •.
name of that saloon.
."But , Santa Tittl e usually is
protected by his partners who
won 't let the other guys get to
him. If they do get to nirri, he
is very, slippery—like that fish
that got away from us last summer. " ¦.
"Let's say, daddy, that Santa
Tittle docs get a chance to
throw. Does be always throw to
the right guy?" :.

Coaches S0ii

TWrd-raiiied Michigan, fourth
ranked UCLA and lOth-ranked
NYU make tip part of the fi eld
NEW YORK (AP ) — Coaches like the . Giants,- one favors the
for . the .tos ; Angeles Classic, be-,
of the four teams that haVe Bears and one straddles the
ginning Thursday. The .Wolver¦ game Sunday with the the New
'
both the Chicago Bears , fence: ' . .' :- '.¦'' '
. York ^Grants. Tlie line 'began ; played
^ BEAliS::Fpit PUKISHME
ines and: Violets meet in a first
and
t
he
New York Giants are Jack .Christiansen , whose Sari
.
'
'
up:
at football garnes K fans line
On a. snowy Chicago sidewalk
fontvin g Sunday ; night,,. and ajt: the time of this picture,' it
the Bruins
rouiid game while,
divided . on the outcome, of Sun- Francisco 49ers were the: only
¦
¦
¦
¦
)
frort.
of
the
Chicago
Bears
off
ice
Monday.
They
hoped
to
in.
extended
around
corner,
(far left and halfway to -the . .' day 's National Football League
; the.
tackle" Yale. •- '. '. •
team.: to beat ' the Bears in
get inside; in time to buy tickets to ' the NFL championship>- '- , ' next . street . CAP Photofax)
Siith-ranked Vanderbilt will
title game at Wrigley Field;, Two 14 regular season games; thinks
meet Memphis State when the
the Giants will win. The Giants
Vanderbilt invitation gets; underthumped the 49ers 48-14 later
;
way Thursday, . seventh-ranked
and there were complaints
Davidson gets Penn .in the Charabout rubbing it in.
lotte Holiday Tournament beginning Monday, Duke will tackBuddy Parker of Pittsburgh
and INfick Skorich of Philadelle . Auburn in the: Sugar Bowl
and Oregon State opens in the
phia hedge a bit ; because .of the
Far , West Classic at Portland ^
weather, with snow and . icy
Ore., against Louisi ana State. .
winds swirling around the East.
\y"irid and snow . can make a
Oregon. State jumped back into
the Top Te* again this week ,
mockery of the slim odds favorwhile Toledo . dropped, out ; Loying the Giants. Parker, beaten
ola, Kentucky and - Michigan
by the Giarits in the final ; winkept their places in a tightening
ner-take-all' game for ' the Eastrace -but.- there was considerable
ern title, favors the Bears "unshuffling below the Big Three.
der normal playing conditions."
Loyola grabbed .20 first-place
:Skorich , v.vvhose: Eagles : tost
totes and 405 points to 17 firsts
two to the Giants aj id one to the
and 393 points for the Wildcats. By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS scored 23 points, but it was
Bears, leans toward the . Giants
Michigan : drew, the remaining
"on a day for football ."
The basketball fortunes of Krick' s performance that may
eight top votes and totaled 360 Cincinnati's Bearca ts may rest have given Coach Ed Jucker
Don Shiila of the Baltimore
points , in balloting by The Asso- precariously on Ron Krick' the biggest; kick. The 6-foot-8,
Colts . -refused to pick a winner:
s
ciated Press' special panel of shoulders.
230-pound sophomore , expected
His Colts lost twice to the Bears
sportswriters and spprlscasters.
ar.d dropped the season opener
Krick scored 11 points as the to ; take tip, some of the: slack
left by. the graduation of Tom
to the Giants who made a great
fifth-cranked
Bearcats
unim—
UCLA climbed from sixth to
Thacker and Tony Yates, had
second-half comeback. fourth while Cincinnati dropped pressive so far and beaten by- scored only 27 points in six pre:
Kansas
early
in
the
season
—
"I think the New York Giants
one notch. Vanderbilt jumped
vious game:-:.:
will win ," said Christiansen . "I
two spots to No. 6 and Davidson squeezed by Kansas ' State 72-70
Monday night on George VVil : While Cincinnati , the onl y
feel the . big difference is in of.
vaulted three to No. 7.
member of the Top Ten in acfensive football. The Giants' ofDuke dropped from fifth to son 's ti p-in with only one: sec- tion Monday night , brought its
fense is a better , more sound
eighth after losing to Michigan ond remaining.
record to 6-1, Utah Coach Jack
type based in good running and
Wilson and Ron Bonham each Gardner recorded
83-67, and NYU fell fronv . sevthe 50Oth vicgood passing. I feel the defenses
c'nfh to 10th following a 77-76
tory of his career as the Utes
The deovertime defeat by Wagner. '
C»RIDI3tON MANICURE . . . Bleak Wrignow under the tarpaulins , upper left , On Dec. ! are just about the same.
thumped New Mexico State 101
The tflp ten team* with point s on «
fensive lines and . linebackers
'
"
t-iJ
tS-l}
-}
!
ley"
,
29,
nto 72.
Field covered w ith new snow , gets a
basii.
the New York Giants and Chicago Bears ' are old
^ros , the secondary for
Poln!«.
In other top games, New Mex- warmup crew Monday in Chicago. They 're unwill play for the National League title. (AP -| each a combination^ of expert
Loyol.i Chicago ." .,.:.
40i
¦
ico edged Purdue 63-61 on tvv o loading devices '.'. which provide a hot air flow
Kentucky.
. . ; , . . , . . ,.. .:... ¦. ; , 3>i
¦Photofax )' .
|ence and youth,"
Michigan
, . . . . , . ; . . . ¦ . , , 340
foul
shots
by
Skip
Kruzich
with
calculated to soften the frozen play ing field
UCLA
. . . , , . . . . ; . , . . . . . : . . . Ill
10 seconds . left , Gary Bradds
Cincinnati . . . . . . . . .
237
"T think the conditi on of the
. . ,.;..:..
. Vaniicrbi/l
, . . . ; .¦ . , . : . . :
?<M
scored
29
points
in
Ohio
State
's
field
is going to be a big facDavidson
.....,.,..,..,
;
1S3
79-02 victory over Houston , Bob
. Dukt
....,....;.... .
said Parker. "If it is frotor
,"
H
Oro<|on ¦Stale
49
's :'s5-poiht performance
Quinney
¦
zen
hard
it will be in the favor
NYU . .
" 48
led Brigham Young to a 95-90
¦
of the team with the best passtr iumph over Michigan State
ing attack and that gives the
and Utah State defeated Bradley
PALO ALTO , Calif. (API- passing leader so badly that
The Houston . Post called Giants and Y, A. Tittle the
9,>90 behind Troy Collier ' s 2!(- Don Trull , a pass-happy quar- each drafted him as a future in (Villi' s pact a "Cannon - sized" edge. It all boils down to the
point perforrnuacL ,'
I'a«e
terback from Baylor , will do his J9B2.
contract and said it had learned league 's best offense against the
1^
¦ ¦Tuesday, December LM ,
VM
'
throwing
next
year
for
Houston
rom authoritative sources that league's best defense. Under
The
contract
,
'said'
O
ilers
Gen.
KI SCV I UMC , Kick Kamiiisky of
the American ' Football er-al Manager - Coach Frank ie will receive a $30,000 bonus normal playing conditions I
scored .'id points in Vale 's 97-1!5 League.
NEW YORK <AP .) -It was just
( Pop ) Ivy, "is rao doubt be'tei - ind $20,000 annuall y on a three- would favor n defensive team
triumph over Tulane , Stanford
SWIMMERS WILL
a matter of time , but perenn ial
like the Bears."
But
neither
Trull
nor
the
Oilthan
any that were ever made >>ear , no-cut arrangement.
¦
edged Kansas 69-64 in overtime ,
scoring learfa r Wilt Chamberers
will
even
hint
at
Ihe
salary,
WORK
THURSDAY
when
I
was
with
the
Cardinals
."
Crcighton wh i pped Nevad a ^2lain of the San Francisco Warr>:i, Louisville defeated South bonus arid terms of their con- He left St. Louis of the NFL for
riors finn lh has taken over as
The Winona High;. SwimCarolina Wkr)7 . Colorado State U, tract—-apparently one of the big- Houston in 1902.
the A'o. - I point-producer in the
ming -team under ' .the direc"The football costs have skycrushed
Washington 112-52 and gest in a-series of skyrocket ing
National Basketball Association.
tion of Coach Moyd Luke
pro pacts,
rocketed. " said Jyy. who fended
Florida
Slate
downed
Tulsa
'
The 7-fooM Stilt disp laced Oswill . re Mime practice ThursThe Oilers out-talked the Bal- off all questions . about . Trull' s
91-71).
car Robertson _ of the Cincinn ati
day at '1:30 p.m.
-. ¦
timore Colts of the National contract, In I960 the Oilers paid
from all of us at Westgate Bowl!
'
Roy ctls as the league s leading
, Former catcher • CI Jul Coi, it- Football League for Trull' s Billy Cannon $110 ,000 for three
I.ifke also ha s practices
scorer this week aecordinR to
scheduled . for !t:ltO a.m. on
noy is scoutinip for the Houston services. BoLli clubs wanted the years and threw in gas stations
fifiiires relea sed by the 'N BA toFrida y and Saturday. '
i 'n '.ts.
two - time national colleRiate and a ca r.
¦¦
¦
day. .
. * '
'
Chamberlain , who ' concentrated moi'e on setting up Warrior SOM E GLA D TV IS GETTING OUT
baskets in the early weeks of the
campaign , became the first player in Ihe league to reach the
thousand-point mark. The Big
Dipper collected 142 points during the week for a season 's output of 1,021 .
NKW YOKK i A V ) - Boxing Beach. Fin. ""1 thin k a lot of
Actually t he ancient sports sion. .
promoters who have .staged fist- fans look for the Fri d ay nighl hasn 't been knocked off Ihe air
k is the last regular fight
ic shows with and without tele- fights on TV. "
' wnv(*.s yet, Hut the old guy is program on television nnd it is
vision hod differing opinions to"Bo.ving will enjoy a new st aggering,
tottering , The Americnn ' BrandGreet 1964 with your friends at a bowling
duy as to whcllier a total black- lease on life , ' ' snid A rchie I-itBuck in the infills there were ousting Co, confirmed Monday
out of lights . on lelovision will man of I'itlshurgh , "II may lake six network fight S IIOWM a wool;. thii l it plans lo drop boxing from
party . . it 's greet fun!
\\ your home only
"Z^'Jjm .
Imll -.ntr t Check
' ' ¦mmWrmk.
help or hurl the b.- ird y old sport, lon/(cr mid he move d ifficult to Tliey were htw-imed over- region- network scheduling in 1904,
the MVAiitfl ous otmf/ B ^S
^
mmmk,
Herman Taylor of .Philadel- develop headline iitlriirtions. i nl and notional ' ' networks on possibly in April.
^*
mm>
(He Sentry Horne- mmmm '
owntT k PiickAf/* — NEW hroivltorm
hia
p , 7li->-(.'(i'r-ol (l clean of Amer- Hut the fans vill return to the j Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
protection lor your home . , . horns.
A (iillette spok esman said :
ican
fight promoters, said "per- pract ice ol paving to see a I and Saturday nigh t ' s.
propcrly
<i|
hold OO(K)5 unci PRrsonfll
home or (ivv/iy, Also protftc'i ynu tor
sonally I can ' t complain about fight. "
(lillelte-sponsorert Friday
•'This was tho network 's deci|
The
ptrsonrtl llnbillfy. For complelu In.
TV, " but added "there is no
"1 think one show a week on i . night
bouts
from
Mndison sion, We realize -ABC's problem
lormntioi) cfill
question ;ilmut TV* doing boxing TV would hel p boxing, " said Sqtinn? Garden nnd other mnjor with declining rj »tinfis. Enough
no good. ' "
Siinv Silverma n of Jlnstim. "It arenas, have been tokens! .since people jusl wcrcn 'l watchin g the
DUANE RINCLER
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
"We haw lo live wilh TV ," h.-is kept interest up in boxing ! 1!M1 It is Ihe longest continuous show and the network decided to
Phona 7261
said -Chris Dundee of Miami nnd done a lot for it. "
..
i sponsored program on televi - drop it, "
" '

Same Old Story!
Wilt Takes Over
NBA Scoring Lead

: ¦» ">.- ' »' Speaking.

"Ha, ha. That' s a good question. Junior. The Bears have a
gang to . surround the guys that
Santa Tittle is trying to hit.
"They.' are guys like Roosevelt Taylor , Richie , Petitbon ,
Benny McRae and Davey Whit- "
sell, These four have stolen 29
passes that were, supposed to go
to other, guys this season."
"But , daddy, you still haven 't
told me if Mr. Tittle is as old as
Santa Claus. "
"I don 't thin k so , Junior. But I
believe Papa Bear George Halas
might be. But that' s another
- , . - ¦'
story.
"Pilpa Bear is Waiting for the
best Christmas present of all.
That would be the National Football League champ ionship, sonny.." .

vj?.
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- OPEN BOWLING W^k
Christmas and New Year 's Day
10 a.m. til closing

/^S|^.
W3r
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PLAN A
New Year's Eve Bowling Party
(tB ^^m^
'f *
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Area Teams Cur lers y Tip^9%Court Vidfct Wtscoh ^m^it$
To^lay^in^
Holiday Meets

An even dozen Winona - area
prep , cage teants - will hit the
Holiday tournament trail, participating ;in four different
,' . tourneys ; ,. ' .- v. ::
Two of the extra .added attractions will begin the day
after Christmas; and windup
r" Friday night. Another kicks
—off Friday night ,, while—the
fourth waits . until after New
Years, to go into action Jan .
¦' ¦
'
:- " .S-4.: . . 'V ¦:y . ^7rT::: ':: . ¦-, . ' . .'
Thursday night, .Flairiyiew
opens its doubleheader by hosting St. Charies in a; Hiawatha
Valley: Conference affair; The
Gophers are 2-2 in ' the loop,
while St. Gharies : is holding
doxyn the bottom rung with an
0-4 record. The second game
of the Thursday night card will
find; Wabasha battling Lewiston,
In the second night of actipti,
Plainview will play Wabasha,
and St. Charles goes against
Lewiston:. ¦¦ ' -;;.- • ' - .
Mabel also kicks off its tourr
nament Thursday; night.: The
Wildcats • host visiting Rose
Creek in the evening nightcap, whileV Houston's. Hurricanes : face the Harmony Cardinals in the evening opener.
The . losers will '•' play off the
consolation bracket at 7:15
p.rn. Friday night, arid champtakes place at
ionship; battle
i
8:45. - ' 1-;-:J - - " '.:
Durand travels , outside the
area Friday night for a Yule
season affair . at Ellsworth,
the Panthers tackle South ;St.
Paul trie first j iight, .- .. and Ells-i
worth will battle Minneapolis
Central. The winners and . losoff . Saturday
er .will ¦'' .' square--,
¦
night.' -'. ¦' ; ' ' • ; . -:
The "ppst-New Year fray begins Friday, Jan. 3 at Alniau
The Riverrhen test ; Arcadia hi
the . .night's first garhe.- :- Wabasha St. Felix crosses the;river
to test Cbchrane-Fountain City
in the . second game. The following night, the tourney moves
to Cochrane - Fountain City,
where the . host Pirates take on
Arcadia, and St. Felix faces
. '. '.v - .,'
Alma.
. •::.:
¦

Chargers Claim
AFL Offense Lead
/ NEW YORK (AP)—The Sail
biegb . Chargers, Western Division champions of the American
Football League, claimed the total offense enwn and finished
second in total defense, league
statistics showfed today.
The Chargers , who'll meet either the Buffalo Bills or' Boston
Patriots for . the league . title,
gained a total of 5,160. yards, an
average of 368:5 per game. The
Chargers' defense allowed 3,964
yards runnerrup
to Boston 's
' :• * ' ;' - ,
' .;; "::'
3.715.

REDMEN'S CLASS B ¦;¦
L,
. W.
Rcdinen'J
:. '.,. : . if . !»
Sunbaait .
.. 28 30
Ooerers .. ' . ..
Bub'i Oldtlmm . , . . : ... . . . . . J0',V27 '.*
. . . . , . ; .¦ . ¦ ¦ 16Vi 2»' i.
Ichmldtf. . - .
.- -CITY
¦¦ :.
¦
Hal-Red
Point*
,. . 42
Wally 's Ft. City
,.:.......
3»> ,
Ho.el Winona
. . . . . , , . . ¦ . . , . . . . . , WJ
Speed .Wash
.. . 3 8
Mercha nt J Bank . . ..
. . . . . . 37>,i,
Unahan* Cal« ' . ¦'¦ :.'
Hal-Rod LanM . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . 37
, 34
Bunko 's. Apeo .:.
. ; . . . .. 33' >
Pcp»i-C«la
. . , . . , . . . . . , 33 .
KWNO Radio
Bub'j Beer
J*
¦
73
Graham A McGulrj
Oa«is Bar
22
PARK-REC JR. GIRLS
Hal-Rcd Lanes
W, L.
Hal-Rod All Stars .
U
2
Pin Sirmheri
,.
I '
, I
i '
D amontts
. : .. . . . ,
7
.,... ' , ,7
Lucky Strike* '. ' .
... »
»
Pin Dusters .
Sp:re A\asler«
,. i
B
Powder PuHi
J . '. »
Alley Cats
...
* 10

vrw

. W ¦ L. .
Hal.- Rod Isttti
7-Up
. , 11 . ' . 4 "
. 1 2
Golden Brand Foods
*
U
7
Waion 'v Supper Club
Id
Abranu 'Furnace Co,
•
(I
Fountain Brew
.10
9
1
Brrnle '? D-X
...... . , »
»
Blanch' s Tavern
.;,,. »
?
Winona Milk Co
»
Bckken Const. Co
.. . . »
7 11
Bunke 'i- Apco
.. 7 II
Bub'» Beer
,
I 17
Hamm '» Beer
GO GETTERS
AthloMc Club
W. L.
31 12
E. B' s. Corner
l( 15
Kramer Plumborcll*
Graham & McGulre " .. . . 17 H
Tew: O-irnge
U 11
,
U 1»
Winona Pluniblng
Warnkaau
» 20
MONDAY LEAGUE
W. L.
Athlatle Club
21 13
E«U End Coal Co.
. 1» M
Phillips «6 - .' ,
....
.11 IS
Pollv Meadows
1st National Bank
18 IJ
V 11
Cabinets by Pabtl
Schllti Beer
11 22
WESTGATE L/IOIES
Wes lgatt Bowl
:
W
L.
The Oaks
2? U
Orulkowskl Beauty Shop
38 17
35 20
Winona Chick Hatchery
31 22 Stove 's Lounot
n 27
Tautch» 'k
72 )3
Country Kitchen
PIN TOPPLER J
Waitgati Bowl
W. L.
37 11
Main Tavirn .
3] 73
Lakeside Cltloi Service
3J 33
Winona Paint B, Class
.
Wi 7V,
Watkins Mary Kins
Lincoln Ins.
23' 24' „
23 * It
Wally ' s.
' ¦ 31 27
Hamarnlk' s Bar
H J4
Vic's Bar
COMlW'/MITY
(First Hall Final)
W. L.
West oatt Bowl
Sunbeam Bread
3i
17
34 17
Schmidt' s Boer
a» 37
Bub' s Pllton
Schllti. Beer
• »»' » »'*
Hackharfh Feed H\M
J? 24
, , . . . 2Ji , J SI -I
Coca Cola
33 2»
0.-n!s
Miliar High Lite
31 30
Blrmcnrrltl Store
It »
1» J5
Erdmann Triicklnff
ALLEY 0AT6RS
)V. L.
Weitoaf* Bowl
, 32 14
Curley 's Floor Shop
30 14
Mohen 'a, Window Co
244 23' t
Montgorsnory Wards ,
1)
12
Nath'i
J2 74
Tave rna Barber Shop
30 II
Wmona Ually News
30 28
Bud's t»»r
17i» 2Ji.1i
Wllllamts Hotel

(|ay|pBa Get H/fifft wGry Aid
Tourney Rules

MADISOIN , .-. --IrVis. --Every ' city, ty must at least be equal to the
996 total boosted Curley's into
village
and town in the state amount of property tax collectsecond place for the season,
is
receiving
. a share of $7,274,- ed locally on motor vehicles pribettered only by the 1,035 laced
:
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-The
by iVatkhns Mary King in the Professional Golfers Association 983 highway tax allotm ent on or to 1931. However, only about
Westgate Pin Topplers league of America does hot violate anti- motor vehicies distributed this sbt;percent of the state's 1,835
municipalities are still paid at
Nov, 11, Shirley Squires came trust laws, says a federal judge.
¦
State Highway the 19J1 rate, and total addiup with the only other 500 in
In the first antitrust suit ever week . by the
¦
tional payments required to
the Toppy; a 209-525. >
brought againsi the Jt»GA,?:V-.S. Connmissibii.'-. ' • - ."
^
maintain the 1931 level amount
Both men's honor counts District Judge ; Llbyd H; Burke This is the final portion of to only about $35,000 on the
came from the City League at ruled Monday against golfer some $41 milJipn in state high/ present schedule;
Tlie '¦'•Tallotv
Hal-Rod Lanes. George iKratz Herbert C. Deesen of Berkeleyi way funds returned , to' the local ments to the :other 9-4 percent
splattered 627 for Bunke's Aped, Calif.* 'who asked $210,000 treble
municipal units of government of - the communities are based
;
ana ;John :Schreil)er ripped a damages.
'
Judge
Burke's
green
light
for
during the year,.Cin addition to on the L¦stat i '.ory percentage of
625. Both counts were errorless!
current
registrations, . which ;
.Clarence Rivers' ;223 was the PGA tournament management $16/& niinion . in ':' aids distributed many -cases are considerably in
in '
policies
put
this
country's
conpace-setter ; in Linahah's 2,962,
counties)i
directly
to
the
72
excess
of
the
1931
property
tax
trolling:
force
pro
golf
in
the
c*f
w-hile the Hal-Rod Lanes team
¦
same category as major Jeague .A . total , ,of ; $26T 990 ; from the base..;' ..._ -;; .' .
belted 1,034. : , ; , "
This year's distribution is up
WINONA AC: Go Getters •- baseball and the National Foot- motor vehicle tax ;•return is be^
ing distributed ; in BUFFALO $446,000 from 1962's to $6:8 milball
League,
other
successful
Carol Femske laced 180-490 to
sports defenders against arrti^ COUNTY to; the following mu- lioin due to the conversion of
spark E.B.'s Corner to 844-2,454 trust action ' :
nicipalities : Alnia., $2,061; Buf- the method of registering trucks
^
Monday — . Al Briugger paced
Deesen, 40,
claimed he was falo: City, $827.; Fountain ¦City, from the fiscal year basis to
Phillips 66 to 2,877 with his 226, deprived of $70,000 in earnings $li805;yMondovi^ - .$5,052;^.Coch- the calendar year.basis. Under
while Ed Dulek was spilling 226- because the PGA revoked his rane; $1,092, and . 17 towns, $16,- the allocation formula cities re584 for East End ' Coal. Polly approved tournament player 150.. . ¦
ceive $-4,283,29'9, towns- receive
MEeadows cracked 992.
card in 1958;
JACKSON COUNTY received $2 ,214,840, : and villages $776,¦
The PGA said the card was $31,747, for Black River Falls, 844. V
}" . i
HAL-ROD: VFW ' —. . ¦Sherm
Pampuch's 214-562 was the top- revoked b e c a u s e Deesen's $6,621; Alma Center, $1,074;
The. present distribution is the
per as 7-Up cracked 2,889.. Bub's scores—r-usually in the high 70s - Hixcton, ,- '$'i'04; Melrose, $1,873; last of four , major allotments
¦weren 't good enough for the pro^ Merrillah;
Beer laced 1,019. i . .:.
§1,237';' . .Taylor , $990, during the year involving more
iessiorial
tour:
and 21 towns; .$19,245.• '.
than . $41 .million , in highway
Park Rec Jr. Girls - - -- Jan
Deeseri contended that >he
by the
Wieczorek . '. harnmered 207-338 right of PGA members to piay . . PEPIN CdlJNTT^M.OOlV' for user taxes collected
;
two-game set for lucky Strikes; in toiirnamehts without qualifi - the city : of Durand , $4;86i6 ; Pep- state and returned to muhiciWEIGHTY PROBLEM ;. . . and ^Diamonds : routed 676-1,280. j catioh constituted obvious evi- in Village, $i,52tf ; Stockholm paJities. . Basic aids al. about
WESTGATE: Pin Toppfcrs — dence of discrimination. ; Ap- Village, $428, and eight towns, $6.2 million were distributed in
Don; g ; Tucker ,v Nebraska \
March , and followed by suppleBetty
Englerth zipped to 567 proved tourrianrient players/..axi $7,483.
quarterback , expresses a
TREMPEALEAU
COUNTY—
mental payments of $12.7 .millook of amazement as he for Main Tavern ; as Esther Po- not PGA menibers.
$45,128, for Arcadia City , $4,861; lion in April and $15.1 million
zahc
"Watkins
Jed
Mary
King
to
Judge
Burke
found
bowever,
,
¦"views the scales prior to a
'
920 with her 221. Winona Paint that no evidence of discrimina- Blair, ' $2,020 ; Grklesville,: $2,- in¦ August. ..
workout at Miami Monday
The
present
422:;
Independence
,
$2,1-45;
Osallotment of $7
& Glass splintered 2,609. Other tion of ah y sort eJJisted in either
for the Orange Bowl garne
million
and
other
miscellaneous
Whitehall
seo,
$2,564;
,
$3,701;
5O0 bowlers were: Elsie Dorsch the PG-A's membership recfUirewith Auburn on New Year's 550, Esther Pbzanc 524, Vivian mehts or its tournament rules Eleva , $025; Ettrick Village; aids ; bririg the total distribution
Day. (AP Photofax)
$1,241•• • Pigeon . Falls , : $747; to slightly over $41 million. ^AdIf. Brown 520, Yvonne Carpeh-, for ndn-membersj .,
ter 514,. Isabelle Rozek 514 and
He iaid failure to.lihnit entries Strtim,' . £1,410;!" : Trempealeau ditionally, ihore th an $16 milHelen Englerth 505. ,:. : of non-PGA members could end Village ,; ;$l ,173, - . and . IS; towns, lion; has . been distributed to the
72 counties in basic state high$21"512:
Gommuiiity — Lyle Jacobson professional tournaments..
EAU CLAIRE COUNTY re- way aids and supplemental paytagged 593, . and ¦ Vern : Senty
cei-ved $111,122 and LA CROSSE ments , during the year ; ;,
spanked 245 as the pair paced
COUNTY , - $122,726. : ^
Schlitz Be0r to 1,028-2,963, r
The present allocation is the YOGI COULD KETURN
'
Ladies .''¦:—:
Judy Clinkscales
so-called "privilege . highway
NEW . YORK iiR-~''We can alwaxed 19S-511 for Winoh Chick
tax '' that since 1931 has reHatchery. The Oaks pounded
placed the general property tax- ways put Yogi back on the ac943-2,590.
es .previously assessed . locally tive . list if we . think ;that 's . neRED MEN: Glass B — Henry
on autos and trucks. The dis- cessary." says co-owner Dan
Fegre's 208-530 sparked Doerers
tribution is based on registra- Topping of the New. York Yank• CHICAGO (AP) — Ohio State to 1,016-2,802. Sunbeam took the
tions and title; fees for vehicles ees regarding Yogi Berra , his
registered its fifth victory in first-half title.
customarily kept in the respec- new;- manager. ,\ .
Yogi was placed 'bn . the vOluiieight starts Monday night but
tive municipalities according to
Michigan State and Purdue
By THE ASSOGIATE» PRESS established ¦: bouridaries as of tarily retired piayer list the day
he was named manager. He
were Big Ten losers :m
Two Minnesota youths were the preceding January 1st. V.; basket
",' 2,116 Americah League
played
ball. ';;, ' ' V;;-:. '
. '.' v .v v ' ^.v
sentenced to terms totaling up
THE
LAW
games,
specifies:
that
the
arid appeared in 75 AVorld
'
The Bucks defeated Houston
to 65 years late Monday after
allotment
for
each
municipalir
Series
games..
•
79.62 at hohie as Gary Bradds
pleadirig guiLty to
murder
:
hit 2S pointsi: and Jim Shaffer 20;
charges iii the deaths of two
'
:
APARTr^AENT 3-fi
;-; ' : - - : :] . .^ ;;;: . :.. OSU led by-.. only four, points
girls — one strangled, :'the- other |
'
'
early in the second half , but
JOPLIN, Mo. (AP)-McAuley fatally stabbed.,, :¦ -. '.
scored eight straight for a " 3^27 High School of Joplin found a
At the same time, a: sanity
bulge and never was threatened new way : to lose a basketball hearing was se?t Jan . 8 for a secaga'irx, : - ,>
ond youth involved in one of the
game Monday night.
';
.At Provo. Utah r Michigan
Trying . for its second victory :slayings. ;
State bowed to Brigham Voung in 10 games, McAUley had a .71Heaviest term, 40 years, was
95-90. Purdue's record skidded 69 lead over St. Agnes of Springto 2-5 with a 63-61 home lo>ss;.id field and possession of the ball handed ^Leslie Hammond, 17,
when he pleaded guilty to sec-;
New Mexico; :
out of bounds with only one sec^ ond degree murder.. . in the
'
Big Ten teams have a Chnst: olid-left. . ' strangling death of Roleiie MadInstead of passing it directly ison,; also 17.'- ..' ¦;
mas ; respite-, resuming action
the
McAuley
Thursday with Illinois and Un- to a teammate ^
Hammond admitted having
beaten; third-radked Michigan in pdayer flung the ball high in the dug the grave, for the girl and
the Los Angeles classic, Iowa in air in elation over the certain helping .b ury her after the sherthe Far West Classic at Port- triumph. The buzzer sounded iff said she had been strangled
land and Minnesota in the New before the ball : hit the floor.
in the front seat of a car by
Officials ¦ said:; the ball , hit a Ray VanStraaten, 17. All three
York Festival.
¦
¦
AAARY WORTH
rafter .. ". ' . -' ' ;: ;
of the p. incipals . were students |
The clock was re-set at one at the Faribault High School .
second. The ball was given to
St. Agnes out of bounds: the
Officers said the slaying octhrow-in to 6-foot-4 Larry Muel- curred as the girl, announcing
ler was batted into the basket herself pregnant , had pleaded
and the score was tied 71-ali as with VanStraaten , a former boy
the buzzer sounded.
friend , to marry her.
In the overtlrhe, fouls reduced
¦Arthur Ogle , Mank ato attorSAN FRANCISCO (AP)—Jack McAuley to four players and St: ney, won the order for the sanChristiansen gets more tinae to Agnes won 78-76.
ity hearing for VanStraaten , facpull the San Francisco 49ers out
ing a first degree murder inof the National Football League
dictment.
cellar. "
At Grand Rapids , Allen Lee
Just how long they won 't say,
Waller. 14, pleaded guilty to a
nor how much he'll receive for
third degree inurder charge in
the rebuilding effort , but the
the stabbing death of Amy Lou
MONTREAL (AP)-Big Jean Howe , 16, a schoolmate, and
49ers did announce Monday that
the 35-year-old former defense Bellveau of the Montreal Cana- was given an up to 25-year sen:
NANCY
ace has been reappointed head diens, the highest scoring center tence ,";
iin National Hockey League hisconch.
¦
Judge Arnold C. Forbes recFollowing the season , players tory, has forged to the front in
ommended
tha t the state seek
were virtua lly unanimous in the individual scoring race.
to
provide
psychiatric
treatment
The
31-year-old
veteran
pivot
i
support of Christiansen 's continuing as coach.. President Vic i collected three goals and three and rehabilitati on for Waller. He
Morabito said no one' else was assists in the Canadieris' three originally had been charged
straight victories last week. The with second degree murder but
considered.
six-point
output enabled Beli- Ben Grussendoxf , Itasca County
Chris took control when Red
veau
to
overhaul
Bobby Hull attorney , asked acceptance of
Rickey quit Sept. 30 after the
arid
Stan
Mikita
of
the Chicago the plea to the lesser count.
40crs had lost five exhibition
The youth had been held since
Black
Hawks,
co-leaders
a week
games and their first three
the girl's body, stabbed 60
ago.
league battles, Under the inLeague figures showed today times, was discovered on a laketerim coach , the club posted that
the B-foot-3,. 205-pound Bel- shore near the Grand Rapids
only a 2-9 record yet showed
iveau
has accumulated 15 goals airport Oct, 5. No motive for the
improvement though continually
and
30
assists for 45 points, one killing ever was made public.
plagued with injuries.
Both Hammond and Waller
point more than Hull and Mikita. The Chicago duo, tied for will serve their terms under
REX MORGAN, Art. D.
second with 44 points apiece, supervision of the Youth Contallied three points each during servation Commission.
the past week.
A pair of respectable , «6O0s,
and sizzling women's team
game were Wirioria keglers pireChristmas rewards Monday
night;' . - .
The wpmieri's count came
from the .Alley Gater 's circuit
at Westgate Bowl where Curley's Floor Shop laced 99ft-2 ,654
behind Vera Bells 22M71. The

Ohio Sfate
lops Houston^
Purdue Rows

^t^StiM

% Minnesoians
Sentenced lit
t,Deali of Girls

49ers y/on'i
Change Coaches
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Beliveau Top
NHL Scorer

I

Tate Na med New
Miami Grid Coach

MIAMI , Fla. (AP ) - Charlie
Tate had todny what he called
"n vvondcrful Christmas present—the job of head football
conch at the University of Miami.
assistant
Tate, 42-yenr-old
coach at Georgia Tech under
Bobby Dodd for seven seasons,
received unanimous approval
Monday night and will be given
a four-year contract.
, Dr. Henry King Stanford, university president , said he had
recommended Tate as successor
lo Andy Gustafson , who retired
after 16 yoars to become athletic director , Tate is expected
to come to Miami this week to
discuss salary and sign a contract. No salary figures were
mentioned.

WINNER DIBS
LOS ALAMITOS, Calif. ( AP)
—Snf fty Pin , a 4-year-old fielding, scored am upset victory In
tho seventh race nt the Los Ala' m
Formfls Yankco pitctier Spud mitos quarter horse track M onhnndleir now scouts for tnc day, then dropped dend in the
winner 's Circle,
levelnnrl Indians.

Howe Canada 's Male
Athlete of Year
DETROIT (AP )—Gordie Howe
of the National Hockey League
Detroit Red Wings was named
Canada 's Male Athlete ol the
Year, The honor was voted
Howe Monday by a panel of 154
writers and broadcasters in a
Canadian Press poll,
Howe broke IVIaurice Richard's career goal scoring mark
of 544 early this season.

Basketball
Scores
Cincinnati 7}, Kamti Stat* ».
Ohio tiata ;?, Houilon »>.
Utah Slat* •>, Bradlaj/ to,
Utah 101, flaw Maxlco St. 71.
Colorado St, U. I
l, Washington II.
Okla. SI, 93, Lot Angclei St. (a,
Standforit *h Kaniaa 44 (OT),
Brigham Yeung It, MHhlgan St, N,
H«W Mexico 11. Purdu* <|,
Florida Stat* It, Tulm 74,
t-ouuviili »<,, fa. Carolina 17,
/Msbambii Ii, Howard , Ala, if,
Vala »7, Tulana is,
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By Dal Curthv

White Collie Moves
Into White House

WASHINGTO N (AP )—A white
collie named Blanco has moved
into the White House,
He 's a Christmas gift to the
First Family from Lois Nelson ,
9, of Woodstock , 111. In a letter
to President Johnson , she wrote
that the fi-month-dld puppy "will
bark if a burglar comes near.,..
I think this dog will cheer your
lonely job up, "
Johnson accepted the gift in
recogni tion of t h e kind gestures
of children everywhere who love
animals. But he requested that
any others who may want to
send animal gifts find children
or Institutions in their own communities where the pets would
he welcomed,
The Johnsons have two BeaRles.
TITLK PLANS?
NEW YORK fAP ) ~ Lightweight champion Carlos Ortiz is
expected to announce plans
shortly for three title defenses ,
starting off with Filipino Flash
Elorde in Manila, Feb, 1.
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FREEDOM

(Continned from Page 1)

ANSWERS DA ILY NEWS QUESTIONS

Cong. Quie Expresses Vi ews

life spanned Carrie Nation 's
hatchet raid on saloons; the
first automobile trip across the
United States ; the Wright brothers' flight; the first transcontinental plane flight.)

Two Charges,
Two Explanations ,
Judge Buys One
A Winonan had explanations for the (wo charg es
against him in municipal
court. He was successful in
one case and rece ived a dismissal.
Morris E. Grov e , 1604 W.
5th St., was charged with
driving in violation of a
driver 's license restriction.
That restriction was trtat
he must wear glasses while
driving.
¦
Judge John D. MeGill d ismissed the charge after inspecting a report from an
optometrist. The Teport stated that Grove did not need
glasses.
The second charge against
Grove was speeding, 40
m.p.h. In a 30 m.p.h. zone.
He pleaded guilty to the
charge , but said the reason was that there was
something wrong with the
automatic choke on his
car . He said he could not
keep the speed below 40
m.p.h.
Grove produced t h r e e
bills from garages. They
showed that he had taken
his car in for repairs to
the choke . The tills were
signed prior to the arrest.
Judge McGill said that if
Grove really wanted to
have had the choke fixed ,
it would have been fixed.
He sentenced Grove to pay
a fine of $25 or to ser^e
eight days. A bail deposit
was used to pay the fine.
B o t h charges stemmed
from his arrest by poli ce
at West 5th and Cummin gs
streets at 1:13 a.m. last
Tuesday.

Market Tops
1929 Record
Volume Peak

LIVESTOCK
SOUTH $f. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn, im -fUSDA)
- Cattle 2.2M; calves 600; slaughter
ileers an* heifers fully 35 higher ; cowi
mostly steady; bulls steady; loa<l high
choice around 1275 lb and loa* average and high choice 1207 lb slaughter
steers 22.25; olhe rchoice 1018-1277 lb
11.25-22.25; , canner and cutter 11.00-15..
00; package average and high choice
1018 lb slaughter heifers 21.50; other
choice m-1075 lb 20.50-21 .00; canrker and
cutler - 11.00-14.00; utility and commercial cows ' 12.50-14 .00; canner and cutler 10.50 12.i0; utility bulls 17.5O-lV.00j
commercial and good 17.00-18.50 ; canner and curler 14.50-17.00; vealerj and
slaughter calves steady to weak ; high
choice and prime vealers 28.O0-3I .00;
mostly 28.00; good and choice
24 .0027.60; good nnd choice slaughter calve!
19.00-25 .00; load medium and good 361
lb. feeder stee r calves 21 .00.
Hogs 7,000; fairly active; barrowr
and gilts strong to .25 higher; sowi
mostly steady; U.S. 1-2 190-240 lb barrows and gilts 15.00-15.25; mixed 13
190-240 lb 14.75-15.00 ; 240-270 lb 13.7514. 75; 2-3 270-300 13.25-14,00; 1, 2 and
medium . 160-190 lb 13.5014.50; few l-j
27O-3O0 lb. 12.50; 1-3 27O- .400 lb 11.5012.25; 2-3 400-500 lb 11.0O-11.7S; feeder
:
piq.s steady; cholce 120-160 lb 12.50-13.¦
00. '
Sheep 2,0O; fairly active, all classes:
generally steady; choice and prime 9019,00105 lb wooled slaughter lambs
19.50; good 80-95 lb 17.00-18.50; culled
lo good wooled slaughter ewes 5.504. 50; choice and fancy 60-80 lb wooled
feeder lamb 16.50-17.50; good 50-60 lb
14 .00-16.00.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO (.Ti . — (USDA) — 'Kogs ' eV
000; butchers steady to 25 higher; mixed
1-3 190-220 lb butchers 15.75-16.2.5; 220240 lbs 15.25 15.75; 2-3 240-260 lbs 14 .5015.25; 250-270 lbs 14.00-14 .50; mixed 1-1
40O-45P lb sows 11.75-12.25; ¦2-3 450-500
¦ ' •- .
lbs 11.25-1175.
' Cattle 5,000; calves none; slaughter
steers 25 to mostly 50 higher; two loads
prime 1,250-1,275 lb slaughter
j teeri
23. 75; mixed high choice and prime 1,050-1,300 lbs 22.75-23 50; several
loadj
high choice and prime. 1,350-1,400 lbs
choice 900-1,100 lbs
22.50-22.75;
22.2523.00; mostly good 900-1.250 lbs 20.0021 .50; choice 800-1,100 lb slaughter heifers 20.75-1,100 lb slaughter heifers 20.75-21.75; couple loads average ro high
choice 850-950 lbs 22.00-21.10; utllily and
commercial cows 12.25-13.75.
Sheep 500; slaughter lambs steady to
weak ; few lots choice and prime wooled slaughter lambs 19.50 ;" bulk good and
choice 80-11O lbs 18.00-19 00; cull To good
wooled slaughter ewes 4.50-6.50.

First District Cong. Albert a good example of the program port of civil rights. I do not ! weigh each possibility of trade
For the next Five years I had
H. Quie has expressed his views which helps people to help believe than when a coalition ] with the Soviet bloc and make to become combative with my
NEW YORK (AP)-The stock
on a rising federal budget , re- themselves and is a successor is formed that one side ought I certain that we, and not the own self. I made a mental readvanced early this aftmarket
duced foreign aid , the presiden- to the old People to People pro- to take political advantage of Communists, are being, strength- examination..,of my impatient
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Pope Stresses
Importance of
Near East Trip

Johnson Tells
Of Advice fie
Got From Ike
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STRICTLY BUSINESS
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Personals

.

7 Wantad—Livestock

~
~
A LAST MINUTE gift suggestion
A
beautifully crafted, smartly styled expansion walch band from RAINBOW
JEWELRY, 116 W. 4th. Prices start at
SI .98.

ARE YOU A PROBLEM~~iDRINKEf»?Man or women, your drinking creates
numerous problems. If you need and
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group, Box 622, Winona,
Minn:
LOSE WEIGHT safely with Dex-A-DItt
tablets. Full week 's supply only He
Ford Hopkins.

"0UGHfErr"0UTTER-5 li TTngauoT"
"K" gutter, prime coated. Machine

made on job - any length .

Julius Pellowski Tel . Lewiston 566*
CONTINUAL HOUSE GUTTER CO .
Stockton, Minn;
WE WISH YOU a Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year. CURLEY'S CERAMIC TILE CO.. «0 W. 8th. William
. "Curley " Slavers. .
M
""
TRUSSES - ABDOMINAL S ELTS
SACRO-IL lAC SUPPORTS

GOLTZ PHARMACY

27< E . 3rd

Tel . 2547

Trans portation

8

_ ~
RIDER
WANTE D "to sharr"e"xpenses,
destination Fort Bragg, North Carolina,
leave Jan . 1 or 2. Tel. 2912.

Auto Service, Repairing

10

~
HAVE /T HAPPY HOLIDAY with "a" trav-;
el-ready, trouble-free automobile serviced by GOODVIEW TEXACO; 1650
Service Drive.

"So j ou think people like the Easter
Bunny better than you. "

Want Ads
Johnson Drive
Pulls Democratic Start Here
Members Closer

Business Se rvices

Dressmaking, Sewing

By JACK BELL
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Johnson 's drive for preChristmas action, on foreign aid
appears to have bolstered his
Democratic support while damaging prospective bipartisanship
on foreign policy.
By dramatizing his demand
that Congress surrender most
of its holiday to> work on the
money bill , Johnson has irritated Republicans. He has put most
of them in the mood to challenge his domestic proposals
and to search for political motives behind his international
moves.

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR—
E-U, 58, 32. 37..

Card of Thank*

16

~ ~
~
; A V E RY MERRY "CHRI$TM'A S~1O " all
of
you
from
The
CINDERELLA
SHOPPE. Get last minute sewing supplies at our shop.

Plumbing, Roofing

NOTICE

Thli newspaper will be responsible
for on ly one Incorrect Insertion ol
my classified
edvestlsement publlshed in the Want Ad section . Check
your ad trwi call 3321 II a cprreclion must b« mode .

14

- ~~
"
MEN VVT TIT A MlSSION delcrlbes the
e; pertj »t WINONA RUG CLEANING
SERVICE, 116 W. 3rd . U you ert In a
holidaje about spills and- spots Tel. 3722.

21

~~

JOY RINGS out at this . Christrnas Season, and we want to . send you a hearti i felt, sincere note of appreciation for
your valued friendship and goodwill. A
most Merry Christmas and a Prosper'
ous Happy New Year.

i

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING J, H E A T I N G
207 E. 3rd
Tel. 3703

~
ELECTOfC ROTO llOOTER
For clogged sewers and drains
Tel . 9509 or 6436
1 year guarantee

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI _
^

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service

DUELLMAN—
Our sincere end grateful thanks ere
txtended to ail our friends, neighbors
•nd relatives lor their various acts ot
Special truck. Sanitary 5. Odorless
kindness end m(sj«su of sympathy
G. S. WOXXANO CO.
both spiritual and floral shown us durRushford, Minn.
Tel. U*- V2i>
ing our recent bereavement, the loss ol
our belovtd mother and grandmother.
W»: especially thank Father Maierus
Jel. 93U
for his comforting words, the organist, j »27 E. 4ln
choir, pallbearers, St. Martha 's Circle
¦ and those who assisted us in anyway. Help Wanted—Female
26
~
Children and Grandchildren of
"
PRACTICAL
-wlth
NU^E
some
tra
Itv
Mrs. Anna Duellman.
ing and same experience fa fake care
of elderly woman, not bedridden, days,
Lost and Found
4 Mrs. Milton Goldberg, 518 W . 6th. Tel.

Jerry 's Plumbing

"~~

BIG GEORGE

46

""

LEwisTON SALES BARN
A real good auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
weak , hogs bought every day. Trucks
available. Sale Thurj ., 1 p.m. Tel. 2667.
-

IF YOU WANT to buy. sell or trade
tx sura to see Shank. HOMEMAKER'S
I EXCHANGE. 552 E. 3rd.

-

CLAY BARN EQUIPMENT
OAK RIDGE SALES & SERVICI
Mlnnelska. Tel. Aitura 7M4

Farm Implements

991 Used Car*

Homes for Sale

STATION WAGONS

48

WANT_ D-300-_ _ ir_ ulk " rnlik tank, state
age, kind and price. Larry Boettcher ,
Alma, Wis. Tel. Cochrane 348-2471.

Mc-Deering
2 row mounted corn picker
Model 2MH with grease
bank. Traded i_i on New
Idea 2 row mounted .

KOCHENDERFER & SONS
Fountain City, Wis.

May time turn backwards
In its flight .
And make you a child again ,
just for a night . . .
As Santa bows in with a sack
full of gifts and a wealth of
good wishes from all of us to
all of you .

!
j

GOOD USED

SPREADERS

Ready to go to work!

«6l Main St.

Tel. 2fl49
~
"
Wa^ted^Rear¥ sta
te
102

1 New Idea -vo. 12.
• • Excellent condition.

~
~
WlLlT"PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICE$"
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

• ¦ ¦"HAN K JEZEWSKI

SchuItz P.T. O. 3-year2 • old. Very good.

(Wlnona 'i Only Rail Estate Buyar)
Tal. 63H and 7093
P.O. Box 34

2 Minnesota Tractor
3• Spreaders. Both very
good and ready to work .

Boats, Motors, Etc.

-Kelly Ryan P.T .G.
4 • Spreader.

WINTERTIME, repair
boat time. Do It
BOATS, Tal . »-3»it.

"That 's the old Christmas spirit, Ajax-boy !"

"

South on New Highway 14-6 1
\ Closed Saturday Afternoons
! Logs, Po$*»,_ Lunnber

52

WHITE OAK TIMBER
Also Others
Roman Kamrowski
Lamoille, Minn.
(Pickwick)
Tel. Winona 8-2661

Article, for Sale

57

SEWING MACHINE— Newhome, makes
buttonholes and sews on buttons, mends
'j
. 5328 .
and darns, automatic A real buy at
EXPERIENCED beauty operator s want- ! only $79. Tel. B-41B0.
ed; also licensed manager. Tel. .4381 ; WE HAVE sorrielhins x/ery fine for v|nyl
floors called Seal Gloss
GIRL OR WOMAN experienced in secre- j
and other
tarial work . AAust know shorthand, typ- I acyrllc finish. PAINT DEPOT.
~
ing and be able to operate diclaphone, I WE HAVE « large assortment ot apadding and calculating machines. Varpliances. New and used et prices you
ied work. W, F-. White. Tel. 8-2330 tor
want to
pay. Come in and look
interview..
around. FRANK LIL.LA _ SONS, 761

106

tlmei springtime,
now! WARRIOR

Motorcycles, Bicycles

Dealers for New Idea A-C
Coal , Wood, Other Fuel 63 Butinen Plact* for Rant 92
and New Idea Spreaders.
~7
"OA" K~ W 666~"
PRIME^~6WNt0WN LOCATIONS- K*.
<
Good
oak
slabs
sawed in stove lengths.
tall and office space. Available now.
Conveyor chains on hand to
Suitable for range and furnace , Price
Stirneman-Selover Co.
fit most every- make of
reasonable. Haul it yourself or we will
iV/t E, 3rd
deliver.
¦
spreader .
Tel. ,066 or 234»
BRUNKOW SAW M ILL
Tel. 534-63H
ALL AT FLEET PRICES - \ Trempealeau. Wis.
95
64 Houses for Rent
get them from your
j Forn., Rugs, Linoleum
~
~
Implement Dealer.
i CORNER $ECTIONAL ~ 3-plece, red., OTIS ST. — all modern 3-room house, I

F; A. KRAUSE CO.
"BREEZY ACRES"

109

PLYMOUTH — 19JT *4aw, i-cyllntjar,
sutomotlc transmlialon, naionabli. Irv
quire 960 E. Broadway iftir 5 p.m.

"

107

LEARN THE ROPES on < gud motorcyclt from ROBB BROS. Motorcycle
Shop, !7i E.; 4th; T«l . ^007.

26" BICYCLES

Girls ' and Boys '
Priced from *34.9J
Also a few Television sets leftpriced at only
J119.95

FIRESTONE

FLOOR
PROBLEMS?

Free advice from our floor
experts. See our large "in
stock" selection of

Armstrong 's Vinyl
Sheer Corlon.

97

BUSINESS PROPERTY — For rentTr
lease. Downtown location. Office space,
2nd floor, 850 sq. ft. Storage and/or
factor space; basement, 4,500 sq. ft., 1st
floor, 2,000 so., ft., 2na floor, 2,500 sq.
ft . All utilities Included. }08 E. 2nd St.,
Winona, Minn.

^^

CgEfflD jg)
39 y«ars in Winona
Lincoln—Mercury—F alcon
Comet—Fairlane
Open Mon. and Fri. Eveningi
. and Saturday p.m.

Looking for a

USE

D
GAR??

We have a selection of
more than 25 cars.
CHOOSE FROM —
PLYMOUTHS - F031DS
RAMBLERS - CHEVROLETS
PONTIAC • MERCURYS

Tel. MM

Our Wishes For You
. . . as many as the needles
on a Christmas tree.
Happy Holiday, Alll

Bus. Property for Sale

*ti AJVartlM Our frial *
^

Come in and look over th*
cars in our HEATED showTrucks, Tract's, Trailers 108 ! room today!
300.West 3rd

automatic oil furnace, hot water heater,
foam rubber cush ions, very good . con-,
full basement and garage. Available
dition. Herb Neldncr, Lewiston , Minn.
: Jan. 15. Inquire at 15! E. Jfh St .
USED F UR N I T U R E - 3 pc. walnut bed; i FOURTH E. 862—For sale 'or rent|~_. ! TRUCK BODIES In need of
repair? i
Paint?
Lettering?
Expert
work. Rea- i
room suite, S45; walnut chest and bed,
bedroom house. Tel. 5751 or 2290.
|
BORZYSKOWSKI
F U R N I T U R E . ~~'
lonablt. BERG'S, .3950 W . 4th, Gdvw.
J30.
" CENTRALLY " LOCATED
\
302 Mankato Ave. Open evenings.
FOBD—1J31, pickup, 4-speed transmit,
i room house.
. room »pf.
lion. May b« seen at 601 W. sih.
WALNUT OR BLONDE cocktail tables, I
Waller Neumann.
Tel. I-J133
J5.95; 3 table groupings, including _
step and matching cocktail tables,
. $19.95. B O R Z Y S K O W S K I FURNITURE, Wanted to Rent
96
302 Mankafo , Open evenings.
UCV~ APT. wlfiv fieat, unfurE>FTCI
I
nlshed except refrigerator and stove.
Centre! locetlon or near bu» Una . IA M.
Alfred Mueller , Lewiston. Tel. .731.

j
!

'50 Mercury wagon .. $1489
'57 Chev. 2-door wagon $599
'57 Chev . 4-door wagon $695
*57 Ford Wagon, 9 pas. $795
'58 Plymouth wagon . . $695
'56 Ford 4-door wagon $395

VV A L Z

NYSTROM'S

Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Monday - Friday Nites

1958 FORD

Country Sedan

4-door , radio , heat, automatic transmission , V-8 motor ,
Ver
1958 FORD
white sidewall tires,
tu-tone finish , power
4-door, V-8 motor,
steering,
power
automatic transmisbrakes. Extra clean!
sion , tu-tone finish.
On!_/ . . . ..
Specially p r i c e d
V at $695
Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC

Houses for Sale
99
Johnson Is going to need some LOST—child's red wallet , downtown. Rehelp in 1964 to pass civil rights I ward. Tel. 4M803.
THREE-BEDROOM and 4-bedroom homei
Also all types of floor and
legislation from the very Repub- . Personals
for sale or rent. Cenler ot town, on
7
bus line. Tal. 6039.
wall
tile.
Ceramic
tile
and
licans who were castigated by I MEMO TO CHILDREN everywhere":
EYOTA,T MINN^OIder" 3-bedroom home,
counter top covering. Call
anonymous White House spokes- Santa Claus will arrive Tuesday night
new gas furnace, enclosed porch, gar$595
of rumors that his flight hod
¦
2871 for free estimates.
men for p u t t i n g stumbling I"beenspite
age, 17,500. Buy on
contract, ssodi
turned over fo the National Space
down.
Steinrnelz
Realty,
Eyota,
Minn.
blocks in the road to passage of Agency arid Is running behind schedule.
Tel . 8-2711
75 W. 2nd
Merry Christmas from Ray Meyer and W A I T R E S S WANTED-day work. Apply
FOUNTAIN C l f Y —T a r g eT i r room buildE. 8th.
tie foreign aid bill.
all the gang af THE W ILLIAMS .
Fri.,
Evenings
ing on H. Shore Drive. Suitable for
Open
Mon
,
Frank Cunningham, Steak Shop or Tel.
ICE SKATES—new and used .
Trade
Republicans questioned the MRS . BENNINO ~and all. her "crew want 3150.
warehou se or store. For sail or
ap»your old pai r In. K.OUTER BICYCLE
i
renl. Also large modern mobile home,
75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
President's motives in demand- I to wish you and yours the very best Help Wanted—Ma1e
Tel. 56«S .
for quick sale . C. SHANK,¦ »
27 1 SHOP. 40J Mankato,
Mobile Homes, Trailers 111
this Christmas Season . The
Open Mon., Fri., Evenings
Good Things to Eat
65 sacrifice
__
'
"
_ _
ing immediate action. They say ) during
Homemaker
's
Exchange,
552
E.
3rd.
-HBl
ectrlc
CASH
REGISTERs
or
manualwelcome mat Is always out to you af SCHOOL BOY^ U _ r 0 - e r , with farm
~ ~
~
ly operated, ring up to $99 . Write LARGE -SELECTION of ChHstrnalTnuts,
—and Democrats concede pri- RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd.
j
PR
ICES "S LASHED on air^s_ _ mobfl _ '
experience, to help on farm weekends.
P . 0. Box 304, Winona, Minn.
~
s
now.
Red
Top Mohomes.
Save
JlCO'
"
frgit
"
I
baskets.
candles
and
WINONA
News.
vately—that the Agency for In- I GREETTNGS to you «t Chrlstmss . Best Write E-38 Daily
^
'
'
bile Home Sales.
POTA TO MA R K E T , 118 Mkt.
PAYS CASH
for the New Year. W A R R E N EXPERIENCED married man wonted to SNOW PLOVWS-Meyers and Allls Chai^
ternational Development ( AID ) wishes
mers, straioht or V-t>ody. Will fit every
BETSINGER, TAILOR, 6i'/a W. 3rd.
operate dairy farm. House and electri- 1j make front end manure loader. Will Household Articles
Auction Sales
67 If you are selling your home
would be better off under a concity furnished. Wlckett Livestock Co.,
also fit J»«p or otrier ! or I wheel
~~
^
and
have
trouble
financing,
Harmony, Minn . Tel. 8B.-277 1 days;
tinuing resolution that lets it
WELL
kept
carpets
show
the
results
ALVIN KOHNER
drive Trucks. F. A. Krause Implement
886-2791 eveninos.
City and st»l« llctnj ed
AUCTIONEER,
of
regular
Blue
Lustre
spot
cleaning.
"Breezy
Acres."
Co.
contact
spend at last year's $3.6-billion (First Pub. Tu.iday, Dae. 10, 1»63>
and bonded , 252 Liberty St . (earner
Rent electric shampooer SI. H. Choate
THIS"~L7TTCY CREETT NO :
budget rate than under the new State of Minnesota ) »«.
E. 5th and Liberty). Tel. <WBj,
a. co.
ROUTE
MAN
__
______ _
Hopes
you're
_ll
set
for
1961 DODGE 4-door , full
) In Probata Court
Counly of Winona
"Hank" Jezewski
bill's $3-billion level;
LOCAL _ AREA—Experienced In meeting
The Grandest Christmas
Minnesota
No. 15,611
Radios, Television
the public. Must be married, neat In
71
power and a very clean
You 've kno**n yet !
"I
pay
casto!"
In Re Estate of
appearance and have own car. For InB
b
B
ELECTRIC,
155
E.
3rd.
The resolution Is In force uncar.
Land & A uction Sales
ZENITH
TV SET—21 In., mahogany,
Patar Vnuk , Decedent .
terview appointment write E-37 Dally
Tel. 6388 or 7093 or
~
console type, good condition, $50 . Tel.
Hearing on Final Account
Evere.1t J . Kohner
j
News.
til Jan. 31. Republicans argued OrdirandforPetition
! fJK USED FLTRNrTURE STORE 5455
or 2579 after 5 p.m .
for Distribution.
Write
P.O.
Box
345
1957 RAMBLER 4 - door , | 158 Walnutt. Tel. 8-3710 , after hour. 7814
I
. 373 E. 3rd St.
that the new b ill could have The representative ol the above named
28—Sat . \ p. m. E. side o( Osseo,
We Buy - We Sell
Needles and Service
having filed her final account and
straight shift with over- j HicT
been passed an_/ time before estate
Wis. on Hwy. J7 . Ed Matchey, ownFurniture — Antiques — Tool!
petition
for settlement and allowance [Train for PRINTING
All
Makes
of
Record
Players
Herbert,
auctioneers)
er;
Zeck
4
radio
drive
,
,
heater
—
a
and other us«d Items
then without the "heroics" in thereof and for distribution to the perNorthern Inv . C o, clerk.
Tel . 8-3701
^_
great economy car.
¦¦¦ £¦
's Music Store
which House GOP L e a d e r sons thereunto entitled ;
Ha
rdt
IT IS O R D E R E D , That the hearing ;
DEcT -- —Sat. 1 p.m. 6 miles E. of
Hand Composition
Winona ¦
118 £ . 3rd
STEREO
Charles A. Halleck said the ad- thereof
Gilmanlon, Wis. A-rbell Nelson, ownbe had on January 3, 1964 , at
BEAUTIFUL MUSIC by a Motorola s tereo
er; Francis Werlein, auctioneer; North10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court in Linecasting and Presswork
ministration was indulging.
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hi-fi . We have the finest selection and Refrigerators
ern Inc. Co., clerk.
probate court room in the court house J
No
Greeting
Warmer,
Besides stirring up the Repub- the
largest supply of sets In the Winona
¦
In Winona, Minnesota, and thai notice
DEC. 2B—Sat. 1 p.m. Corner of WIMiam i
Refrigeration
&
Supply
Ed's
area.
Come
In
or
call
WINONA
FIRE
licans with his act-now de- hereof be given by publication of this I
Write
None more sincere ,
8, Lincoln St ., L ewiston, Minn. FurniCommercial and Domestic
t, POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5063.
in the Winona Dally News and
ture aucrlon, Jorin Bernhardt Estate,
mands, Johnson risked his pres- order
555 E 4lh
Tel. 5532
(Acro«» trom the new parking lot.)
GRAPHIC ARTS
Than
this
plain
.
.
.
by mailed notice as provided by law.
Kohner,
auctioneer)
owner;
Alvin
—
tige on what one Democratic Dated December 5, 1943.
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How do you properly say " Thank You" to the
thouoandB of •¦uheorlbtrB who have made the
TV SIGNAL Company such, a suooesa in "the last
fire yeara?

* '
< >\

<

we can 't hope to properly express our very deep appreciation
to all or you.

\' \
I
„^
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But we can, and do , renew the pledge we mad* to you five
years ago - in O otoher of 1958.

*'" '

tfe pledge , at all times , to do everything in
our power to make TT SIGNAL , always, the finest
televi sion servioe in the world .
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We can do no more - the people of Vlnona and
Groodvlew deserve no less.
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But how So you properly a ay "Thank You* to the
thousand a of people who stood "by UB and wi shed
ua well thii last a-ummer when our tower was
destroy efll

from all of ua at TY SIGNAL to all of you , we extend the
Warmest Holiday Greeting s and the hope that you have a
Very Merry Chri stina * and a Moat Joyous and. Happy New Year*
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On this holiest of evenings , ve at TV SIGNAL wo uld like
to pause to express our grateful thanks to all of the
wonderful people of "Winona and Goodview.
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